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Demanding better wages 
Local community social services 
workers continue their job action 
this week\NEWS A14 
m 
Reading is important 
A local celebrity reads to students 
at Copper Mountain Elementary 
School\COMMUNITY B1 
Now try this 
What some might consider exotic 
is a way of getting- and staying 
fit\SPORTS B7 
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IWA insists deal to save logging jobs must ensure sawmill runs 
Union nixes log export plan 
By JEFF NAGEL 
THE IWA will oppose West Fraser's log 
export plan to keep hundreds of loggers 
working unless unionized sawmill 
workers also get job protection. 
IWA members last week voted 142-49 
against he Job Protection Commission- 
backed plan to let either the company or 
its contractors export raw logs to Japan. 
Because West Fraser plans to operate 
no more than one shift at Skeena Saw- 
mills this year it requires vii'tually no 
new logging and the company says 
permission to export more than 200,000 
cubic metres this year and maybe next is 
the only way it can keep some 400 
workers in the bush. 
The Terrace sawmill Was reduced from 
two shifts to one in September, but 
layoffs were averted by a federal work- 
sharing program, which runs out in mid- 
June. More than half of the unionized 
sawmill workers face layoffs then, and 
1WA officials also fear a total mill shut- 
down is poss~le. 
"We're not going to sign the document 
unless they're willing to negotiate to 
guarantee some job protection for the 
people in the sawmills in Terrace and 
Prince Rupert," said IWA Local 1-71 
business agent Surinder Malhotra. "We 
want a guarantee that these mills will be 
kept open." 
Malhotra said the company has merely 
said it will run one shift this year w if 
it's economicailyviable to do so. 
"We want an iron-clad guarantee for at 
least one shift in Terrace and the same 
thing for Northcoast Timber,'" he said. He said his economic plan would have 
Company officials say they will still seen West Fraser commit o running one 
seek government permission to export full shift in Terrace and 40 per cent of a 
the logs without the union's endorse- shift at the Prince Rupert sawmill. 
ment. The union apparently wants more than 
"There's still a chance," said West that, he said. 
Fraser forester Eruce MacNicol. 
"There'sa lot of other things at issue. I
don't think the vote will mean too 
much." 
But Job Protection Commissioner E ic 
van Soeren says the union's move 
amounts to a dangerous game that could 
see virtually everyone who works for the 
company in the northwest put out of 
work. 
"Frankly I think they're shooting 
themselves in the foot," van Soeren said. 
" I  think it,s a high-risk game." 
"The mill workers believe there's not 
enough in it for them and somehow they 
can coerce or encourage West Fraser to 
perform more mill shifts," van Soeren 
said. "They lost a bag of money in there 
last year and 'they frankly don't want to 
do it again." 
He says the fact that the company is 
even operating one shift right now has 
been partially based on the hopes that he 
economic plan would be approved. 
Besides the export allowance, the 
govemmentwould a so exempt the com- 
pany from provisions that would normal- 
ly see part of its licence taken back be- 
cause it will not meet minimum cutting 
levels over a five-year period. 
Without that concession and without 
exports, there may be much less motiva- 
tion for the company to keep its mills 
open for any shifts, he added. 
"I'm not real confident hey'll con- 
tinue to do that," van Soeren said. 
"Now there's no light at the end of the 
tunnel, so why bother?" 
The government could still proceed 
with the plan over the protests of the 
IWA, but van Soeren isn't optimistic. 
Continued Page A2 
[] Handcrafted decorations 
Terrace folk artist Brenda Rintisch makes wooden country-home 
decorations. She designs all of her own pieces, like fancy paper 
towel holders and wall hangings. Her artwork is so unique it is 
featured in the March issue of Quick and Easy Painting maga- 
Alex Hamilton photo 
zine. RlnUsch offers folk art classes to the public through Parks 
and Recreation. Students can signs up for her next evening 
class .March 25 to make wooden ballerina bunnies in lime for 
Easter. For story, see Page B1, 
ai nge aims to keep 
lsg a out o,f cour t room 
Lawsuit on behalf of non-native residents could seek injunction to halt treaty 
LAWYERS .for Nass Valley resi- 
dent Lloyd Brinson hope to keep 
the Nisga'a Trial Council from 
becoming a defendant in his con- 
stitutionai challenge of the treaty. 
Supreme Court Justice Paul Wil- 
lialnson reserved judgment on the 
Nisga'a request o join the case 
after hearing arguments last week. 
"It was not Mr. Brinson's inten- 
tion ever to directly challenge the 
Nisga'a," said Paul Formby, oue of 
his lawyers. "Rather his dispute is 
with the two defendant govern- 
ments for delegating and transfer- 
ring his rights under the constltu. 
tion, and for transferring the lands 
and resources unconstitutionally." 
"He does not wish to antagonize 
the I~isga'a people in any respect," 
Formby added. "As the Nlsga'a 
have gone after the government to
secure their rights, so Mr, Brinson 
is going after the government to 
secure his rights," ' 
Formby said they don't object to 
the Nisga'a becoming intervenors 
in the case on constitutional issueS, 
but said making the tribal council 
formal defendants would greatly 
complicate the case. 
"I think it would become an ab- 
solute gong show," he said. "They 
could tum the thing into a land 
claims trial, with oral evidence as 
to what they Occupied, and we 
could have other bands with over- 
lapping claims coming in." 
Tom Burger, acting for the Nlsga'a, 
said it doesn't make sense to ex- 
clude them, 
"It's their treaty," Burger said. 
"You can't have a lawsuit about 
result of the treaty. 
The action goes beyond the essen- 
tial claim of a treaty challenge by 
the B.C. Liberals that argues self- 
government provisions amount to a 
third.order of government and a 
constitutional mendment. 
Formby says the treaty also affects 
13rinson's constitutionally protected 
rights involving voting, mobility 
and freedom from discrimination 
loss of business opportunity and al- 
ready their property values are 
depreciated." 
The legal team will try to push for- 
ward with the challenge before 
ratification i  Ottawa and Victoria, 
Formby said, by seeking an injunc- 
tion to prevent he federal and 
provincial governments from trans- 
ferring anything to the Nisga'a un- 
til the constitutionality of the treaty 
based on race. is tested. 
Although a judge ruled the L~eral "He's living virtually in an island 
challenge of the treaty must wait in the middle of  this proposed 
until the enabling legislation actual- Nisga'a nation,', Formby said. 
ly becomes law, Formby believes f'He'S effectively going to be dis- 
Brinson's case can press forward, placed from his own province and 
"There are damages already with country," he said. "A nation is 
the Ntsga,a treaty without the respect to individuals like Mr, being created, a society is being 
Nisga ai It S like putting on Hamlet Brinson living in the area by virtue created exclusively for the benefit 
without he Prince of Denmark, of the uncertainty that the process of one racial ethnic group; And as 
Brinson's case is a class action law- has created, by virtue of the fact the long as people are living in the 
suit that Could see .other non- Liberals aren't even contesting the midst of that society that aren't 
Nisga'a residents of the Nass join amount of territory that has been Ntsga'a, they will be discriminated 
him in claiming a loss of rights as a given," he said. "They've suffered against one way or the other." 
Forest service 
freebie ends 
WHEN YOU go out in the woods this summer make sure 
you have your camping pass with you. 
Especially if you're planning on sleeping overnight at a 
• B.C. Forest Service site. 
The rustic sites have traditionally been free, but this year 
gser~ will need t ° buy a $27 annual pass or, pay an$8 
single-use fee to a government agent before heading out. 
"The ministry is trying to make do with less dollars," 
said forest service official Doug Konkin. "We need to es- 
tablish something more self-sufficient." 
Last summer, forests minister David Zirnhelt at first 
chopped the recreation site budget from $4 million to noth- 
ing. But he then found $1 million in other forest programs 
to complete much-needed maintenance work. 
Bill Marshall; the forest service's enior ecreation for- 
ester, said managers were given the money with instruc- 
tions to f'md ways to make the sites operate on budget. 
The fees will be part of a new budge't']liloeation begin- 
nlug March 1, but Marshall doesn't know how much it will 
be yet. 
Cont'd Page A2 
Going camping 
will cost more 
EVERY TIME you camp in a provincial campground 
this summer, you'll pay about $3 more than you did 
last year. 
But the good news is firewood will still be available 
even though its cost is reflected in the price increase. 
"We've included the firewood in the camping fee," 
said B.C. Parks district manager Hugh Markides the 
day the hikes were announced March 12. 
"There will be no extra charge other than this." 
Mark.ides aid other fees - -  such as parking meters 
for day users - -  had been discussed but he didn't ex- 
pect hem to be implemented this year. 
Markides added that the 20 per cent rate increase in 
high-end parks such as Lakelse Lake, which provide 
showers, firewood and some interpretive programs, 
will allow them to break even financially. 
Last year, he said, only two-thirds of maintenance 
costs at Lakelsc Lake were covered by the fees that 
were charged to campers. 
The Lakelse Lake fee is going from $14.50 to $17.50. 
Other northwest parks that provide security and some 
interpretive programs uch as Kleanza Creek and F.x- 
chamsiks are having their rates raised from $9.50 to 
$12. All of the increases arc effective April 1. 
BC Parks officials ay their camping fees are still less 
than fees in Alberta and Ontario provincial parks and 
those in Parks Canada federal parks. B.C. now has, 
says a press release issued Friday, the only parks sys- 
tem that provides firewood as part of their package 
price. 
Envirolunent and parka minister Kathy McGregor 
called this the first general fee increase since 1992. 
She said money collected from fees at provincial and 
forest service campgrounds is meant o stay in the park 
system and out of general revenue where it can be ac- 
cessed by other government programs. 
SPEAKING BEFORE the fees were announced last 
week, Skeena NDP MLA Helmut Giesbrecht said he 
had asked McGregor to back off eliminating firewood. 
The elimination of firewood Was announced last year 
for some parks, drawing protests and letters. McGregor 
reversed the decision within a few weeks of it being 
made. 
"I told her these 'are unpopular moves that could be 
avoided," said Glesbrecht, 
"I don't think we want to deny the right to have a 
campfire," he noted, 
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EXPORTING raw logs is traditionally ports to chemotherapy or radiation tecting jobs." ~ .~a'-J~ 
equated to exporting jobs by sending 
B.C. wood overseas for others to pro- 
CCSS,  
But Job Protection Commissioner 
Eric van Soeren - -  who has put to -  
gether an economic plan that would 
allow West Fraser to do just that to 
protect northwest logging jobs - -  says 
there are certain circumstances when 
it is justified. 
"While we agree 100 per cent that 
we don't like the principle o f  raw log 
exports," van Soeren says, "the fact 
is we're now in the situation that if the 
company logs and has to retain all the 
profile domestically, they're going to 
lose money ~ no question about it." 
Van Soeren compares raw log ex- 
From front 
Export 
treaUnent. It's not a good idea to per- 
form it on someone who's healthy, he 
says, but with a cancer patient it can 
be necessary for survival. 
The same goes for recession- 
stricken logging companies Wrestling 
to survive in a market of low conx- 
modity prices. 
Van Scorch has already set up" a raw 
log export plan for Colson Manufac- 
turing and heXs working on a similar 
plan to keep MacMillan Bloedel log- 
gers working. 
"The way we look at it on the short 
term by exporting a small portion of 
the wood you increase both logghlg 
and sawmilling jobs," he said. " I  be- 
lieve in the long term you're also pro- 
The principle, he says, is that allow- 
ing companies to export a small por- 
tion of their cut lets them get a: 
pxemium on that wood and helps them 
subsidize their regular operations. 
The Job Protection Commission 
hopes that preventative treatment like 
this can keep other forest companies 
operating and prevent he need for the 
level of involvement required when 
Repap B.C. collapsed• 
"If  we don't allow some small por- 
tion of exports o happen, we're going 
to have other companies go 
bmflempt," van Soeren said. "Now I 
don't think West Fraser will go 
bankrupt. But there will be a lot of 
people not working." 
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k 
said. " I f  the people whose 
jobs I 'm trying to support 
don't want it, then it's bard 
to argue we should allow 
West Fraser and the con- 
tractors to export." 
The Truck Loggers Asso- 
ciation, however, is entirely 
in support, of. the plan,..,van ...... , ....... ,.~,~ .,,, ~:, 
Socren added. 
" I  have an economic plan 
right now that works only if 
there's export and only ff 
the IWA supports it," he 
said. "Right now it looks " - 
like plan A is dead." 
He noted there's probably 
more at stake for some log- 
ging contractors than for 
West Fraser itself. 
"Some of those loggers 
are going to have to fold up 
their tent if they don't get to 
log this year." 
From front 
Freebie 
ends 
I f  more money isn't made 
available, the forest service 
may need to charge for fire- 
wood and other services, 
Marshall said. 
"We're well aware the 
public will only tolerate a 
certain amount of fees," 
Marshall said. "We'll ex- 
haust all opportunities be- 
fore we impose another . ~ ~: 
charge." 
He added the move to 
user-pay recreation is a gen- 
eral trend in park systems 
across North Ameriea. 
The Red Sand Lake site 
north of Terrace may 
¢, qualify as an enhanced 
Bite" and will cost $10 per 
night because extras ser- 
vices there make it more ex- 
pensive to operate, Marshall 
said. 
Fees to go cross country 
skiing on forest service 
Irails, now between $5 to 
$% won't be increased. 
The forest service will 
conduct an advertising 
campaign, with newspaper 
ads, brochures and on-site 
posters next month. Patrols 
- -  to make sure campers 
have purchased their passes 
will take place wherever 
possible. 
Patrollers will monitor 
campers when they're al- 
e, ready in the area. We do it 
as efficiently as possibler" 
Marshall said. "We don't 
have those resources.°' l 
He added that the ministry 
would only ticket repeat of- 
fenders who had already 
received a warning. The 
fine, he estimated, would be' 
$25 to $50. 
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City kicks in $50,000 
t 
iSkate park goal reached 
A PLANNED skateboard ~ ark near the arena now has 
a commitment from the city 
~o kick in $50,000. 
', The decision came during 
~ity council budget delibera- 
[ions March 8. 
! Up to that point 
skateboard park organizers 
had asked for - -  but not 
t , 
rece|ved a solid indication 
~-- of city financial backing 
' [owards the $50,000 short- 
tall. 
'0 Councillor Rich McDaniel 
[aid the project has raised 
$141,000 in committed 
~lonations and $22,000 in 
~sh for a total of $163,000 
bwards the total cost of 
$213,000. 
°, But council wasn't unani- 
(nous in the decision to kick 
in the full amount needed. 
',Councillors David Hull 
~nd Ron Vandedee 
favoured cutting the city 
~nUibution to just $25,000 
~nd leave skateboarders to
hake up the difference. 
', " I  still think $50,000 is a 
lot of money for us to be 
l~uttiug in here," Vandedee 
~aid. 
I Hull said leaving a, final 
~mount to fund raise would 
~ive the skateboarders 
~omething to work towards 
CITY COUNCILLOR Rich McDaniel extends arms 
wide in happiness now t~at fellow councillors agreed 
to pay $50,000 toward the construction of a 
Alex Ham;Iron photo 
skateboard park near the arena. Work on the 
$213,000 project is scheduled to start by May. It will 
be finished in plenty of time for the summer. 
~nd a sense of personal and not have it completed," by councillors Val George, past, director of engineering grant. 
dchievement when the goal he said. Olga Power and McDaniel. Stew Christensen said more Project manager Lome 
is reached. Councillor Linda Hawes "There's such a massive than that has been spent on Sexton said snow was 
But McDaniel opposed then suggested a corn- commitment in this project, some parks, and added cleared around the site east 
that idea, saying putting in promise $40,000 city contri- I think we have to guarantee $50,000 is budgeted this of Paul Clark Drive to let it 
any less than what's re- bution, leaving just $10,000 it can be committed this year as the city's share of a dry more quickly. 
quired puts the completion to be raised by the youths year," Val George said. redevelopment of Heritage He said they're aiming for 
of the project in jeopardy, who would benefit. Asked if the city has spent Park in conjunction with the a May date for start of con- 
"We" can't start a project But the idea was overruled $50,000 on a park in the Kinsmen and a govermnent sVuction. 
Neighbours worry about skater noise 
SOME RESIDENTS at the Willows apartments 
are worried that noisy skaters at the soon-to-be- 
built skate park will keep them awake at night. 
President of the Willows' Tenant Association, 
Margaret Cooper, said some tenants are worried 
that the new $230,000 park, which will be lo- 
cated east of Paul Clarke Drive, will create 
noise problems. 
night time that really bothers seniors because 
they don't sleep well." 
She said it's not music that keeps tenants 
awake, it's the foul language and the yelling. 
Cooper also said skaters urinated everywhere. 
"We'd be sitting outside and up on the hill 
they'd just go to the bathroom wherever," she 
said. 
Last summer, Willows tenants called police to She said tenants would rather the skatepark be 
complain about skaters who ~were ~,~hopping it built in an area where there aren't people living 
up late at night at a make-shi~Par~.in ~e'arena.~<~ .... . . . .  
parking lot. Ci~ c0uncillor Rich McDaniel, the main 
"The noise really carries," she said. "It 's the " promoter of the skateboard park, said seniors 
shouldn't have anything to worry about. 
The new park, he said, is further up the road 
l~om the temporary one set up last summer. 
"Noise shouldn't be a problem," he said. 
"They won't even be able to see it." 
He added that skaters can use the washrooms 
in the arena or the one's by the tennis court. 
He has donated a waterfountain tobe erected 
by the park in case skaters get thirsty. 
. Construction on the new park, which has been 
in the works for four years, is scheduled to be- 
gin this week and will be completed by June. 
"It 's just a needed thing," McDaniel said. 
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News In Brief 
More grades wanted 
at Lakelse Junior High 
THE SCHOOL DISTRICT wants to add Grade 11 'to 
Lakelse Junior High School in Sept. 2000 and Grade 
12 in Sept. 2001. 
Director of instruction Andrew Scruton said adding 
the two senior grades would mean more students would 
be able to graduate with secondary school graduation 
equivalent Dogwood diplomas ince students coming 
out of Lakeise Junior High often have trouble making 
the transition to Caledonia. 
Lakelse Junior, on Lakelse Ave. beside the Anglican 
Church, now takes in junior high students who had 
diffealtiea in other schools. 
The board also proposed that the Teen Learning 
Centre, on the comer of Greig and Kalum, and Lakelse 
Junior High school be brought under the umbrella of 
one school since students move between the two pro- 
grams. 
If the two schools are united, the board would be 
eligible for government dollars to hire an administrator 
to teach and to be respons~le for the school's budget. 
Thomhill Junior Secondary principal Fred Wood now 
looks after adminisUative duties for the schools. 
Mayors press SCI issue 
NORTHWEST mayors have a tentative date on March 
23 to meet premier Glea Clark and northern develop- 
ment minister Dan Miller to press for assistance for 
Skeena Cellulose. 
They're supporting the company's request for a loan 
guarantee allowing it to borrow $40 million to overhaul 
its B mill and return to full production. 
The second half of the Prince Rupert pulp mill has 
been shut down since last April. 
Full production would make the pulp mill more effi- 
cient and profitable, say company officials, and put an 
estimated 500 employees back to work at the pulp mill 
and at northwest logging operations. 
Not much help 
A WOMAN who lay bleeding after she slipped on an 
icy sl~eet says she got little help from people on 
Mountain Vista Drive. 
Lianna Anderson said she was delivering flyers last 
Wednesday when she fell and fractured her nose. Her 
baby, who she was carrying in a backpack, received a
bump on the head. 
"I  was bleeding everywhere," s~e said. 
Her husband went to one hous~ for help and people 
looked out the window but wouldn't come to the door. 
At the second house, she said, a woman opened the 
door and gave them tissue but d en closed the door and 
locked it without checking to see if more help was 
needed. 
"People were driving by but they didn't stop," 
Anderson added. "It bothere~ me- -  something serious 
could have really happened. And we were too far away 
T~om our vehicle to grab it and go." 
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A vision 
,. I 
THE FUTURE'S so bright, tlld mayor's gotta 
wear shades. 
A first reading of Mayor Jack Talstra's "state 
of the city" address to the chamber of conunerce 
. might lead people to think it's a bit loopy and 
that the mayor needs an end-of-winter cabin 
fever break. 
• But read it again. His vision of moving the CN 
rail tracks and sawmills out of town, freeing up a 
huge parcel of land for green space and low im- 
pact people-friendly development isn't that far- 
fetched. 
The one toughpart of making this city livable 
and having it make sense has always been that 
Berlin Wall divide of tracks and industrial[ 
presence. Getting back and forth by vehicle is a 
problem and it's extremely difficult, if not im- 
possible, if you are a pedestrian. 
The lack of sufficient size parcels of devel- 
opable land will invariable lead to more develop- 
ment stretching down the highway west of the 
city, an already identifiable situation given the 
need for a vibrant downtown core. 
Just because the land the mayor talks about has 
been a rail transportation corridor for decades, 
for instance, is no reason not to think there can 
be a wholesale change. 
This city has already proven that industrial land 
can be converted to other uses. Where the Ter- 
race Shopping Centre now sits, for instance, was 
once a sawmill location. 
For inspiration, cast your eyes west to Prince• 
Rupert. That city is making moves to turn its 
waterfront into an attractive retail and pedestrian 
area by developing a facility for cruise ship pas- 
sengers on docks which once hosted commercial 
fishing processors. An ocean front park is also 
slowly taking shape. , . . . . .  
Prince Rupert is doing this by utter economic 
necessity given• the collapse of its resource-based 
industries. Terrace is not in the same position as 
Prince Rupert. But that's no excuse to let things 
sit until the wolf comes knocking at our door. 
Hello? 
IT'S ABOUT time Skeena Cellulose came out of • 
the closet and into the light. After all, it is the 
taxpayer which rescued the company from the' 
bankruptcy dust bin. When was the last time the 
company issued a status report? When was the 
last time company 0fficialssp0ke inpublic? . . . . .  
As one of the region's two main economic~ 
players - -  the other being Alcan - -  Skeena Cel- 
lulose officials instead seem content to manipu- 
late opinion from the background. A case in 
point is the call by northwest mayors for the: 
provincial government o kick loose $40 mill ion 
in capital to re-open a closed pulp line at the 
company's Prince Rupert pulp mill. 
While it is rightfully the job of mayors to press 
for things to benefit their communities, it is also 
the job of Skeena Cellulose to be visible and: 
transparent in its dealings. If not, public con-( 
fidence in the company is at risk. 
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this ,: ue to a sundeck? 
VICTORIA - As the per- 
ception and the reality of Pre- 
mier Glen Clark's troubles 
coalesce into a potent mix, the 
united front of his cabinet, 
which has shielded him with 
demonstrative solidarity, is 
beginning to crumble. 
In the morning of March 
10, a Wednesday, several cab- 
inet ministers, on their way to 
a cabinet meeting, expressed 
concern over the previous 
day's revelations that the rela- 
tionship between the premier 
and Dimitrios Pilarinos was 
closer than Clark had previ- 
ously claimed. 
Pilarinos is the man who 
received a conditional casino 
licence, despite strenuous 
HUBERT BEYER 
facts and perceptions. First the 
facts. 
Fact 1: Pilarinos is a friend 
of Clark's. Fact 2: He built a 
nos got a casino licence, he 
thought he smelled a rat and 
wrote to the Liberal party 
about his suspicions. 
Equally less publicized 
fact: The Liberals went to the 
RCMP with whatever allega- 
tions Vrahnos had made. 
Now the perceptions. Per- 
ception 1: The judge must 
have had compelling reasons 
to issue a search warrant for 
the premier's home. The old 
saw about where there is 
smoke there is fire. Well, the 
way it looks to me, the judge 
will have some explaining to 
do, considering that all the 
evidence RCMP left with was 
a floor plan of the premier's 
home. 
objections from Burnaby sundeck at Clark's familv Percention 2' Pilsri--~ o-t 
councd. He also ran :an'iilegaf ~.!i:.7~'om~;l charging a little under/i: hislcasino licence beca'use~he 
pokerclub. , 7 ~ ::': ' :: $10;000. The addition is estb ~biiil~iiSundeck forthe premier 
When the issue first arose, rnated to add about $16,000 to at' a good price. That one 
the premier said the Pilarinos home's market value, really has me baffled. No sane 
family lived in the same area, 
they saw each other occasion- 
ally, their children played and 
went to school together. 
The evening of March 9, a 
Tuesday, however, Clark told 
a TV interviewer that Pilari- 
nos had spent a couple of 
weeks at the premier's um- 
mer cottage and had helped 
him build a sundeek. Pilarinos 
appears to be a sundeek spe- 
cialist, because he also built 
Fact 3: Pilarinos operated 
an illegal poker club. Fact 4: 
The RCMP raided the pre- 
mier's home. 
Fact 5: The premier didn't 
take part in the decision to 
grant Pilarinos a conditional 
casino iicence. 
Less publicized fact: A man 
by the name of Dimitris Vrah- 
nos, a Revenue Canada office 
manager who also lives in 
Clark's neighborhood, saw 
person I know would commit 
a crime for a sundeek at a rea- 
sonable price. And the Clark I 
know is very sane. 
What's more, I don't think 
• the premier didn't get such a 
good deal.• I have carpenter's 
journeyman papers and I'm 
telling you I could have build 
that sundeck for quite a bit 
less than the premier paid, 
Perception 3: The premier 
is hanging out with people 
been operating for years at the 
same location, and qu i te  
legally so, until Clark's gov- 
ernment made it illegal in its 
drive to monopolize all gam- 
bling in the province. 
Pilarinos kept operating the 
club, probably prompted by 
much the same feelings o f  
anger that make some people 
continue to smoke in Victoria 
bars, despite the fact that the 
Smoke Nazis have made it 
illegal. 
Speculation has abounded, 
and even though I don't like 
speculation, I'd like to offer 
one: The reason Mike Fam- 
worth issued the licence to 
Pilarinos was based on syco- 
phancy, pure and simple. He 
• knew the man was a friend of  
~the premieCs i and tlamigllt ~'it !;
might piease Clark if he gave :: 
the lieenee to Pilarinos. 
And let it be  mentioned 
here that Clark had no way of 
preventing that decision. Had 
he told Farnworth not to give 
the licence to Pilarinos, he 
would have been guilty of the 
very thing he's now falsely 
suspected of. 
But we'vo..learned long ago 
that in politics', perception has 
become very bit as important 
as reality. And that's why the 
premier's troubles won't just 
go away. 
one for the premier's family Pilarinos building a sundeck who operate illegal gambling Beyer can be reached at - 
home. at the premier's home. clubs. Now, there's a joke. Tel: (250} 920-9300; e-mail: 
Now, let's look at both When he heard that Pilari- The Lumbermen's Club has . hb'bert~oolcom.com; web: 
attp://www.hubertbeyer.com/ 
[/IcIke the realculprits pay 
Ujjal Dosanjh 
Attorney-General 
Victoria, B.C. 
Dear Attorney-General: 
You're asking for public 
input on paying search and 
rescue costs for missing 
skiers, snowboarders and 
hikers. 
• Let the rescued pay. 
That's how search costs 
are recouped in some parts 
of the United States. A solid 
hit in their Master Card 
might smarten them up, 
make them understand the 
meaning of out-of-bounds. 
Making them pay' might 
knock some of the arrogance 
out of those twits who grin 
into the news camera and 
say, "Yeah, I'll probably go 
out-of-bounds againi" While 
11: I l l o ] l I t l :  l : l  I |o I~ l l ; |  I[,.-1 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
In Europe, I've heard, 
buying a ski hill pass and 
insurance go hand-in-hand. 
When searchers find a per- 
son, they don't ask,~,z 
"Where do you hurt?" They 
ask, ',Where's your insur- 
behind -them bone-weary l ance card?" 
searchers tow their soggy Adding even a 25-cent 
gear in the search van. Are levy on ski-resort lift tickets 
searchers ever tempted to is unfair. It would make 
leave them to melt out in the every law-abiding, sensible 
spring? I wonder, rider share the expense of 
$57.30 per year; Seniors $50.75; Out of Province $64 .39  ~ 0t~ ~}0! ~F~;'rHAI" '~  BUNCH oF (f ly 
Outside of Canada (6 months) $158.25 ~ SI"UFIP MOOSE. ~ AMA'FEOR $ ! 
(/~L PRICES INCLUDE GS'I) l ~ CALLING dodfE$1 ] 
MF.JdBEROF ~ ASAI~J!! ~.~ ~ A MOOSE I~1. / 
I CANAI)IAN COMMUNITY NEWSPAPEItS ASSOCIATION AND ~ l ~ . k  B.C. PRESS COUNClL " ;.,'. :. :..:.:,:..; ;..'.." Tmraee, Bdtlsh-.V.BFb2,$el~i" lheTeracealxTl nlhlama. Publlshl~lonWedne~layofeaehwlek al3alOOl.oB$~., ~ F  " ~t ! l  "~',~'/*~/~,,~i "z''- I 
~1~.  
R~omdu~n I whole or In par Mlhoul wfl~n l~nllsslon; issped~aj~ prohlbltm:l. 
Special thanks to all our contributors and correspondents ~ l ~ ~ ~  : " ~ ~  
for their time and talents 
rescuing the few defiant 
twits who insist upon going 
out of bounds. And even so 
modest an extra lift charge 
could whittle a ski resort's 
usage and income. 
It's bad enough we all pay 
higher ICBC rates to cover 
the cost of careless drivers 
and car owners. Don't make 
everyone pay for the ill-pre- 
paredness and foolhardiness 
of those few who insist upon 
going where no man has 
gone before. 
This winter, Ron Roys- 
ton, head of the North Shore 
Search-and Rescue, has 
become as a familiar face on 
TV news as our premier. 
Royston and his volunteers 
have given up countless 
weekends as well as their 
paid work to rescue skiers, 
hikers, and snowboarders 
from some of the most dan. 
gerous terrain in this 
province. 
So far, 14 searches aver- 
aging $7,000 have been con- 
ducted in southern B.C. And 
that's just to March 8. Who 
knows how many more jerks 
will smother in tree wells, 
succumb to hypothermia, or 
suffocate under an avalanche 
before spring. 
At the end of one grueling 
bad-weather search on the 
Grouse Grind, a reporter 
spoke to a "hike" who was 
setting out at 6 p.m., hatless, 
wearing only a lightjacket 
and running shoes. He had 
ducked the yellow out-of- 
bounds barrier to start up a 
trail the RCMP had closed as 
too risky for the time being. 
Did the "hiker" think he 
was unwise setting out at 
that hour, on ~i closed trail, 
with no warm clothing? No, 
sirree, 
Let out-of-bounds sports 
pay the full cost of their res- 
cues. Ban them for life from 
all ski hills; suspend their lift 
ticket privileges forever. 
FL~ tC4yWAYS .", } "'//~I 
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upheld despite d i f f i cu l i t ies ,  timelines made pr  i IT,,? Ae Mail . math lesson 
In "Gov't math queried," from Leoua Klein (letter to Tlgh paring an accurate voters list a n ghtmare oft the editor, March I0) she attempts to change the tradi- 
A REPORT prepared for the provincial tional method of calculating change in tax rates. 
ture needed to be defined better, adding that It is standard to Calculate the ratio of change to the government on last year 's  N isga 'a  
~:treaty ratification referendum states 
there were problems, but upholds the 
final result. 
Sixty-one per cent of Nisga'a voted 'yes'  
to the deal giving them land, money and 
self government powers in the Nass Valley. 
The treaty required a 50 per cent phls one 
margin in order to be ratified. 
But detractors, including Liberal op- 
position leader Gordon Campbel l ,  ques- 
tioned the result, saying not all el igible 
Nisga'a were placed on the voters list. 
Campbell and the others said the estimated 
number of people elig~le to vote based on age 
and population statistics didn't compare to the 
actual numbers who did vote, thus diluting the 
actual results. 
Based on that, critics said the voting re.mR 
then fell below the 50 per cent plus one ratifica- 
tion threshold. 
As well, Nisga'a who enrolled to vote but did 
not cast a ballot were considered to have voted " 
against the treaty. 
Telkwa resident Tom Chamberlin, hired by 
the province to be its representative on the com- 
mittee set up to oversee the Nov. 1998 
referendum, acknowledged problems in assem- 
bling a voters list within the 90-day window 
that was set out from initialing the treaty last 
August o the voting period. 
He focussed on two areas - -  finding and eu- 
rolling eligible Nisga'a and the voting process. 
itself. 
In short, Chamberlin said there wasn't a suffi- 
cient time period to find and enroll elig~le 
Nisga'a. 
"The spatial distribution of voters was a 
major coueem,'" wrote Chamberlin in his 
report. 
"Many voters lived outside the seven voting 
locations, and had to be reached by mail-in bal- 
lots. Because of the push to enroll members, we 
received new non-resident applicants up to the 
last minute and about half did not return their 
Gosnell 
relieved 
feds will 
not wait 
SCANDALS plaguing the 
NDP government aren't 
going to be the undoing of 
the Nisga'a treaty, predicts 
Nisga'a Tribal Council pres- 
ident Joe Gosnell. 
The treaty debate has been 
paused since Feb. 1 when 
the provincial govenunent 
adjourned the legislature 
amid opposition pressure 
over the fast ferries debacle. 
The delay was to be only a 
few weeks and was 
ostensibly to give newly ap- 
pointed aboriginal affairs 
minister Gordon Wilson 
time to get up to speed on 
the treaty. But it has steadily 
dragged on and trouble for 
the government has 
deepened with revelations 
over Premier Glen Clark's 
personal involvement with a 
successful casino applicant. 
"Despite the crisis in Vic- 
toria, we still remain quite 
confident he treaty will be 
ratified by the B.C. legisla- 
ture," Gosnell said Thurs- 
day. 
He had been concerned 
that if the federal debate 
didn't start until the provin- 
cial debate ended it might 
not be completed by the ex- 
pected end of the par- 
liameutary session at the 
end of June. 
Now indications are Ot- 
tawa is getting ready to 
table" its treaty legislation 
and won't wait for B.C. to 
finish. 
"I  am encouraged by the 
fact the federal govenument 
will start its ratification pro- 
cuss this month," Gosnell 
said. "The Nisga'a people 
fully expect beth govern- 
ments to carry on and 
eventually f'malize the 
agreement and as far as 
we're concerned the sooner 
the better." 
Skeena MP Mike. Scott 
said the Liberals in Ottawa 
aren't denying they're set to • 
introduce the treaty without 
waiting for Victoria to finish 
with it, 
" It  is an insult to British 
Columbians to have Ottawa 
planning on debating the 
Nisga'a treaty in the House 
of Commons before it has 
been democratically ratified 
in British Columbia," Scott 
said. 
~:i : :!i.i :: 
BEN STEWART voted for the first time ever 
in the Nisga'a treaty referendum last No- 
vember. While overseers of that process 
say there were problems, they maintain the 
result 61 per cent approval of the treaty 
- -  should stand. 
ballot, either because of time or confusion in ad- 
dresses." 
Chamberlin recommended that finding and 
enrolling eligible voters start far earlier on fu- 
ture treaty ratifications than was the case with 
the Nisga'a one. 
"The difficulty experienced by the 
referendum commissioner's staff in developing 
complete or accurate mailing lists (for informa- 
tlon mail outs) was an early warning of the dif- 
ficulty to be had in developing a voter's list," 
he wrote. 
Chambeflin did note that 500 Nisga'a turned 
out to register at the polls. 
A further wrinkle was the holding of a 
Nisga'a Nation special assembly a month before 
the November eferendum to gain approval to 
hold the ratification vote. 
That traditional way of Nisga'a doing busi- 
ness by way of special assembly caused some to 
believe the decision to hold a referendum was 
itself an approval of the treaty, said Chamberlin. 
He also said the referendum committee strue- 
rules and guidelines hould be much clearer to 
avoid confusion and delays. 
Although the referendum committee was 
designed to operate independently of the 
Nisga'a Tr ia l  Council, "this was very difficult 
because of kinship ties, (and custom)," Chain. 
berlin wrote. 
At the same time, the committee's budget, 
which was never improved, came under direct 
tribal council control, he added. 
A first estimate of $600,000, then raised to 
$876,550, Chamberlin reported. 
"Because of the poorly defined istinction be. 
tween NTC activities and those of the com- 
mittee, a complete account of the committee's 
expenses may be difficult o produce, but the to. 
tai will undoubtedly exceed the initial 
estimate," he wrote. 
Despite all of the above, Chamberlin said the 
referendum committee and the referendum com- 
missioner did well. 
On vote count itself, Chamberlin said "the 
district voting officials (about 38 in all) proved 
up to the task of handling media pressure, dissi- 
dent politicking, a bikers' party upstairs, a large 
number of walk-ins and many individuals who 
needed the assistance of the mobile poll which 
visited hospitals ..... "he  wrote. 
As for the results, "it is my opinion that the. 
requirements for ratification of the final agree- 
ment by the Nisga'a have been well met," 
Chamberlin oted. 
SPEAKING ON the issue of finances, Nisga'a 
Tribal Council official Ed Wright said the feder- 
al and provincial governments said they would 
cover the cost of the referendum. 
But the cost rose to more than $200,000 over 
what the two governments gave, leaving the 
tribal council to come up with the reaminder, he 
said. 
Wright said travel costs connected to visiting 
the conununities in the Nass Valley and two 
Nisga'a gatherings in Terrace, Prince Rupert 
and Vanconver added much to the overall ex- 
pense. 
PREMIER GLEN CLARK follows Nisga'a elder Alvin McKay to Joe Gosnell's house in Aiyansh just prior to the 
August ceremony marking the conclusion of the final agreement. A series of scandals since then has put Clark 
on the defensive and passage of the treaty on the backburner, 
Debate clarified treaty logic, 
but Jack's answer is still no 
THE NISGA'A TREATY debate in 
the legislature has shed much light on 
the negotiation process and has given 
one opposition MLA more confidence 
that the province at least tried to get 
the best deal possible. 
Jack Weisgerber, the former Sooted 
turned Reform turned independent 
MLA who was also the aboriginal af- 
fairs minister who first brought B.C. 
to the Nisga'a treaty table, says he 
will still reluctantly vote against he 
treaty when the now-paused ebate 
wraps up this spring. 
"Nothing would give me more 
pleasure having signed the original 
framework agreement than to be able 
to support it," Weisgerber said. 
His main objection to the agreement 
is that self-government is written into 
the treaty and thereby constitutionally 
entrenched, rather than delegated by 
higher levels of govcrmnent - - as was 
agreed to in treaty negotiations with 
Sechelt natives early this year, 
"The premier did concede that the 
province had at least gone into negoti- 
ations early on supporting the 
delegated Sechelt-style model of self- 
government," Weisgerber said. "That 
they had been persuaded by the other 
parties in the course of negotiations 
that the current model was a better 
model." 
"That doesn't change my mtnd," he 
added, "I still think it's the wrong 
model. But at least I have the comfort 
coming out of this debate that at least 
the government had gone in following 
the tack I initially started, promoting 
the Seehelt style of government" 
Weisgerber said the debate has 
helped enlighten people on how the 
closed-door talks evolved. 
"We've gotten a clearer understand- 
ing of what's gone on," Weisgerber 
added. "It 's the first time the govern- 
"It's the first time the 
government has at all 
been prepared to say 
they at least started from 
a different position from 
what emerged." 
ment has at all been prepared to say 
they at least started from a different 
position from what emerged." 
Weisgerber said that combined with 
the delegated model emerging in the 
Sechelt deal gives him "a faint gllm- 
mer of hope" that Nisga'a-style self- 
government may not necessarily be 
the rule for future treaty settlements. 
" I 've come to the conclusion that 
the people turning over the land and 
the people providing the cash will al- 
ways thtnk its too much and the bene- 
ficiaries will think it too little. And we 
should accept that," Weisgerber said. 
"In reality I 'm not sure that any 
other set of negotiations could have. 
come up with a significantly better 
solution." 
Weisgerber said he's also concerned 
that not resolving overlapping claims 
from neigh- 
bouring bands 
will simply 
add more cost 
to the treaty 
down the 
road. 
One ele- 
ment of the 
treaty says the 
Nisga'a get 
extra com- 
pensation if Welsgerber 
ne ighbours  
prove aboriginal rights within the 
Nisga'a treaty area resulting in 
ltansfer to them of Nisga'a territory 
or resource rights. 
Weisgerber also fundamentally dis- "My  cynical side says that's not 
agrees that the ratification process a 'Gee, what if' clause, that's a 
gives no allowance for a provincial or clause dealing with a certainty. It's 
regional referendum. 
But he says he thinks the essential . a way for the parties to sweeten the 
pot after the public debate is corn- 
land, resources and cash components' plete," he said. "It's open-ended 
of the deal are justified, as far as I can see." 
base. For example, dropping the small business tax 
from 10 per cent to 8 per cent of taxable ineo,ne is a 
change of two.tenths or 20 per cent. Or to put it attoth- 
er way, 10 per cent of an income of $100,000 is 
$10,000 and if the rate is reduced to 8 per cent then 8 
per cent of $100,000 is $8,000. The reduction of taxes 
from $10,000 to $8,000 is a reduction of 20 per cent. 
There is nothing sinister here. It is the way we all 
learned math when the 3 Rs were the focus. It is still 
the way we all calculate increases and decreases today. 
Helmut Giesbreeht, MLA, Skeena 
(received via emaii) 
Fishing plan flawed 
Dear Sir." 
Is steelhead fishing a large part of why you live in the 
northwest? Are you unhappy with the level of crowd- 
ing on the Bulkley River as well as some others? If so, 
where were you when the Bulkley River Angling Use 
Plait exercise was taking place? 
Your "representative" group of panelists have come 
up with'a unique solution to the crowding problem by 
recommending a 38 per cent increase of people to the 
fishery. This includes an increase in both guided and 
non-resident augler activity. The panel has also sug- 
gested excluding non-resident anglers from the Bulkley 
during the weekends. 
It's not hard to visualize the effect this myopic 
maneuver would have with respect o angler densities 
on other local streams, which remain open to non- 
residents during those same weekends. 
After years of pressure by local anglers, the provin- 
cial fisheries branch had announced the implementa- 
tion of a new management system. A system designed 
to control non-resident angling effort on local streams 
was scheduled for either 1998 or 1999. 
Mysteriously, it's been scrapped, along with the 
Guardian program, which was initiated to protect he 
fishery, enforce regulations and monitor angling effort. 
The Guardian program was to be funded by an increase 
in non-resident angling license fees. This is the fee in- 
crease which was vigorously and successfully protested 
by local business groups throughout the northwest. 
Once again we find the quality of our local angling 
lifestyle becoming increasingly compromised as profit 
margias and the almighty dollar manage to prevail 
upon our local fisheries. 
You can help give the province the courage to discard 
this particularly flawed AUP process by voicing your 
disapproval. 
Don lntermela, Hazelton, B.C. 
A day for the unborn, too 
Dear Sir: 
Sarah de Leeuw's March 10 letter to the editor spoke 
about having "A National Day of Appreciation for 
Abortion Providers." 
I, for one, Would like to sec a National Day of Ap~ 
preciation for Unborn Children. I f  you thhtk that abor- 
tion providers are having a rough time with threats and 
acts of violence, Sarah, just look at the plight of the un- 
born child. 
At least there arc laws that seek to protcet abortion 
providers, but for unborn children, there is lm legal 
protcctiou. In fact, the law does not cven recognize 
them as persons. : .  
And if you think that an unborn child is just a parce ! 
of fetal tissue, that we can choose to do with what we 
like, then please consider the tbl!owing. Ey oxdy 24 
days after conception, the uew baby's heart is already 
beating, and at six weeks, brain waves can be recorded. 
Ey 18 weeks of gestation, an unborn baby is complete- 
ly formed, needing oldy nourishment, warmth aud a 
chance to grow. 
Premature babies as young as 24 weeks (after con- 
ception) and weighing as little as 520 grams have sur- 
vived outside of their mother's womb. 
Certainly, violeuco and shootings against hose in the 
abortion business are criminal acts that must come to 
justice. Threats and violence are not the way to deal 
with our differences, aud this sort of protest should 
never be condoned. 
But we should also have a hard, honest look at what 
we are doing to unborn children in this country. What 
has become of us? We are a democracy that legally al- 
lows the ultimate act of violence against our youngest 
and most vulnerable. 
Hilda Vande Velde, Terrace, B.C. 
High seas gaming 
Dear Silt: 
Now that we've got the NDP looking to legislate in 
more casinos and slot machines, we might as well 
make it coast-wide go-for-broke with Vegas-style gam- 
bling on these Pacificats. 
Since with these state of the catamarans we'll be 
paying big buck fares and be stuck inside for their trips, 
let's opthnizc revenue from captive passengers. 
Begin our deficit payback with a ferry reservation 
bookings windfall lottery. Why not make their lounges 
into gambling addicted adult-zone ':casinos? We'd 
please our profit hungry, debt laden to tile hilt, gum- 
booted higher-ups, too. 
Just imagine the wheel-house odds, stacked decks, 
and loan sharks kept at bay by blackjack's booty. Our 
mountain lion hull loges could be dappled with ace of 
spades pots. Sounds likca winning high roller hand to 
me.  
Gerry Bloomer, Terrace, B,C. 
(received via entail) 
About letters 
THE TERRACE Standard weicontes letters to the 
editor. Our deadline is noon Fridays; noon Thursdays 
on a. long weekend. You can write us at 3210 Clinton 
St,, Terrace~ B.C. VSG 51¢2. Our fitx number is 250- 
638-8432 or you can email us at 
standard@kermode.net 
.Letters must be signed and must have a phone nutn- 
bur, 
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Negotiators were a tricky bunch 
Dear Sir:. 
I wish I could give my fel- The provincial negotiators written within the text of the 
asked us how we would like CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD final agreement or they hold low non-native British 
Columbians ome advice on 
land claim negotiations, but 
short of voting out the NDP, 
I cannot. 
We spent years at the 
Nisga'a third party negotiat- 
hag table explaining over 
and over what our important 
issues were. But it became 
clear that we were getting 
nowhere. 
We dropped all of our is- 
sues except he last t£,o and 
we stood firm on those. 
They were - -  a place to cut 
firewood and full watershed 
protection. :: 
As it exided up we were 
offered an area for a wood. 
lot that's noted for its rotten 
hemlock and is some 40 
kilometers away over a 
steep mountain road with no 
guarantee of being snow- 
plowed in winter. 
This area is out of the 
Nisga'a land claim area and 
is more of an insult to us 
than a solution. 
Our request for full 
watershed protection was 
turned down by the Nisga'a. 
Rather than getting help 
from forestry is intending to 
log the watershed before the 
Nisga'a take over. 
Provincial negotiators as- 
sured us that the final agree. 
ment contained adequate 
safety nets to protect us 
from any negative situation 
of this nature. 
But upon reading the final 
agreement i states that the 
Nisga'a have the authority 
to change Forest Practises 
Cod standards if the provin- 
cial and federal govem- 
ments have no objection. 
We don't see them having 
any objection since they in- 
tend to log it them#.elves. 
Finally, when th6 'pressure 
got too great at the negotiat- 
ing table, provincial negoti- 
ators agreed to take the 
watershed issue to the 
Nisga'a again. 
The negotiators came back 
to us and said, "They said 
no". When we asked the ne- 
gotiators if they had offered 
any type of ,~mp.e.matipn " 
they replied that they had no 
mandate for that sort of 
thing. 
The Nisga'a ability to 
change Forest Practice Code 
standards, plus their ability 
to change the entire tax sys- 
tem leaves us wondering 
how many other situations 
of this nature exist within 
the complicated language of 
the Nisga'a Final Agree- 
ment. 
our tax payments directed, 
to the Nisga'a or to the pro- 
vince. We elected by way of 
the province as is now the 
case. 
This was agreed to by the 
:negotiators and we assumed 
it would be for all time as 
this was the indication. 
But upon reading the final 
agreement i states that un- 
less the Canadian govern- 
ments object, they can be 
negotiated out of the taxa- 
The Mail Bag 
tion picture entirely and wrong doing and that 
have complete control of the sounds great. 
tax system, transferred to: The problem is that these 
Nisga'a. do not appear in the Nisga'a 
We hear different corn- treaty as such. We cannot go 
mcnts flora different into a court of law saying 
government officials about that so and so said this or 
the various safety nets avail- that. 
able to safe guard from any The words have to be 
no water regardless of who 
says them. 
And this is where the 
provincial negotiators have 
duped us. While what they 
say is not exactly a lie, it's 
what they haven't said that 
makes their negotiating with 
us very misleading and I 
feel that they have taken ad- 
vantage of our faith and 
non-professionalism. 
Lloyd Brinson, 
Nass Camp, B.C. 
Rocky Mountain builds the lightest, strongest, 
fastest bikes on the planet. With six distinct 
rider classifications from classic to team only, 
Rocky Mountain has the killer bike for you. The 
best part is you get to drive down to beautiful 
Prince Rupert to check 'era out'or call toll free 
FARWEST SPORT & CYCLE 
212-3rd  Ave. West,  P r ince  Ruper t  
Ph: 624-2568 Fax: 624-6262 
/!; =,.v ::::::.-:, ," ~;..., .. ~ .. 
[[ ]llli  l][[llJlll] 
Check your flyer for BIG SAVINGS! 
OSO ',':":~:Y~i:Y.'::':;:~'?,!":!"?'~'//?~" . • ................. 
[ Saf~vay Club Price 
Kraft 
• Miracle Whip 
. ~.z_..~' • e RegularorLighl 1.5Lilm. 
FIRST IWO- Combined varieties. 
. .  .SAVE up to $1.00 ] 
i 
) .O i l  
" l f f l l l l l  1 I I~ ,T .~ IU  
I 
| : ,../ 
I q ~  
.,. r 6;f/'~ii;f#riil,.t'~s 
4.99 
Saleway Club Price 
Sunlight 
Dishwasher Detergenl 
3 kg. 
• • , :{ 
II 
Roger Stanyer 
Reform 
figure 
wrong 
Dear Sir:. 
An article in your Feb. 17 
publication dealing with the 
Nisga'a treaty ("Reform 
tags treaty cost at $1.3 bil- 
lion") contained a gross er- 
ror regarding Forest 
Renewal BC tnvestment's 
with the Nisga'a. 
Forest Renewal B.C. cur- 
rently has a five-year agree- 
ment to do $395,000 an- 
nually in watershed restora- 
tion work with the Nisga'a. 
The Nisga'a have the same 
access to Forest Renewal's 
watershed restoration pro- 
gram funds as any laud 
manager in British Colum- 
bia - -  no more, or no less. 
Roger Stanyer, 
Chair, 
Forest Renewal B.C. 
(received via emalO 
2.88 I 
Imitation Spartan Apples 
Crabrneat Product of Canada. 
Icicle. 454 g. Grade. 
FIRST ONE 
SAVE up to $1.11 . ~'~;' SAVE up__to $1,40 
2,o!;15 
Safe~va~ Club Price 
Safeway.SELEC ' 
Soft unn~s 
12 x 355 mL Assorted 
varietY. Plus Depos~i or~n, 
Levy where appl~able. FIRS 
TWO- Combined varlets. 
SAVE up to ~2,98 on It 
' i~i'U 
I--- 
1.99 
Salc~'¢ay Club lhice 
Lucerne 
Butter 
Or Shady Lane. 454 g. 
FIRST ONE 
SAVE top to 70¢ 
. . . . . . . . . .  : ' ,w~a.  \~ , .~ i , '~  
199 
: I t  
11.99  
Safeway Club Price 
Pampers 
Jumbo Diapers 
36 to 80's. FIRST THREE o 
Combined varielies. 
SAVE up to $3.00 
Estimated closure costs enormou.~ 
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City dump could very well stay open 
Stew Chr i s tensen  
THE CITY'S dump could fill), we have three of 
now stay open and be the them." 
prime location for area gar- The Terrace site has been 
bage, says engineering included in committee dis- 
director Stew Christensen. cussions at the regional dis- 
It had been scheduled for trist for about wo months. 
poss~le closure, leaving the Keeping the Terrace dump 
current Thomhill dump and open became an option after 
a new spot at Onion Lake it was estimated closure, 
south on Highway 37 clean up and monitoring 
toward Kitimat as options, could cost $3.8 million. 
"We're very lucky," said "We just don't have the 
Stew Chtistensen. "Most money," Mayor Jack Tal- 
places have to look for one stra told local business lead- 
good location (for a land- ~r~ ~t . .~..~.t r~ho-~.~. ^¢ 
Commerce luncheon. 
"We're not going to put it 
on the backs of the tax- 
payers." 
To close the dump, the 
city would need to follow 
criteria set out by the en- 
vironment ministry. 
Requirements include 
covering the site with a 
metre of clay and stopping 
waste liquids from leaking. 
The site would also need to 
be covered with topsoil and 
If  the dump stays open the 
"city will need to start treat- 
ing leachatc making its way 
to the gilsumkalum River 
system this year, 
Christensen said. 
That has lead the city to 
ask whether it would be bet- 
ter off investing in treatment 
facilities and keep the site 
open. 
But regional district offi- 
cial Roger "looms says a 
regional landfill committee 
the environment ministry to 
find cheaper ways of safely 
closing the dump. 
He stressed that no deci- 
sions have, as yet, been 
made because there are a lot 
of factors to consider. All 
three sites, for example, are 
being tested for environ- 
mental impact, longevity 
and long-term cost. 
The balancing ~.ct between 
environmental specifica- 
tions and money available 
battle, es- 
pecially because whatever 
decision the committee 
recommends will be long- 
term, said Tooms. 
The landf'dl siting com- 
mittee is expected to submit 
its report o the regional dis- 
trict board in May. 
Prized 
smaller 
fish 
See in-store for details. 
i~  i,.;!,f."~' 
OO,o. 
~ ~  Sun-Rype 
Juice 
 .end,. O.n e 
~ l l ~ / ~  Blends or Hi5.12 x 1 U~'e, 
~e,::..::,.~ma~;~!!~T[~ SAVE up to $7.00 
appear 
KITSUMKALUM VIL- 
LAGE members are busy 
preparing their boats for the 
annual oolichan run. 
"It can last anywhere 
from a couple of days to a 
couple of weeks," said Kit- 
sumkalum fish guardian 
Russell BoRon. "They dis- 
appear just as fast as they 
come in." 
Oolichan are a small, 
herring-like fish prized for 
their high protein content. 
Their run up the Skeena 
and in other northwestern 
rivers draws anglers of all 
kinds. 
As well, the oolichan at- 
tract seagulls, sea lions and 
harbour seals, 
BoRon has been monitor- 
ing the Skeena River near 
Kwinitsa, 80kin east of 
Prince Rupert. He says this 
year's run looks to be al- 
most as plentiful as last 
year's fishery. 
But for four of five years 
before that BoRon says there 
were hardly any oolichan on 
the river. 
That may be because of 
log booming and pulp mill 
effluent,• BORon said. 
Oolichan were spotted this 
year in the last week of Feb- 
ruary and harvesting started 
March 6. The run started 
two weeks earlier than 
BoRon expected. 
• He attributes that to warm 
winter temperatures and 
lack of substantial ice build 
up on the lower Skeena. 
Sometimes called candle 
fish, oolichan are said to 
burn as well as candle wax. 
They are a traditional 
ceremonial fish of First Na- 
tions people of Coastal B.C. 
and trav~'l" from d/e Pacific 
Ocean to fresh water spawn- 
ing grounds. 
Oolichan are either dry 
smoked or gaited. They can 
also be frozen and thawed 
for eating as is. 
BoRon says the Skeena 
River traditionally didn't 
carry as many oolichan as 
. . . .  ~ . . . . .  the Nass River, where the 
~ Nisga'a rendered the smelt 
" ~ L - ~ ~  BIB' A A  [ ' ~,,~,~-~,::::i:~!.i::!:~63~i [ . ~ ~  down into grease. 
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SAVE up to $5 O0 ~ ~  ~ 
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BA murder remembered 
KEEP ING UNDA'S  MEMORY AUVE: Colleen Craig and Diandra Oliver dis- 
cuss a simple white ribbon on the door of the Terrace Women's Centre. The 
ribbon, which is marked with Unda Lefranc's name and date of death. Lefranc 
was stabbed to death in her home on Dec. 9, 1998. 
City 
adds to 
group 
THE CITY's Social Plan- 
ning Commission has : 
carved out new seats to 
represent local native ::: 
• i 
people. 
Two seats have been 
added to the body and the 
Kermode Friendship Society ~i 
and First Nations Council of 
Women have been invited to 
send representatives. 
The commission, which is ~ 
to formulate a possible sec- 
tion addressing social issues : 
in the Official Community * 
Plan, has identified 13 clas . . . .  
sifications from health to 
crime prevention. 
The official community 
plan is meant o provide a 
framework around which 
the city develops. 
But city councillor Linda 
Hawes says the group has 
chosen to concentrate at first 
on issues relating to housing 
density and substandard 
housing. 
"They've chosen some- 
thing solid to work on and 
sink their teeth into," 
Hawes aid. 
Help sought for the youth 
',of Highway 37 North village 
THE TAHLTAN VILLAGE of Iskut north on Hwy37 is young people. 
The last suicide in Iskut took place Jan. 31. 
Louise Kilby, a consultant with Advanced Community 
Solutions in Smithers, has written a proposal for the 
Stikine Health Centre calling for a UBC-based psychiatric 
pilot project financed by the children and families minis- 
try. There's money for 10 projects around B.C. 
"We've asked them for more (than the $20,000 aver- 
age), because of the (high suicide rate)," said Kilby, who i 
develops community programs in Dease Lake. 
One hundred kilometres north of Iskut, Dease Lake has: 
about 900 residents. Last November, a young man there 
was found dead of a self-inflicted gunshot wound. 
"I  know who he was and I know the family," said 
Kilby. "The family has gone through so much pain." 
In close-knit communities such as Dease Lake, the entire. 
town mourns. Kilby said the local school, though open 
after the young man's death, "wasn't functioning" for a 
while. 
waiting to hear if it'll get help to stop young people from 
committing suicide. 
There have been 20 suicides and 40 attemp~ over the 
past two decades and that's too many, says Feddie Carliek, 
who sits on the area's community health council. 
"We don't have the proper services to deal with our 
youth. There's nobody to catch them when they fall," she 
said "We can use anything." - 
Carlick grew up in Isknt, located some 360 kilemetres 
north of Kitwanga. She didn't think anything was unusual 
about the number of suicides and attempts - -  until she 
learned the rate isn't nohnal. 
"I was just shocked at our stats compared to the rest of 
B.C. and the rest of Canada. To see it compared kind of 
floors you.' ' 
In 1997, the B.C. Coroners Service recorded 574 suicides 
provincewide - - a rate of 14.6 per 100,000 population. 
The rate in Iskut, taken over the past 20 years, is nearly 20 
times higher. 
Isknt and other communities along Hwy37 are waiting 
for provincial government word that it will pay fof3~ youtlf 
suicide prevention projecL Health workers in the reg,!on i~::' 
dicate most of those committing or attempting suicide are 
March Specials 
Sirloin Steak & Stuffed 
Mushrooms Neptune 
with side Caesar and Mediterranean pita 
For $1395 Only II 
[ 4702 Lakelse Ave. , ( J~C-~j~~ f~ 
1-- t 
ph., 
¢ 
[/, ,o~,t~,t . ~ f/ 
lit,(: FI'I I i i J I I  .q 
March 26- 27 
Pdnce Rupert Centre Auditorium 
fALL TO RESISTER & FOR INFORMATION 
1-877-913-0325 
www.youth .gov .bc ,ca  - 
I I 
non.profit groups, First Notions organizations, 
school districts and local governments• 
Youth Options BC is o provincial government i itiative 
providing young Brits Columbians ~th education, 
skills Iraining and work experience opporlunilies. 
For more informolion aboul Ihe E-Team and 
other Youlh Oplions BE programs, coil toll-free 
to 1-877-8C-YOUTH or ~it Ihe Premier's Youth 
Oplions web site: www.youlh.govJx.co 
In September, UNBC will begin offering a brand-new degree in an energetic 
field. The new Bachelors of Science degree in Environmental Planning will 
provide the training necessary to work in the oil and gas industry as well as 
other parts of the growing energy sector. Courses will be taught in Fort St John, 
the hub of BC's energy industry. 
Check it out at www.unbc.ca/envs/energy.htrn 
or call (250) 787-6220 for a program brochure. 
UNBC is a full-service university with a core campus in 
Prince George and regional campuses in northern BC. 
It has 3,200 students and offers nearly 40 degree programs. 
At Sears, we are big enough to have what you want...  
but small enough to care who you are. 
Last 4 days/All KitchenAid ®" and Whirlpool major appliances are on sale, plus we have great 
buys on Kenmore ® major appliances and vacuums 
*el 
NowS599 
KEIVMORE ULTRA WASH DISHWASHER 
Save $120. 10 electronic contro/ pads, 
5 wash cycles and Quiet System 
sound package. Water Miser feature. 
2-4-6 hour delay start. 
#158oi. Sears reg. 719.99. 
Black also available 
SaveS600 
CRAFTSMAIV ° 
16-HP LA WIV TRACTOR 
Kohler 'Command' OHV 
engine. 6-speed transaxle. 
42" 'QC' 'EZ3' mulching 
mower deck. #60976. 
Sears reg. 2899.99. 
2299 
NowS949 
KENMORE 18,1-CU, FT 
TOP-MOUN T REFRIGERATOR 
Save $250. With sound insulation, 
3 half-width slide-out 'spillproof' glass 
shelves, 2 clear glass-covered crispers, 
I clear meat drawer. #68882. Sears reg, 1199.99, 
Black-on.Black, Almond.on.Almond also available 
NowS599 
KENMORE 30" EASY-CLEA~I RANGE 
Save $240. Electric range has lift-top 
cooktop, electronic delay/cook/off timer, 
fluorescent worklight and 2 appliance 
outlets. #62291, Sears reg, 839.99. 
Black-on-Almond, White'an'White' 
self.clean extra 
Parcel Inquiry 
635-6541 
Catalogue Shopping 
1-800-267-3277 
NP0393099 
sE ss Bran  
Cemrra_  r 
THE BRANDS YOU WANT 
AT THE STORE YOU TRUST ® 
3228 Kalum St. 
Terrace B.C. 
• V8G 2K1 
Monday. Saturday 
9:30am - 5:30pm 
Copydgh11999. Sears  Canada ,nc, 
| 
f 
) 
TERRACE STANDARE 
BUSINESS REVIEW 
/ A boring job 
THAT DRILLING going on at l~e Co.op gas sta- 
lion site is part of the environmental cleanup work 
in preparation for the expected sale of the proper- 
ty. Most of the cleanup took place in February, 
said Co-op manager Allan Cote, but the new test 
holes are to confirm the site is clean. Running the 
rig there is Dean Chiuppi, of Prince George-based 
Geotech Drilling, 
Out & 
About 
Wt 
NEXT WEEK will be the 
official launch of the Ter- 
race Tourism Council's 
new web site - -  
www.terracetourism.be.ea. 
A ceremony takes place at 
10 a.m. Tuesday, March 23 
at the Chamber of Com- 
merce office. Anyone's in- 
vited to drop in between 
10:30 and noon to view the 
site and ask questions of 
tourism council staff and the 
site designers, Web North 
Marketing and Design. 
"This is not just a site 
targeting potential travellers 
to this area, it is a catalogue 
of community events, 
resources and businesses in 
Terrace and the surrounding 
area," says tourism coor- 
dinator Maria McGowan. 
-, 
Growth needed to 
avert high.er taxes Pacific Emergency 
' " F IRST A ID  BAGS 
PROPERTY TAXES may lion a year into road con- While there may be just a 
have to go up in the short struction and other capital slight increase when council 
term, warns Terrace mayor 
Jack Talstra. 
"This may be the last year 
that we can hold the line," 
Talstra told chamber of 
commerce members Mar. 4. 
He admitted he's said the 
same thing for the last two 
years, but added the city is 
running out of room to 
avoid tax increases. 
Talstra said city council 
has over the last four years 
tightened its budget and 
privatized city operations to 
come up with an extra $1.5 
million a year to devote to 
capital projects like road 
reconstruction. 
That's put the city in posi- 
tion to put close to $2.5 nail- 
works, he said, but noted 
even that's not enough. 
"We still can't keep up on 
oar infrastructure," he said, 
because the freeze-thaw 
weather patterus in winter 
here play havoe with local 
streets. 
"We probably should 
havea capital budget of $3 
to $4 million." 
Talstra said drops in 
provineial government 
grants, a 15 per cent drop in 
property assessments and a 
virtual halt in new construe- 
tion has left the city with 
virtually no other way to 
raise money but increasing 
tax rates. 
azmounces rates for taxes 
due this spring, he warned 
"next year this will be a 
problem ~ unless we start a 
new cycle of growth." 
That, he said, requires 
council and groups like the 
Chamber of Commerce to 
be "on the same page" 
when it comes to lobbying 
senior governments. 
"In the new millennium 
we need a new cycle of 
growth for Terrace," he 
said. "It 's going to take a 
united effort from every- 
body," he said. "We know 
that in the north we've got 
to be united or we're not 
going to be heard." 
Property tax levels debated 
CITY COUNCIL is'leaning towards adjust- 
ing tax rates so the average residential tax- 
payer doesn't pay any more this June than 
last year. 
That was the consensus that emerged last 
Week during city budget reiterations. 
But it didn't come before mayor Jack Tal- 
slra first tried to convince fellow council- 
lors to draw the city surplus further down 
and give most residents a tax break of about 
four per cent. 
"Walk through town and look at the 
number of holes in our business ector," he 
urged, adding an eeonomie downturn is a 
good time to deliver a tax decrease. 
"The only problem with decreasing taxes 
is it's tough to claw it back," responded 
councillor David Hull, who along with 
others feared the city could face some big 
bills in future years. 
While assessed values have declined, the 
city is now expected to marginally increase 
its tax rate ~ the number of dollars paid 
per thousand of assessed value ~ to collect 
the same amount from the average 
homeowner. 
"A  third will experience a decrease in 
taxation, a third will be more or less the 
same, and a third will see a lax increase," 
Hull explained. 
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Caledonia Sr. Secondary 
8am - 4pm 
635-6531 
These hours  a re  effective March  1 /99  
jump bags. vests, and more 
- f rom 
Northern gealthcare 
? ~. R= MIS.SI ON: 
You've already picked the 
#I selling SUV in BC, Now, 
pick the perfect.pa'yment. 
in the Park Avenue Medical Building, = 
Terrace I 
Save 10% with Ibis ad, Coupon expires June 30/99, 
. ~: ~ ~, / "  
4 
i 
Agency sold 
Local travel agency 
Carlson Wagonlit Travel 
has changed hands. 
• Owner Barb Kerr  sold 
the business to Cindy 
Sabino and Penny Lou- 
Kuemper, formerly agents 
with Uniglobe Travel, effec- 
tive March 1. 
Kerr said she got out of 
the business to move to be 
closer to her children in 
Idaho. The agency employs 
four full-time and one part- 
time employee. 
Jobless 
rate steady 
THE NORTHWEST un- 
employment rate held 
steady in February at 9.6 per 
cent. 
The province-wide rote 
also stayed the same, at 8.1 
per cent. 
The jobless rate in the 
northeast region, which had 
been the province's lowest 
at less than five per cent, 
jumped two points to 6.9 per 
cent. 
The highest unemploy. 
ment is in the Cadboo 
region, at 15.5 per cent. 
The Human Resources 
Development Canada report 
concludes there are 90,000 
more jobs in B.C. than a 
year ago, but 87 per cent of 
the new jobs are con- 
centrated in the lower main- 
Pr- 
i 
EXPLORER SPORT LEASE OPT IONS 
(Based on 2.9% interest rate over 36 months) 
4x4, Auto, Air Conditioning, 4-Wheel ABS, 4.0L OHV V6 Engine. 
Convenience Package: 
Cargo Cover, Speed Control, Tilt Leather Steering Wheel. Floor Mats. 
Premium Sport Package: 
Medium Platinum Wheellip Mouldings and Front/Rear Bumpers, Fog Lamps, Side Step 
Bars, 16" Polished Aluminum Wheels, All Terrain Tires, Rear Tow Hook 
s266,.o, w,.+ as 
down payment 
S298,mo. w.J3873 
down payment t 
Ny~ 
$381,oo w..*eas 
down payment 
OR: $???IMONTH. NAME YOUR PAYMENT. 
or $30,328 purchasettwith 
2,9o/0 purchase financing m 
#1 SELLING SPORT UTILITY VEHICLE IN Be.* 
LOW LEASE & PURCHASE RATES ON ALL EXPLORERS. LIMITED TIME OFFERS. 
. J  
BE FORD 1~ ME RCU RY DE./~fF, Rs ! r~r~ B~J  tuWtu.rorfl.ca/offers/ 
~TERRACE  OTEM 
DL #5548 
FORD 4631KeithAvenue T rrace~B.C. 635-4984 
land, 
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News In Brief 
Noise rule fix sought 
THE SCHOOL DISTRICT wants an exemption 
from the city noise bylaw after a snowplow it 
hired was ticketed for clearing snow after 11 p.m. 
at Caledonia Senior Secondary one night last 
month, 
Board chair Linda Campbell said in a letter to the city 
that heavy snowfalls sometimes require late operation 
of equipment to ensure parking lots are clear by the 
time students and staffstart to arrive in the morning. 
But bylaw enforcement officer Frank Bowsher op- 
"poses amending th~ noise bylaw, which res¢lcts now 
ciearing to between 5 a.m. and 11 p.m. 
Noise complaints come from residents when front- 
end loaders back up and emit a beeping noise. 
Cocaine found 
TERRACE RCMP want the public's help after an 
individual found what turned out to be a large 
stash of cocaine in a public washroom on the 
southside Feb. 28. 
Calling the file a "no case seizure" Staff Sgt. Bob 
Solvason Said the RCMP haven't been able to find out 
who did it and how the cocaine got there. 
Crime Stoppers is offering a $1,000 reward for in- 
formation leading to the arrest of the person or persons 
respons~le for importing or hiding the cocaine. Call 
635-TIPS (8477) if you can help. Callers will ~ot be 
asked to reveal their identity or appear in court. Crime 
Stoppers does not subscribe to call display. 
Smash and grab 
TERRACE RCMP are looking for thieves that 
smashed their way into a local restaurant and 
grabbed small office equipment, cash and beer. 
Officers believe the incident happened late Saturday, 
March 6 or early Sunday morning when an unknown 
person shattered a glass doorway on the Orient 
Restaurant's west side. 
A cordless telephone, an answering machine, a VCR, 
a surveillance video camera and about $200 in coins 
were taken. ,Also missing are 18 beers. 
Less 
road 
work " 
THE CITY is planning to 
spend a lot less money in 
1999 on road reconstruction 
and other public works 
projects. 
Just $1.7 million is tenta- 
tively set aside this year 
compared to well over $2 
million last year. 
That doesnOt bode well for 
the city's hoped-for gradual 
improvement of the more 
rutted and potholed local 
thoroughfares. 
If the rate of spending 
planned in this year's 
budget was continued in- 
definitely, says engineering 
director Stew Christensen, 
each city street would only 
get repaired once every 110 
years. 
The largest street project 
now in the budget is Sparks 
St. from Lazelle to Loen at a 
cost ef $375,000. Dropped 
are plans to rework sections 
af Munroe St. and Green 
Ave. 
A series of other capital 
project reductions will mean 
savings that will enable the 
city to pay off in one year 
the entire $235,000 bill to 
replace the city's municipal 
software system and make it 
Year 2000 compliant. 
Council is also trying to 
avoid tax increases for most 
taxpayers in the face of an 
sizable decline in property 
assessments this year. 
"We're getting behind," 
Christcnsen said of the 
needed roadwork. "But 
there's nothing we can do  
about it this year." 
Northern Healthcare 
+@++ + 
Have all your nutritional and 
dietary question's answered by 
FLO SHEPHARD- 
Dietician 
Drop in on March 24 or 
call for an appointment 
PHONE 615-5151 
LOCATED IN THE PARK AVENUE MEDICAL CUNIC 
~umuc,a~ 
'00 rm Cooled 
Noa-~ Fm 
CONSUMI~REBAllE' 4SlhANNIV.MQ(k'I" DEPOS(r(r~,~) PLUl ,  
* Free S~mWI Ymm. Immq~m 
$225 FREe ~ *r,,~ :m ~ mo Fm~r 
$~ mm ~R~q~,~ 'N~ 
AUTOMOTIVE & INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY 
4641 Keith Avenue, Terr~.ee, B.C. - 635-6334 
1490 City' Cant're, Kitlmat. B.C. - 632-2224 
POLRRIS+ 
RIDE THE BEST 
1lie .~  Che(k i~omql on h nol ova,lobRi to ~,o ¢ pan t or em~olm*! etpolo+ t ouihorlzed prior deo)ttlh p, ro#er, gov# omen ]1,1 or finial 
i lnll|; AvelRabhl oi~l),il| pattlclpotlng d,~fet~ ond on sellc modeh ~old wherep oh b edhy low, Snow~b hit purcholedenderlfil 
r, EZ~, - - .. r'~ ~---";c -;i°Dl.t.2~lYYY,u.mml°.IOfe dII.JV~pP.Y/po'111~fltonl gb l f lm 'cv  enRm<~le iLlnlbOHllltUldlotol11umlrolMf poy.4.Hl 
om mr ollr~, rlORllrC[l 4~ lnog o o £uuu nloa* no Be eve oral I+I+PB Porollt l~y Octoblr 1.1999, lJ+l ¢ullemlr will hea l  10 dQy) fro~ lh, 
vnlI+I Ottl.vol of 1111 +imlerthlp Io tomnllll thl pu+¢~esl th I S.Ow Check offer eppl~*) enlp Io ,vallobflll)~ +I @hl lqewmobllqo,a lhl Polorll 
ipO, lo/ie ptomollop, pot onv ltodlmh~ angler tllllmole llllln n prlcl nrllOflOlld bllWllm IKI au lhot l l id  deOllt o11(I me rot om~ir, or 
pre.poymi~l mode beloil d l  ve )+ ol lqOWmobill. Oltlr good Merit+ I0 through Aplll $$, none. Polorll telefvl$ I'~p tl|lll tO 4:11q0 n ,  
me 115 end eciflcoflont o any me w+lhou ncur n 0 obf ot+o~l Sel our p Tc o n Fete Is I l l ,  lop llolRt All cml 
WHEEL CHAIR RENTALS 
By Day, Week or Monlh 
from 
Northern Healthcare 
High quality rentals- from canes & crutches 
• to electric hospital beds. 
615-5151 
in the Park Avenue Medical Building, 
Terrace 
FOUNDA'IION Of  
B.C. & YUKON 
Please mail your donation to: 
BOX 22, 
Terrace, B.C. VOG 4,42 
Anne Evans 638-1966 
In Memoria~ O~s $ ~  
and stroke research and health 
promotion; programs 
Please print the name of the deceased• 
or person honoured; the name/ 
address of the next of kin for card; and ! 
your name/address for tax receipt (Visa 
and M/C accepted). ::i,,~,~ ~, 
5 
Class Winner of the 1999 FIJFIC 
Car of the Year Rwards 
ENERGUZDZ Awngo 
Host fuel efficient gasoline vehicle A COHSUNERS DIGEST"BEST BUY." 
in the mid-size car category. 
Presented by Natural Resources Canada. 
19 o gPR 
; PINFINCING FOR 48 NONTHS " 
:+ ON THESE Ht:W 1999 Hgzl)a YE"ICLES 
/ i ' , '  ; Only until AFril 2,19~. 
Umltedquont t esavn able. 
I 
:19.99 MaZda, rotege~SE 
~, Fhe 1999 Pr0teq~)s 0Co~su~i~s DI~'ns'r- : 
• " "n(sx ROY':. Roomieitcor n' S c aSS" ~: 
• (0 pioy~/r -i4'':wheels ' : " 
' ... 'OR PURcHnSE'iROM,, " ' ' 
i $  =Lq790 . . . .  i: 
• " • :OR'LERSEFR(iH' : : 
199/,o i ,::i : 
P0tented Hiller Cycle Engine 
Listed as one of Word's Ten Best 
Engines in the World. 
~ . , .~ .a~- - . ,  PLERSE VISIT OURWEBSITE ,Twww.mazda.ca I 
ASK YOUR DEFILER,BOUT MAZOR'S UNIVERSITY/COLLEGE GRROU,TE PROORAM. L . . . . . . . .  TH 0 R N H I LL M FIZ D Fi i 
OW'rd'sAuI°W°rld(1994•1990 'Ollel$availableonreaHputchasen/laanesofalllnew 999 Mazda B26 LX14. lg99M,zdaProlegBSE, i99nMazd, n30oovBandlgo9 
Mazda M) en¢a S horn Malch 2.1999 Iol a limited time only Lease and t Fin,nee O.A.C. fm qualified customers only. Finance example 1or $tO,O00 el t.9% APR; 48 mooths 
al$2t6S2n . . . . .  Ih.C.O.elsS392.g6foratotalol$to.39Lofi..MazOap . . . .  ,Lea enale:Off . . . . . .  Ilanl . . . . .  Rail, . . . . . . .  ly.L . . . . . . . .  nasedon40month,.Olher 3040 Hwy 16 E 
lease tells avairable, rolal lease obligations: 999 Mazda P ate g~ S E Imodel # 04xMsgAAoo) isSt 1.602. wh ch includes ecurity nape,it ,f S250 and O,wn paymen , $1.800 
(IncludonfrelghtandFDE. of$7950 In99Mazdan300oVOrruck(model#XOOO59ADOO)lsRtl 802 which nclodeasecufllydeposnof$25OendOowri , men e 2n0 
(lacunas eghlandPDE o15 055p 999Mazd, 626LXf4 modeleF4LS7n~A.o -o~. .~ ' . . . . .  P Y $ 0 
' ' "  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  y oeponl, 01 $350 and hewn pay . . . .  $2 ,600  Phone 635-7286 (IncluclenfreighlandP.D.E. ol$105 tg99MatdaM enlaS(model#K4LN?9[AO2) l,$24.652, whlchlnciudea,ecu rdenosnot$SOOendnownpeyme n o $5.000 
(include, frelohl and P.D.E. of $795.2n oon km pe yea rn¢ n,ge es ct o11a ,pply; ,ddIDonal 8# per km applies+Purchase price effete bclune $Y95 , ca I and $ 055 or 
t uck freigh and PD.E. L cerise, nnur,nee taxes end other de,let changes extra• De,ler may aell/le,,e fo le,s. See you deale tar dela Is. Offers cannot be combined. 0704'~ 
SCHOOL DISTRICT #82 (COAST MOUNTAINS) 
REGISTRATION PROCEDURES 
FOR KINDERGARTEN 
(TERRACE/THORNHILL AREA) 
In preparation for the 1999-2000 school year, the School Board is seeking the cooperation of parents in 
registering their child on the following dates. If you have not already done so, pre-registration is requested 
in order to provide the School District Administration the time to plan staffing to meet school needs. 
REGISTRATION FOR KINDERGARTEN 
WILL TAKE PLACE MARCH 23RD & 24TH, 1999 
FROM 9:00 A.M. TO 3:00 P.M. 
To be eligible for entry to School in September, 1999, students must be five years of age on or before 
December 31, 1999. A birth certificate and proof of immunization will be required at the time of 
registration. 
Students are eligible for a full day Kindergarten program if: 
*they have been identified as having severe special needs, 
*there are of First Nations ancestry, or 
*the have significant difficulties peaking or understanding English 
Requests for full day instruction should be made at the time of registrationand the school will contact you to 
confirm this. 
To register for Kindergarten classes, please register your child at your neighbourhood 
Elementary school. 
Copper Mountain Elementary Principal, Mr. D. Bartley Phone 635-7760 
E.T. Kenney Primary Principal, Mr. J. Vidal Phone 635.5828 
Kill K'Shan Primary Principal, Mr. B. Phillips Phone 635-3115 
Parkside Primary 'Principal, Mrs. C. Eide Phone 635-3513 
Thomhill Primary Principal, Mrt. B. Eyjolfson Phone 635.7066 
Uplands Elementary Principal, Mr. B. Hildebrandt Phone 635-2721 
Early French Immersion Kindergarten 
Registration for French Immersion Kindergarten takes place at Kiti K'Shan Primary. 
The Conseil scolaire francophone (Francophone Education Aulhorily of B.C. - School Dhlrict #82) offers 
full-lime Kmdergarten - • 
Registration for the Francophone full time kindergarten will be processed by Mr. Brian Phillips at Kiti K'Shan 
Primary' School, phone 635-3115. 
To qualify for the Francophone Program, in accordance with the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, 
one of the parents must: 
a) be a Canadian Citizen or landed immigrant of Canada 
b) reside in British Columbia, and have one of the following: 
- French as a first language learned and still understood; 
- Primary school instruction in Canada in French (excludes immersion program); 
A child who has received primary or secondary school instructmn in Canada in French (excludes 
immersion); 
• A Child receiving primary or secondary instruction in Canada in French. 
For more information on the Francophone Program: 1-888-715-2200, Web site: hffp://www.csf.bc a, 
mail address: into@cat.be.ca, e- 
) 
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..Apartment fire 
Court Rep,-- 
Pennies, not dimes 
ANGELINA Hulford was given a suspended sentence 
March 5 for defrauding three different local banks. 
Angelina Hulford was found to have exchanged what 
looked like roBed-up dimes for larger denomination 
currency Sept. 11, 1998 at the Eank of Nova Scotia 
here and the Royal Bank. 
But when bank tellers unraveled the rolls, they found 
only pennies between the two dimes at either end of the 
roll. Hulford was found to have repeated the tactic at 
those two banks and a third, the Toronto-Dominion 
Bank, on Sept. 14, 1998. 
Hulford pleaded guilty and was put on 18 months 
probation. She was ordered to pay $132,18 to each 
bank and commit o 75 hours of community service 
work. 
Local pleads guilty 
to sexual assault 
A TERRACE man pleaded guilty to eight counts of 
sexual assaults on minors last month. 
Leonard Harrington was charged for incidents in- 
volving minors in Vancouver, Prince Rupert and Ter- 
race between 1968 and 1986. 
Harrington will appear in court again here for a pre- 
sentencing report on April 30. 
i 
1 
Canadian Community Newspal~ers Association I 
newsp pers 
right in your ~ackyard Ii 
I 
SMOKY EMBERS: The burned remains of a ~ '~~*~P,~,~<.ce ._ . _ . _=# 
ground-floor apartment on Scott Avenue in -rer- ~ ~ S  
race's horseshoe March 11. The apartment v/as 
completely destroyed by the fire which is •believed ~ Sirloin Steak & Stuffed 
to have started by grease in the kitchen, Building 1 Mushrooms Neptune " 
residents were evacuated for an hour and a half, | with side Caesar and Mediterranean pita 
][ For $1095 while the apartment tenants went to stay v/ith l Only %~ 
friends and family. No one was hurt in the fire, 
Ja nd fines , z- 
from pot busts 1 
TWO LOCAL ME~4 were each sentenced to one day in ~. 
jail anda $1,000 fine for two separate cases of possession ~ W~er~ood ~ '~ ~ ~ ' ~  
marijuana for the purposes of trafficking. | rood br~.~ ( k llk w ' -  ~ ) ) 
Theodore Perry Morven was arrested Jan. 6. at his home | the family ~._~_  . ,a~, ' - -~ j  
in the. North Kalum Trailer Park in Terrace. Hc was ~ . ~ , . ~  - .  j 
sentenced March 5. -- 
RC~.  p i~i.~rs~ found ,L~~ quarter-pound of !,~hud'Y~ . . . . . .  
marijuana, a substantial hlonnt of drug-rela~ed quipment 
and $520 c~sh at Mbrven's home after the RCMP police 
dog was used while officers executed a search warrant. 
Charges against Sybil Effie Morven were stayed. 
And Michael Stewart of Thornhill was sentenced in late 
February. 
Stewart was arrested on Feb. 16, 1998 at his hor~e on " 
Simpson Crescent in the Kirkaldy subdivision. RC/vEP of. 
ricers seized 63 marijuana plants and hydroponic equip- 
ment from three separate grow rooms in the house. 
Come Join Us " ~ I 
Eas ter  Sunday  Mass _ "~ " i 
at  Sacred Hear t  P . ~ ~ ~ :  I 
9:00 A.M. or 11:00 A.M~,~, l m:~'~ 9:]'.j~t,--~l~'~.--i~ I 
c . . .o , . .  T'"E 
' www.canadiantire.com 
Or Email us at 
www.cantlre.terrace@os~l.net 
SAFEWAY 
www.safeway.com 
. ,  TERSE T EEr~F_ 
www.terraceautomall.com 
Contact!iUs @ 
i.o...., ,,.o.,.,. 
terrace.automall@osg.net 
STANDARD The Terrace Standard etandard@kermode.nat 
Your website/email address 
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Pendragon computers Inc. 
10 NW 
Phone: (250) 635-3362 
Computer  Specs: 
• 300Mhz MII MMX Enhanced 
• 512 KB L2 Pipeline Burst Cache 
• 32 MB Total PC100 Memory 
• 4.0 GB Hard Drive 
4 Meg Video memory 
32X CD-ROM 
Fax: (250) 635-6383 I 
Compaq Presario 2268 
Compaq,s First Sub 
$1000.00 Computer 
56K V,90 Modem o 
Aureal A3D 360 ° Positional Sound =1 ~ | 
Compaq Internet Keyboard I ~ I 
100% Y2K hardware compaiible ' ~  
2268 Options: ~ii, t.::@/~.g,, '..~;,:, - 
$ 999.00  
Juster Speakers $40.00 
Upgrade to 64MB $50.00 
Optional 15" monitor $245.00 
Optional 17" monitor $415.00 Plus App l icab le  Taxes  
Monitor not included 
Loans  Ava i lab le  
th rough Ter race  
& D is t r i c t  Cred i t  
Un ion  
Included Software: 
@ 
• Llmiled Supply 
• Microsoft Windows 98 • MoloRacer 
• Microsoft Encarta 98 • Quicken Basic 
• Microsoft Bookshelf98 • McAfeeAntiVirus 
• Microsoft Money 98 • Microsoft Explorer 
• _.Compaq Quickrestore • Microsoft Works 4.5 
Dale deCaire, formerly of Dante's, 
invites you to dinner at 
at the Desiderata Inn 
Asparagus Risotto, Roast Duck in Merlot Sauce, Seafood Bisque 
in Pernod Cream, Coq au Vin Canneloni, Espresso Creme 
Caramel, Fudge Cake with Strawberry Grand Marnier Sauce 
Every Dish An Experience 
In The Art Of Dining 
Open exclusively for dinner 5 pro- 10 pm Daily 
4035 Motz Road, Terrace 
635-6667 
Please call to have a menu faxed to your 
home or business 
* We hoaour Dante's Gift Certificates 
. . . .  ~ t . ~ t * ~ 
P61930BL ~ .  ~!1~! "°e~ 
• GUIDE Plus+ GOLD Interactive 
Electronic Program, 
• Home Theatre Premlerd M Video System 
with up to900 Lines of Horizontal 
Resolution • 
• Digital Focus 
• 3.Line Digital Comb Fdter 
. Advanced Twin Tuner TM PIP 
F36673ET 
MAlE-IN 
REBATES 
1 uP to  
• ColorTrak Plus TM Stereo Monitor Receiver 
• Comb Filter 
• BlackLock Contrast Circuit 
• 181-Channel Tuning Capability 
F32695BC (~IJIIIE .~o,,i Cl I fMSTAR 
• GUIDE Plus+ GOLD 
Interactive Electronic Program 
* 3 Line Digital Comb Filter 
• Advanced Twin Tuner TM PIP 
Mail.In Money.Back Rebates Are Available 
From February 25 to April 15, 1999 
could be here! 
Contact us at 638-7283 
i i 
Kondolas Furniture, 4525 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 635-4511 
• 
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Takeover coming this month 
Airport numbers steady' 
DESPITE A troubled local "Although Terrace is to get out of the small ai~'- ployees at the airport, challenges than does the air- 
economy, the Terrace- 
Kitimat airport recorded an 
impressive year, says its 
manager. 
Darry l  Laurent said 
97,100 passengers went 
through the airport last year, 
just 112 off the mark from 
1997. 
He attributed the number 
to au .Air Canada seat sale 
brought about when its pilot 
strike ended. The sale was 
then matched by Canadian 
Airlines International. 
As well, Laurent said the 
airport does well because of 
the solid Kitimat economy. 
seeing a fluctuation in the 
economy, the economy in 
Kitimat is pretty stable with 
business and other travel," 
Laurent added. 
The 1998 passenger figure 
is a good statistic from 
which to view the airport 
being taken over by a local 
operating authority, Laurent 
said. 
The authority, made up of 
municipal and business 
community interests from 
Terrace and Kitimat, takes 
over in less than a month 
and follows a national plan 
for the federal govenument 
port business. 
"When you look over the 
past 10 to 12 years, Trans. 
port Canada has invested a race to be rue by a local 
lot in this facility. It's in authority. 
first class shape," said The authority, a creature 
Laurent. of the City of Prince Rupert, 
That includes not only took over Apdl 1, 1997, 
buildings and runways, but says airport manager Donna 
an up-to,date water and Fraser. 
sewer system. It's running pretty close to 
"The community is the a budget calling for 
benefactor," Laurent noted, revenues to meet expenses, 
He'll be staying on when she said. 
the new authority takes over But because the airport is 
and employment has also in an island and access is by 
been offered to the other bus a~nd ferry from 
four Transport Canada era- downtown, it has greater 
0c * * * * port here when it comes to 
PRINCE RUPERT is the generating additional 
nearest small airport o Ter- revenue, Fraser added. 
"We don't have a lot of 
lease space being taken 
up," she said. 
One change coming is the 
closure by Air B.C. and Ca- 
nadian Regional of its 
check-in facilities 
downtown. 
ALFRED SUNG 
eyewesr  
Dr. Paul Clark - Optometr i s t  
will be in Terrace and accepting appaintments on 
Please call 
638-2020.  
C O L L E C T I O N  
H@RIZOH 
L 3gging says same, for now 
THE RATE of logging al- and parts of the Nass - -  liccncc's cutting levels after "Until the decision has 
lowed in Skeena Ccllulosc's steady at 720,000 cubic the treaty is ratified, been finalized by govern- 
Tree Farm Liccnce No. 1 metres. Also not factored in is the ment, I azn unable to specu- 
will remain at present About 14 per cent of the potential of protected areas late on the outcome of the 
levels, says B.C. chief for- 610,700-hectare liccnce will being removed from the decision or the possible ira- 
ester Larry Pedersen. be removed and turned over area under the Kalum Land pacts on timber supply," 
Pedersen kept the allow- to the Nisga'a if the Nisga'a and Resource Management Pedesen said in IBis decision. 
able annual cut for the ~eaty becomes law. Planning (LRMP) process. He als0 indicated in- 
]icence - -  which includes Pedersen didn't take that About 16,300 hectares in creased yields in intensively 
much of the Kalum Valley into accounts but decided the upper Kitsumkalum managed second-growth 
he'll re-evaluate the River watershed is proposed stands suggest the medium- 
as a protected area under the to long-term timber supply 
plan, with about a third of it could in~xease by as much 
being productive forest, as 24 per cent NIOXIN 
The Science of Living Hair 
Nioxin products work synergistically. Each 
product provides cumulative benefits without 
reducing the effectivieness of the others. 
The founding principle of the system is to 
create a healthy environment in which hair  can 
grow to it's fullest, healthiest potential. 
Nioxin is so scientifically advanced, it 
successfully addresses thinning hair, 
See the  Complete  l ine  
now ava i lab le  a t  
635-37 
Have you been displaced by the 
commercial fisheries industry? 
The Fisheries Restructuring & Adjustment Measures, administered 
by the Skeena Native Development Society (SNDS), is designed to 
assist those people who have been adversely affected by measures 
token to ensure the survival of the salmon stock. 
V~oe. Those who have been/are employed in the 
commercial fisheries, whether it be offshore 
(fishers) or on-shore (canner,/, etc.) Please note: 
Those people who participated in the Fedeial Buy- 
Back Program are not eligible for this program. 
How? A "needs survey" will be conducted for the 
purposes of identifying skills specific to each of 
those in the fishing industry. The survey will also be 
used to determine your eligibilily for the program. 
Where? The SNDS will be concentrating their eFf'orts in rural 
communities in its service area and those pea F ~ in 
the urban centres of Pr. Rupert, Kitimat, Haz~ ~n, 
Smilhers or Houston may access similar services 
sponsored by DFO, Human Resources Development 
Canada or Western Economic Diversification 
(Community Futures). 
What? " The Skeena Native Development Society los 
adopted a process ,wherel0y~ training ",vii be 
• ' managed on an individual basis and 10re[crab for 
occupations outside of the fishing industry. 
When? Training could be implemented on an individualized 
basis following the survey and your subset :nt 
process will be with a qualified ernploy~ mt 
counselor who will assist with lhe planning on, "e- 
training process. 
For more information, please contact:. 
John Amos/Alberl Roblnsen 
5keena Native Development Society 
P.O. Box 418, Terrace, BC V8G 4B1 
Phone: (250)635-1500 or 1-800-721-1333 
Fax: (250)635-1414 
~ FUIIU3rJ I I IG 
EN-POWER 
personc l i  g ree~r in | ,  
ELECTRONIC FUTURES 
4710 Keith Ave..635-7767 
:~: i%~!~:~?: '~ i :~ ~!~i  ~f~,:.~:-::::.::~::~:~ ~! :~b~i~: 
~~:~i ! i~: i~ i~: i~ i~: :~ ~ ~ - - - - - - - l 
B Informed: Offei" includes Ponasonic EN-POWER pager, 400 numeric messages per month and local coverage. 
Pmpald amounts are not refundabre. Taxes exlra. After first 6 months, $50 semi-annual hi[ling applies. 
m~u ~I mt o~ ~ u uuuu~u - ~ l~U~ 
H|gh 
JDmll  Fre  Ne  
" l  
For free. Call I 888 53 SMART before Mar& 26 t0# an eivironmen~l!Y Hendly goodbye. A N N IV I .  S A RY . . . . .  w i ,  I* ,o . , ,  
3fief aw i tab le  to BC Hydro cmtomers only. Fddgis  must be In working condition, 
Purchase  A 2000 Model  
/ CTIC CAT" Snowmobi le  
Before April 10/99 and choose from up to $~00 
~T~H or two year extended warranty. 
Pre-season orders for one of many 2000 model 
l imited editions available in a choice of colors. 
Quantities are limited, get yours earlyl 
The time to buy a new Arctic Cat is nozo. But woit too long and youTl miss the Cat Cash, which can be 
used toward the purchase of Areticwear* or genuine Arctic Cat parts and accessories. Ordon} miss 
your c/zance to choose from many financing options until 2000.* 
So come in soon before all tile great deals, and sleds, are gone. 
ARCTIC 
• • ) r~ What Snowmobilings AllAbouL 
* Off~" good St partlclpa n I~Jthodzed Csn [ CB~ m. .~, . *  . .~  . . . .  g -.. adiatl Arctic Ceht dealers v~llle stJ~pl as last on ave[able hew 2000 model Arctic Cat snowmobiles exctot x~flv 
.L':~_'-'"""~"s ~Yu l~ mcma~ aPprOVal~rouBh/Lzclk: CatFun Car(IorCleC Rata, Rnance Offervalldthrou,h kndl 10 t0o~ . . . . . . .  -~'.-::', e.wayl wear ,,harmer_ and don't ddn .4 ' ~- . .  , . . . . .  ~ee eee.er 1or oeza stoUt.eel corn k and ride. 0 1999 Arctic Cat Sales I~.® Trademarks of ArctJ¢ Cat Inc. Thief River Far, MN 55701 [218) 681.4999 S I
4 
Two large highway.projects 
put Nass unto the bug time 
TWO OF the biggest road f 
building projects in the 
[ north for the next while are in the Nass Valley. 
All told, nearly $30 mil- 
lion will be spent o build a 
road from Greenville to 
Kincolith at the mouth of 
the Nass River and $41 mil- 
lion will be spent making 
improvements to the 
Nisga'a Highway leading 
f~om Terrace north to the 
valley. 
The Kincolith project was 
first announced four years 
ago as a joint venture be- 
tween the Nisga'a, the fed- 
eral government and the 
provincial government. 
Improvements to the Nass 
Highway were announced 
last year along with the 
Nisga'a land claims Iteaty. 
The road, however, is not a 
formal part of the treaty. 
Each project will take 
years to complete ~ as 
many as three for the Kin- 
colith Road and seven for 
the Nisga'a Highway. 
And both require compli. 
cated engineering for geog- 
raphy and environmental 
reasons. 
The Kincolith road is still 
going through a federal. 
provincial environmental 
review, says highways min- 
istry official Dave St. 
Thomas. 
"And we're still doing the 
design. All the field survey 
work is complete," he said. 
St. Thomas anticipates 
receiving final environmen- 
tal approval by spring, at -.- ,Rrid"e Work . o~,h~o 
which time individual ; [ ]  
permits can then be sought / IT'S GOING to be safer for pedestrians and cyclists when the walkway on 
Given the right conditions, the old Skeena bridge is extended on the city side of the structure. From the 
construction could start this [ left are Sid Mills, Stephen Salter and Jim Boake from Nechako Northcoast 
October and continue well Construction's bridge crew. Planks on the bridge deck will also be replaced. into the winter, he said. 
The length is 23kin and 
will join up with an initial spots. 
5kin built by the Nisga'a That project is 90kin in M o r e  s e a I c o a ~ l n  ~ ' ~ l  [.i ~ 
leading west from Kincolith length and the plan is to 
several years ago. bring every section of the EXPECT SEkLCOATING on Beam Station Road and the 
Engineering work and Nisga'a Highway up to a continuation of sealcoating on Highway 37 North this 
some construction is sched- 70kph standard, sununer. 
uled for the Nisga'a High- The federal government is These and other projects were announced last week by way this year, St Thomas • a " " ' 
~;,.;i2";Zi" :: , '.: ".'" . ....... . ~'P~n.g..~'.for"'$.10~ m~!h0n of the provincial government aspart'Of"a' $69 million =road 
will""Sn~'?~;' ~ i  ~ickie* S;itS-~ne ° 'g  O~t~i~0 ag da~iut~t . . . . . . . . .  t~;~ wasPr6graaf fS? the nOrth .hauded out last y ar.The amofin~'is"$~'Nl'l]ld}i"ni0'~' di~n . . . .  ...... 
be along Lava Lake. million. But this year's amount takes in projects first announced 
With the lake on one side of The remaining $15 million last year, including improvements to the Nisga'a Highway 
a narrow stretch and rock and the $41 million for the into the Nass Valley and sealcoating on Highway 37 
bluffs on the other, there Nisga'a Highway is coming North. Money for the work will be borrowed by the 
isn't a lot of room for from the provincial govern- g°vcmment's B.C. Transportation Financing Authority. 
widening, ment's Transportation "Projects like the upgrading of Beam Station Road near 
"We're going to be doing Financing Authority. Terrace show that the province .... is committed to ensur- 
a lot of blasting," said St. It's the main financier of ing the long term economic prosperity of the region," said 
Thomas, adding it wasn't provincial road projects and Skeena NDP MLA Helmut Giesbrecht. 
feasible to f'fll in the lake gets its money by borrow- 
front as it is too deep in ing. 
:,.+s 
70BUSFORME 
designed to help r 
back pain when 
in your car and c 
office. Now you 
enjoy Ihe comfol 
OBUSFORME wl 
e sleeping i 
J 
i!i):i~?@~;i!i:il : : 
~ em On In The :::'< 
k SKEENA MALL::: 
Larch 24th to 28th .... > , 
 ¢tory Prncnng Wnl Be ed! :!>,:,:: 
Cou. m wide 
~! ;! ii ,,~,,: mi ture : i  
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The Terrace Little Theatre Presents,.. 
IN ASSOCIATION WITH THEATRE BC 
Bat eFflies 
ave F ree  
By Leonard Gershe 
.. ... Directed by Geri Rasmussen 
March ll, 12,13,18,19,20,25,26,27 
8:00 p.m., McColl Playhouse, 3625 Kalum Street 
Tickets $14, available at Uniglobe Courtesy Travel 
Produced by special ,'u'rangement with Samuel French Inc. 
Learning A Second Language Gives 
Your Child Greater Work, Travel 
and Cultural OpportunitiesX 
Register NowX! 
for K indergar ten  F rench  Immers ion  
at Kit i  K 'shan Schoo l  
Call  635-3115 
This Program Is FREE! 
Canadian Parents for French and French Immersion 
teachers and students are hosting an 
. i  
Open House 
at thelKiti K'shan SchoolGymon 
March 25, 1999 
from 
7 pm - 9 pm 
Here's your chance to learn more about this 
rewarding program. ':"- 
For more information call Karen at 
635-0135 
at your service...everyday! 
COME IN AND MEET OUR PHARMACISTS 
SHAUNA IRWIN 
PHARMACIST MANAGER 
FREE 
*Good health clinics 
*Good health centre-pamphlets & videos 
*Prescription delivery 
oBlood pressure testing 
KAREN HATZL 
PHARMACIST 
PLUS 
oAII drug plans accepted 
*Pro~ssional care and conveniences 
*One-stop shopping for all your health care needs 
oPersonalized, confidential printout of all your 
prescriptions 
Bring this ballot o the Pharmacy and ENTER TO WiN "1 
100,000 ~ points. I 
I 
NAME 
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Social service workers rally 
and march for better wages 
COMMUNITY SOCIAL 
service workers were on the 
picket line again Monday to 
push the provincial govern- 
ment for better wages and 
benefits. 
As of Monday, there wcre 
no pickets scheduled by 
workers in Terra ee but they 
did join others across the' 
province March 8 with a ral- 
ly and march. 
In Terrace, the march 
ended at Skeena NDP MLA 
Helmut Giesbrecht's office. 
Forty workers here have 
joined 10,000 community 
social service workers 
around the province by 
refusing to work over time 
and by doing only essential 
duties. 
"They'll do their job and 
that's that - -  they don't do 
the extra things," said Shel- 
ley Anderson, staff repre- 
sentative for the BC 
Government and Service 
Employees' Union in Ter- 
lace. 
Community social service 
workers here look after 11 
adults with physical and de- 
velopmental disabilities in 
the city's three group 
homes. 
Community social service 
Alax Hats°Iron photo 
DOROTHY BARTSOFF, (left), a community support worker and a key bargaining 
unit representative with the B.C. Government and Service Employees' Union and 
union staff representative Shelley Anderson hold sig ns of the times. 
worker Dorothy Bartsoff these individuals do," 
said she aids clients in every Anderson said. 
aspect of life from personal She said the workers here 
care to job support, will keep pushing for wage 
"Clients would not be parity, job security, sick 
able to maintain a normal days, dental plans and other 
lifestyle if it wasn't for benefits until a fair collec- 
these people who work with tire agreement is reached. 
them," she said. Anderson said the union 
Bartsoff added that 
clients' lives will not be 
endangered by job action. 
"They will be safe and 
sound, fed and supported." 
Community social service 
workers are paid the lowest 
wages in the unionized sec- 
tors. Their wages range 
from $11.50 to $14.50 an 
hour. 
"Every other sector, is 
making $16 or more doing 
the same work," Anderson 
said, referring to hospital 
and community health ser- ' 
vice workers. ~ 
She said community social 
service workers, who are 
mostly women, are un- 
flervalued. 
"I don't believe the 
government recognizes the 
critical type of work that 
will have more marches and family and children's ser- 
rallies if the government vices, and services to 
doesn't negotiate a fair and women nnd childcare. 
equitable collective agree- They work with people 
ment. who have physical or devel- 
Community social service opmental disabilities in 
workers provide support to group homes, vocational 
Eritish Columbians in four programs, adult day care 
sectors: community living, and child care centres. 
Alcan 
calms 
smelter 
talk 
THERE'S STILL a long 
way to go before Alean can 
make a decision on expand. 
ing its Kit°mat aluminum 
production capacity. 
'qn fact, we still have to 
make a decision whether 
we're going to go ahead 
with the feasibility study in 
more detail," Alcan official 
Roger Bennett said last 
week. 
The prospect of Alcan ex. 
panding in Kit°mat has been 
on the table as one of the 
outcomes of hydro power 
negotiations with the 
provincial government. 
Referring to the comments 
made recently by Eric 
Sykes, Alcan's vice- 
president of corporate af- 
fairs, who had indicated AI- 
can was prepared to go 
ahead with a scaled-back 
version of one expansion 
plan, Bennett suggested, "I 
think there was some 
misinterpretations of what 
he said." 
Some preliminary work 
has been done and now the 
company must decide 
whether or not to go through 
a preliminary engineering 
exercise, Bennett explained, 
adding that step is. itself 
only part of the feasibility 
study. 
The decision of whether 
its a viable project would 
only come after a 
preliminary engineeflng ex- 
e rc i se -  "If we even do 
that," Bennett added. 
] | r~l l  °[q divz*le J "h  l i l l |  *] d~|  q [~ J 
: 731.&UNO or 1-800-6e~LUNO [ 
To  in t roduce  
I Fm . . . . .  [] _ - -~  [] • L i te  we ' l l  
g ive  you  1 ,000  
weekend minutes  
every  month  
fo r  one  fu l l  year .  
(If  th i s  p lan  leaves  you  speech less ,  don ' t  wor ry  it,ll pass . )  
• One hour of anytime S2595/month  • Sign up now and 
calling and four hours increase your week- 
of weekend calling per month end calling to 1000 minutes per 
• Wide selection of phones month for one full year 
including the $49.95 Nokia 252 • Additional minutes just 20¢ 
AVAILABLE  FOR A L IM ITED T IME ONLY .  
[ ,..,,... OUTSTAHDING " -  :-_ _ i _ v  / _ -  -_- - ~ -_ /AHNNERSARY SERVICE ~ _ "= - --  / 
KEITH AVE. MALL CITY CENTRE SKEENA MALL 
TERRACE KITIMAT TERRACE 
635-5333 632-5000 635-4948 
• ~" . :  i$.~. ~. . . . .~ . .~ , , . . . . . . e  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ............................... >. - - - 
......................................... ii ii:: '.~:: i :i!i'::~f:!!':: ::::"i::!!.i 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : : 
.:.~::::~:~::::~:.~:;:.~::.~:::.:.:~::. . : . . . . . , : . . . . . : .~ : : . : . . . . . :  
:i::~i~:::~:~:*;::::~.'.:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::: 
~j~i~#::~}~;~i!~t~i~i~i~liiINi::#!~i::]i~!i::iiii~:.i:: - - - -__- _ - -  _-  - =-  - - - -  
B hlorn~: Coiling plan and $49,9.5 Nokla 252 c~U phone has~:l on 12-monlh conltoct. Now custome's only, OAC, Free alrfime applier k: locd coifs only. Monlhly , 
~rvice fee, Ion e dls~r, ce cha,'ees and Io~es axlm. Annul t),~z~ Dote. ~ of $49 applies. Concelhhm fee apotim. Um;hKI 5me off~. 
We Set The 
St d ds Other 
Try To Live Up To. , / 
1999 CHEVROLET MALIBU 
AQuality, Affordable Mid-size Sedan That Delivers More Value Ttian You'd Ever Expect. 
Malibu Sedan Camry CE Sedan 
~i; RexiblePa~nt options Available 
":: : D6Wnl~aymeht:, Lease Payment 
. . . .  i<  $0  $322 
Engine 2.4L Twin Cam L4 2.2L DOHC L4 
Transmission 4-speed Automatic 5-speedManual 
Horsepower 150 hp @ 5600 rpm 133 hp @ 5200 rpm 
Torque 155 Ib.-ft, @ 4400 rpm 147 Ib.-ft. @ 4400 rpm 
Theft-deterrent system PASSLock TM Option 
Engine block heater Standard Option 
Air conditioning Standard Option 
Power remote trunk release Standard Option 
Next Generation dual front air bags Standard Standard 
Autom'atic light control, Standard Standard 
Battery run-down protection system Standard Not Available 
Scotchgard TM fabric protector Standard Not Available 
4-wheel anti-lock braking system (ABS) Standard Not Available 
Illuminated entry/exit system Standard Not Available 
$1000 $292 
$1,(300 Graduate Rebate Available 
. /  
'228 '20,688 4.9 . . . .  O/o t OR WITH 
SMARTLEASE FOR 36 MONTHS PURCHASE PRICE INCLUDES FREIGHT OF $720 AND PDI PURCHASE FINANCING : 
WITH $3,116 DOWN. UP TO 48 MONTHS 
SECURITY DEPOSIT $300. 
' " " i • .:.;- 
Tried Tested & True 
i Only At Your BC Chevrolet Dealer. 
" ' " -  race  " rr-m , "   ;:mct.wan uM In le r  
~t  20,000 kin, ~..tZ pet exce~ ~lo~!e~:othet ~ :~ ~ eVaeable. ~FrelgM r~l~ed Llce/z~, I~o ~ and t~es hal ~.lu0eO. DO e,' 0ray ~110t l~ue o¢~ f f ln~iN 0n °ep~ed GgAC ~'ed~t o~y. [.,ample: SIO 00o it 4,~ ~,  M rr~otbly pzyn~h It $~:9 04 ~' 41 
z, ,u~z.:~. lotal ooNat{on IS $11,03z. 3z. "~ Ioffer appliifll o~ to 1999 now ~' demo~s51 ~ n~ls o vehk~es Nulpped St de~dMd and applk}| ht qoa~le dretail ¢ ~S~lle rs ~ &C ~IY. Dea~ r order ~' ~ fray bt ft~emrf U~ted ~ Offeni wh~h may nee be ~ wilh 0~t bf 
to Me,. S~e yo~t dealer f0r co~d~0n$ iM Mtafl~ ~01~g~Qt, a~K~2~] Is a i~10matk of Ge0ml Mofofl Co~ :, : = " m " ; :=  + . .~  = . : " ' = L - -  ~ : = ' "  1 a " - - r  = P " 
J 
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COMMUNITY 
EVENTS B2 OMMUNITY s .c ,  o . .  ALEX HAMILTON 638-7283 
Around Town 
Lawyer named Queen's 
counsel 
TERRACE CIVIL and criminal itigator Douglas A. 
Halfyard is one of 30 B.C. lawyers appointed Queen's 
counsel. 
Attorney General Ujjal Dosanjh said the 30 men and 
women appointed Queen's counsel are highly 
respected representative of the legal profession and 
have made outstanding contr~utions to B.C. 
Desanjh consults with all levels of the judiciary and 
the Law Society of B.C., on behalf of the legal profes- 
sion, before reconunending Queen's counsel designa- 
tions. 
Halfyard is a partner in the firm Halfyard & Wright 
in Terrace. 
Resource book available 
THE KSAN HOUSE Society (sexual assault centre) 
wants everyone to know the newly updated Com- 
munity Resources Listing book is now for sale. 
The book is nicely done in a one-inch binder and 
completely indexed. 
All information is available on computer disk, which 
may be purchased separately or with a book as a set. 
Proceeds are to stock art supplies for the ongoing 
Women's, Teenage Girl's, Teenage Boy's and Men's 
Empowerment Groups. 
For more information stop by #202-4630 Lazelle 
Ave. or phone 635-2373. Delivery is available. 
Help to lose weight 
CHAMPS IS a newly formed Canadian weight-loss 
and weight maintenance support organization. Support 
teams help and support in learning proper healthy 
nutrition in order that members can lose unwanted 
pounds and maintain a healthy weight as set by their 
health professional. 
CHAMPS support eams offer incentives, continual 
group and individual support to their members. 
For more information contact Elaine at (250)832- 
7712 or Colleen at (250)562-0455. 
Heart to :Heart ture, utemils; 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  b ox~. 
HEART TO HEART is an educationai and support 
course for individuals and their significant others who 
have suffered a heart attack or heart disease such as 
high blood pressure and high cholesterol. 
This course has limited seating. It will take place 
every Wednesday starting March 24 at 7 p.m. at the 
Skeena Health Unit auditorium. Weekly topics include 
stress, nutrition, medication, lifestyle, emotional impact 
and how the heart works. Please call 638-8464 to regis- 
ter. 
New certificate program 
offered 
A CHILD ABUSE and Neglect Support Worker Cer- 
tificate Program is being offered in Terrace April 12-16 
.... ana may ~-/. 
This new certificate program was developed in recog- 
nition of changes to the Ministry of Children and 
Families and the need for front-line support workers to 
respond to child abuse and neglect within an integrated 
ministry contexL 
The program will provide participants with a compre- 
hensive, theoretical framework of child maltreatment 
and will emphasize practical skill development for sup- 
port workers. 
A Certificate of Achievement will be given to 
registrants who attend all I0 days and successfully 
.. complete the written assignments. 
This certificate program is designed for frontqine 
workers who are providing support o children and 
youth who have experienced child abuse and neglect, 
and their families, including: family support workers; 
child and youth care workers; social workers; transition 
house workers; public health personnel; crisis workers; 
foster parents; and other front-line workers. 
For more information call Debbie at 635-6447. 
• Press Council offers 
: ,  essay contest 
THE B.C. Press Council is pleased to amiounce its 
second annual essay competition for all secondary and 
post-secondary school student sin B.C. to encourage 
them to think about important issues involving journal- 
ism and its value to the health and well-being of a free 
and democratic society. 
The Press Council essay contest features two awards 
of $1,000 each for the best essay from a high school 
student and from a college/university student. This 
year's topic is: "Individual Privacy vs the public inter- 
es t -  Where's the balance?" 
High schools students will have a 1,500 word limit, 
'post-secondary students a 2,500 word limit. Entries 
:~; must be received by May 28, 1999. 
Essays can be sent to Bill Bachop, B.C. Press Coun- 
cil, 201-1290 Broad Street, Victoria, B.C. V8W 2A5. 
For more information call Bill at (250)384-3344. 
New coin coming 
THE ROYAL Canadian Mint celebrates the 225th 
anniversary of the f'~t sighting of the Queen Cliarlotte 
Islands (Haida Gwaii) by issuing 1999 proof silver 
coin. 
The coin features the Spanish fxigate "Santiago", 
navigated by the explorer Juan Pexez in 1774 and 
Hatda Gwaii canoes. 
The coins are available at all postal outlets. 
Artist's dreams come true 
Local folk artist Brenda 
Rintisch has been featured in 
a number of craft magazines. 
WHEN BRENDA Rintisch 
was a little girl, she wanted 
to be a cartoonist 
In her teens, she dreamed 
of being a fashion designer. 
Today, Rintisch is able to 
incorporated both visions by 
creating folk art. 
She makes the handcrafted 
country decorations by 
drawing cartoon characters 
and patterns in wood. 
The whimsical wood 
cutouts she designs are so 
unique, they have been fea- 
tured in various folk art 
magazines, including this 
month's Quick and Easy 
Painting magazine. 
Her work will also be pub- 
lished in* Quick and Easy 
Painting magazine's May 
1999 issue, Inspirational 
Crafts magazine's ummer 
and fall issues (on stands 
mid-April and mid-July) 
and the mega edition of 
Country Market Place mag- 
azine, which will be avail- 
able May 25. 
" I  love designing and 
making something from an 
idea in my head," Rintisch 
said. 
Traditionally, folk art, also 
called poor man's art, was 
art created by working class 
people in their spare time. 
The main intent was to 
add colour and decoration to 
everyday items like rural- 
pails and 
The results were so ap- 
pealing with strong colours 
and patterns, folk art be- 
came a recognized art form. 
Rintisch learned how 
make her country home 
decorations four years ago 
after taking a class in Van- 
couvcr .  
After making her first 
piece, she was hooked. 
"It 's addictive," Rintisch 
said. "Since then my 
birthday presents have been 
tools to cut wood." 
Rintisch quickly learned 
how master a scroll saw to 
cut the designs she stencils 
onto wood. 
" I  really feel it's a God 
given ability," she said. 
Her best designs, she said, 
come when she's trying to 
sleep, so she always keeps a 
pen and paper on her bed- 
side table. 
Rintisch now sells her 
work'at craft fairs and out of 
her home. 
" I 'm just tickled when 
someone says l love your 
work," she said. 
She also teaches folk art 
classes through Parks and 
Recreation. 
hterested people can sign 
up for a class March 25 to 
make a ballerina bunny in 
time for Easter. 
Rintisch said she hopes 
one day to have her own 
b0okofpattems anddesigns 
p.ublished. 
FOLK ARTIST: Brenda Rlntisch offers folk art classes out of her home. Students 
complete projects, like de-cor.~tive paper towel holders and picture frames, in an 
evening. A class March 25 will make ballerina.bunnies in timefor Easter, 
[] Celebrity reader! 
To celebrate reading month, eight local celebriUes read to students at Copper 
Mountain Elementary School. K]ndergartan students shared stories they Wrote 
with children's author Brenda SIIsbe. Then, Silsbe read to them. Other 
celebrity readers Included Vesta Douglas, Janet Watson, Russ Sparks, Anna 
Beddle, Bob Park, Marty BoRon and Dave Crawley. 
i 
Legion news 
By PETER CROMPTON 
YOUR DISTRICT Veterans 
Affairs representative will 
be  at the Branch Wednes- 
day, March 17 from 8:30 
a.m. to 11 a.m. 
Any veterans wishing to 
meet with her please contact 
me at 638-8627. 
The 80th anniversary 
Branch magazine isnow out 
on sale at $5 a copy. I am 
hoping that all our members 
will purchase one if not two. 
To all of you who are not 
members, I think you will 
find this magazine interest- 
ing and informative. 
The schedule of events for 
May 9-15 will be posted in 
the Branch lounge. Again, I 
ask all of you who have 
received letters from me to 
reply as fast as possible, 
even if you do not intend to 
be there. 
On the sports scene, the 
sports banquet will be held 
May 1 this year. Prizes and 
trophies will be presented 
for darts and pool. 
Our singles pool tourna- 
ment is well under way. We 
are still waiting for some 
players who are on vacation, 
but hopefully they will be 
down to the quarter finals 
by Sunday, April 25, along 
with Mixed Doubles Finals. 
During our week of 
celebration May 9-15, we 
will be having many events. 
One such event will be 
held Sunday afternoon fol- 
lowing lunch. This is a soft- 
ball slow pitch game be- 
tween a team of Canadian 
Legionnaires led by Crude 
Neil Nordstrum and a team 
of The Rest of the World 
Legionnaires, led by 
whoever. 
The Trask blimp will 
hover over the Stadium tak- 
ing photos and the game 
will be played as close the 
Hospital as possible. 
Watch for further news on 
this event.The next general 
meeting is April 13. the next 
steak night is April 2. 
Don't forget to watch the 
special notice board in the 
branch for information on 
our 80th anniversary May 9- 
15. 
Pensioners report 
By HUGH ]POWER 
THE B.C. Old Age Pensioners Branch #73 held its regular 
monthly meeting Thursday, March 11 with vice-president 
Cliff Best presiding. 
Best began the meeting with a couple of jokes, proving 
yet again that laughter is the best medicine, and ecrtainiy 
he had everyone smiling. 
Acting secretary Mary martin and acting treasurer Marge 
Drahorad were there to give their reports/updates, tc. 
Aileen Frank played the piano and Florence 
Schulumeister led the members in the singing of the Na- 
tional Anthem. 
As this is the International Year of the Older Person, 
members were asked to write down and share their stories 
of past years pent in the Terrace area with others, in order 
that a booklet of memories could be produced for all to 
rcad. 
The kitchen staff have had an extremely busy February 
with lunches, and were grateful to all their volunteer hch 
pet-s - -  a job well done. 
Big welcome to new members: Barb Cullis, Rolly 
Purmal, AI and Nell Lippers. 
Please keep these dates free: March 17 potluck supper at 
6 p.m., March 20 games night at 7:30 p.m. and April 15 
dinner catered by the Ladies of the Royal Purple at 6 p.m. 
The next meeting date is April 8 at 2 p.m. 
i 
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KARAOKE 
& Enjoy KARAOKE every Thursday 
night at GEORGE'S PUB, every Fri- 
day at the THE TI-IORNHILL PUB, 
and every Sunday and Monday night at 
I-IANKY~S. 
BAR SCENE 
AGATOR'S PUB presents Papa 
Woody. He's back by popular demand, 
playing all of his hits. 
&THE TERRACE COMMUNITY  
BAND presents its 9th annual Spring 
Fling Cabaret. Join them for an evening 
of fabulous live music, dancing, deca- 
dent desserts and finger foods! Tickets 
are $12 and available from band mere- 
bets only or call 636-4729. You must be 
19 years or older to attend. 
&THE KERMODEI CHORISTERS 
Community Children's choir invites 
everyone March 27 to their Spring Y ets are available at Erwin's in the 
Melodies dessert concert at 2 p.m. at the Coffee, tea, and wonderful desserts will Skeena Mall. 
MUSIC 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly. This 
concert will feature both he junior and 
teen choirs as well as several solo and 
group performances by the choristers. 
be served as well. come enjoy a lovely 
afternoon with Terrace's musical stu- 
dents, tickets are $10 for adults, $8 for 
seniors and students and are available 
from choir members or call 635-9649. 
THEATRE 
&THE TERRACE LITTLE 
THEATRE presents Butterflies are 
Free, a romantic comedy by playwright 
Leonard Gershe. The play, directed by 
Geri Rasmussen, is a groovy, tender 
story about a blind man who moves out 
of his mother's home to find indepen- 
dence. Comedy follows as Don grows 
up and makes friends. Running dates 
are: March 18-20 and 25-27. Per- 
formance starts at 8 p.m. Tickets are 
available at Uniglobe Travel. 
ATHE TERRACE CONCERT 
SOCIETY presents comedian Lome 
Elliott Friday, March 26 at 8 p.m. His 
gift is the ability to brig out the humour 
in common familiar situations. His 
comedy is intelligent, witty and wicked- 
ly funny and uniquely Canadian. Tick- 
George.s Pub 
 ood 
Live Music 
by 
BORDERLINE 
Fr iday  & Saturday  
• . J 
I( J ammin '  In The ]:i 
| Cabin 
| Jam Session - 
• | Saturdays, 4 pm 
.!~. Fun! Fun! Fun! t. 
Tough_ _ T es_ ug 
Thursdays 
2 for 1Beve geFeature[ 
2 for1 Steak Sandwich 
Ka a0ke! 
Our courtesy van 
will pick up and 
drop off your party 
atGeorgesPub. 
Wednesday, March 17 
MILLS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL is 
having an "End of Season Bag 
Sale" March 17-March 27 at the 
Thrift Shop, located at 4544 Lazelle 
Avenue. For more info call 635- 
3512. 
PRE KINDERGARTEN Booster - 
(reinforcing immunization for 
Diphtheria, Pertussis, Tetanus and 
Polio for all pre-kindergarten chil- 
dren and all kindergarten children 
not yet immunized. Takes place at 
the Norlh West Health Unit March 
17 from 9:25-11:30 a.m. and 1:14-4 
p.m;, March 18 same times and 
March 25 same time& Call 638: 
2200 to make an appointment. 
TERRACE AREA Association for 
Brain Injury (TAABI) meeting in the 
library boardroom at 6:30 p.m. We 
welcome all survivors, family, 
friends, professionals and support 
persons. 
Thursday, March 18 
SKEENA DRAMA ZONE FESTI- 
VAL at the Della Herman Theatre, 
Smithers. Thursday, March 18, 
'q'he Water Engine", Bulkley Valley 
Players; Friday, March 19, "A Life 
in the Theatre", Terrace Little 
Theatre; Saturday, March 20, 
"Equator Woman", Harbour 
Theatre. Awards after the show. 
Tickets $12 at the door. Call Chris 
Stone for more info 632-2390. 
FAMILY SUPPORT INSTITUTE: 
Do you have a child with a dis- 
ability? So do we. Come talk to 
parents who understand at 7 p.m. 
at the Child Development Centre. 
Cookies and childmlnding avail- 
able. Call Usa for more info at 638- 
8761. 
Thursday, March 25 TERRACE BEAUTIFICATION 
TERRACE SKATING Club SOCIETY's annual general meeting 
presents its Ice Carnival "A Musical at city hall council chambers at 7 
"~me Warp" Thursday, March 25 at p.m. $1 membership fee must be 
7 p.m. at the arena. Guest skater is pre-paid. 
Kristen Avis, Canadian Novice 
Ladies Champion. Tickets available 
at Sight and Sound, All Seasons, WEEKLY  MEET INGS 
Central Flowers, Effective Fitness 
and from Club members. TUESDAYS 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD Clinic 
CANADIAN PARENTS FOR is open every Tuesday night from 7-9 
FRENCH present an informational p.m. Information and counselling on 
open house for anyone interested birth control and birth control supplies 
in the French Immersion program :at reasonable Cost. Drop in. They're at 
at KitLhK'Shan Primary from 7-9 • the rear of the health unit on Kalum, so 
p.m,.For more information, call 635.-:~ :.go:to,th ¢ backdoor. For more info or 
0135 or 365-9390. to volunteer call 638-2027. 
Friday, March 26 ']~¢]N'S CLUB PL~YrDviE is the 
March 26-28 SPEECHCRAFT: The first Tuesday of every month from 
Terrace toastmasters Club invites 10:30-noon at the Family Place. Call 
anyone interested in improving their 635-9669. 
communications kills to sign up for 
this internationally recognized FAMILY PLACE hosts a parent and 
toastmaster's course. Learn public child drop-in from 10:30-noon at the 
speaking skills in a positive supper- activity room. For more info call 8- 
five and fun environment. For more 1863. 
info and to sign up contact alga 
Power at 635-3833. TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND 
Saturday, March 27 meets every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
THE KERMODEI CHORISTERS Caledonia high school. The Corn- 
Community Children's choir invite munity Band and the Terrace Big Band 
everyone to their Spring Melodies are actively seeking adult musicians in 
dessert concert at 2 p,m. at the percussion and all other see,iota. For 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly. moreinfo call Carol at 635-4729. 
This concert will feature both he STRETCHING CLASS-  "1"be Min- 
junior and teen choirs as well as 
several solo and group per- istry of Health community rehabilita- 
formances by the choristers. Cof- tion program hosts this seated stretch- 
fee, tea, and wonderful desserts mg class from 1-2 p.m. at the Skeena 
will be served as well. come enjoy Health UnitAuditorium at3412 Kalum 
a lovely afternoon with Terrace's St. Call .~'me at 638-2272 for more 
musical students, tickbts are $10 info. 
for adults, $8 for seniors and stu- 
dents and are available from choir T'A] Cglr FOR SENIORS is. held 
members or call 635-9649. Tuesdays and Thursdays at 8:45 a.m. at 
the Happy Gang Centre. For more info 
Wednesday, March 31 call Jean at 635-3159. 
THE TERRACE MODEL airplane 
Club's annual general meeting will TERRACE TOASTMASTERS meet 
be at the Terrace Public Library at every first and third Tuesday at 7:30 
7 p.m. Anyone interested is wel- p.m. at the Coast hm of the West at 
come. For more info call George at room 328 to loam about public speak- 
638-0787. ing in a positive and encouraging en-
v i ronment .  New members and guests 
PROSTATE CANCER FORUM at are welcome. For more i~o call Olga 
the KinHut at 7 p.m. Presentations Power at 635-3833. 
on prostate cancer by Rick Gal- 
lagher, head of theCancer Control ]DAJI~O. J[ SOTOZEN CENTRE 
Research Program, and Dr. Osei- aosta Zazen meditation every Tuesday 
Tutu, urologist. Forum is free to the evening at 7 pm at the centre. For into 
public. Spouses are welcome, phone 635-3455. 
Friday, April 9 SCHIZOPHRENIA SOCIETY meets 
WOMEN'S HEALTH: women's the third Tuesday of every month fxom 
workshops covering women's September to June at 7:30 p.m. at Step- 
health issues will be presented to l~ing Stone Clubhouse, 3302 Sparks St` 
health authorities and their staff Fbr more information call 638-2202. 
and interested community groups 
from noon until 4:30 p.m, at lhe The Terrace Standard offers the 
Coast Inn of the West, Workshops community calendar as a public ser- 
are free and lunch is Included, To vice to its readers and community or- 
confirm :altendence or for more Info 
call Ann Speer 250-952-2237. .ganizations. 
This column is intended for non. 
Saturday, March 20 
COFFEEHOUSE in the Rosswood 
Community Hall at 8 p.m. featuring 
bands Slightly Salsa and Rednef 
Nrg. Cost is $5 for adults, $2.50 for 
students and free for children under 
12 and seniors. 
I 
. . . . . . . . .  .................... B400EXT c A B S E :~: ':~* :~ 
~ " ~ i ~ : [ ~  Touch dial 4x4, 4.0L, V6,: , : 
~ ~ ~  ~ A/C, AM/FM stereo with CD 
player, Alloy wheels/Off 
~L!~i~i~i~3~3~!~i~!:;~i;~i3i~33~i~::ii::;~ii~;i:;~i~::~:~i~ ~::~i~i~ :3~::~! i i~i~i~i3~::~-~:~;~%~i~! . roa.d !lres, 60[40  cloth • 
~¢'~'~- - : "~ ........... :~:"~"~:'~"~:~'~ ............................................ ~:: ~ ~'*~:~' bench, limited slip ditteren- 
I L~I~ ~ ~ R l " l JBb l l l~  ~ tial, "Payload Package" 
w ~ apls==~ qp el~ . ' 
. ,~N~,  .~ ~ ~ Tow,ng Package, Double 
Wishbone front suspension. 
~ :~:i .......... ':': : L,,,:::,:~'i~:::!:'!:~II3,!IS ~: B2500 Reg 
• Cab SX 
"Spor t  T ruck"  
" ;~' ~ 60/40 cloth bench with cen- 
ter arm rest, block heater with 
battery warmer, double wish- 
bone front suspension, con- 
Purchase from venience package, payload 
package, AM/FM slereo with 
cassette, rear A.B.S., stainless 
exhaust system. 
o or take advantage of 1 .9  %, , ,  
Financing for 48  months 
~~,~,  ~,:~,,~#~,~,~:,..~:.,~,~,~::~.J 99 B4000 SE 
~ ~~ : ~::: ~:: ~ Ext Cab 
~ ~  4Door Model 
- ......... 
[ ~ i i i ~ i i i ~ : : i ~  i!l rue with CD, alloy whee s, 
........................................................................................... : . . . . . .  . . . .. .. ..  :::::;;~;=~3'"' 6/40 spl!t folding seats with 
gm ~ ~ 1 arm rest timiled slip differen- 
1 g;B Ikp~,.~__,_ tial, Rayload package, towing 
n • ~ I q#Al IK  package, double wishbone 
. . . . . . . .  suspension, folding rear jump 
f inanc ing  for  4u  monms seats 
Get in, Be moved. O mama 
~ ~ ¢  .. : . ~ ' ~ ~ ~ J ~ {  -~ng'wh-ee'~, "M'or'e'~'a['e'~'th~,n' 
ever before" I~ i+ 
i Class Winner of the 1999 AJAC Car of The Year Awards. I
Leasefor '1 99  
Per me. incl. freight & PDI 
with $2000 down 
Bated on 48 m0n~h ba le ,  20,000 km per Tar ,  p[us tc~et, firs, po'/me~l end se<urit,/dopotiL IPP I | ,S5200 based on $2000 down 
TPP 11,856 ba~,d c~ 0 do~m, 
Get in, Be moved, e l  maz¢~ 
Monday, March 22 
MULTICULTURAL SOCIETY 
presents the International Film 
Series and the film "Last Night" at 
9:15 p.m. at the TIIlicum Twin 
Theatres. This Canadian film has 
won two Genie awards. 
Wednesday, March 24 
SKEENA JUNIOR SECONDARY 
SCHOOL PAC meeting at 7:30 
p.m. in the school library. All 
parents and guardians of Skeena 
students welcome. 
HEART TO HEART: An education 
and support course for individuals 
and their significant others who 
have suffered a heart attack or 
heart disease such as high blood 
pressure and high cholesterol. This 
course has limited seating. It will 
profit organizations and those events 
Thursday, April22 for which there is no admission 
THE FIRST NATIONS council of • charge, Items will run two weeks be. 
take place every Wednesday start, women In planning a fashion show :fore each event, 
Ing March 24 at 7 p.m. at the in Terrace to promote First Nations 
Skeena Health Unit auditorium, designs. A $25 registration fee Is We ask that hems be submitted by 5 
Weekly topics include stress, nutri- required, For more info call Mas at p.m. on the Thursday before the bsue 
in which it is reappear. 
tlon, medication, lifestyle, emotional 638-5421. , : Submissions should be typed or 
impact and  how the heart works. ~ 
Please call 638-8464 to register; Thursday, May 6 printed neatly. 
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Skeena Junior Secondary Honour Roll 
Term 2 
THE STAFF of Skeena Jun- 
ior Secoadary would like to 
congratulate he following 
honour roll students for their 
efforts and accomplishments 
LAMB, Crystal LIND, Amanda FILLION, Kristian HALES, Michael HANNA, 
Robert LOMAS, Allie GOUGH, Matt GYORFI, Megan HILL, Erin 
MACDONALD, Nicole Jack HAWORTH, Kathyrn HOVANES, Tamea 
MACKENZIE, Alberta KENNEDY, Britt KEELER, Kyla LAVAL- 
MILLER, Robyn MUR- MACLEOD, Jonathan LEE, Rehana MANJI, 
RENAUD, Bdan RIGLER, 
Ereka ROACH, Jonathan 
SARSIAT, John SCHUL- 
MEISTER, Scan 
STEVENS, Craig WALSH 
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.... James W. Radelet 
RADELET & COMPANY Barristers & Sol~citors 
Tax Law • Trusts • Corporate & Commercial 
1330- 1075 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 
Phone: 604-689-0878 Fax: 604-689-1386 
throughout the second term. 
Eligibility for various 
honour roils is calculated on 
the basis of a students' 
Grade Point Average. 
A four point scale is used 
with the following equiva- 
lents: A=4, E=3, C+=2.5, 
(2--2, C-=l. All sub- 
jeers/courses carry an equal 
weight for Honour Roll cal- 
culations. 
In order to place on the 
Honour Rolls, a student 
must not have auy in- 
complete, or failing grades; 
nor must hey have any un- 
satisfactory effort/attitude 
indicators on their report 
cards. Categories: Out- 
standing Achievement 3.50 
- 4.00 G.P.A.; Meritorious 
Achievement 3.25 - 3.49 
G.P.A.; Honourable Men- 
tion 3.00 - 3.249 G.P.A. 
Grade 8 
Outstanding Achievement: 
Kenney ADAIR, Cameron 
ADAM, Matthew AR- 
RUDA, Bethany BELINA, 
Kurt BIAGIONI, Amanda 
CHAN, Christopher CHAP- 
MAN, Michael DAHMS, 
Thomas DEMETZER, 
Amanda DE MONTE, 
Amandeep DHALIWAL, 
Sabrina DOSANJH, Kayla 
GORIAK, Carl 
HAUGLAND, Jennifer 
HAYNES, Christina HES- 
LENFELD, Natasha JUBA, 
Caitlin KEENAN, Kasia 
RAY, Andrea NORTON, 
Nathan PARK, Jyoti 
PARMAR, Kailee PEN- 
NER, Megan ROACH, 
David RUSSELL, Trijot 
SANDHU, Anna SCHACH- 
NER, Michelle SHARMA, 
Tyler SHEASBY, Pamela 
SIHOTA, Bridgitt SLOAN- 
MCMULLEN, Kimbefly 
SMITH, Roselyn SMITH, 
Sara STEVENS, Ashley 
TAYLOR, Kyl a 
TJERNSTROM, Miehelle 
VAN HERD, Kimberly 
WILCOX, Fallon "YASIN- 
CHUK 
Grade 8 
Meritorious Achievement'. 
Preetpal BASANTI, Ryan 
BEAUDRY, Bradley CAR- 
SON, Nieole LEBLANC, 
Clara LEGAULT, Sean 
MAHONEY, Bryan MAT- 
THEWS, Jesse MUM- 
FORD, Laura PURVIS, 
David REDPATH, Lindsay 
SMAKA, Jordan WALL, 
Keely WALLACE, Cayley 
WESTERN 
Grade 8 
Honorable Mention: 
Christopher BALLINGER, 
Eric BEAUPRE, Kylie 
BIRD, Jessiea COE, 
Stephen CULLIS, Natashia 
CURTIS, Eric ECKERT, 
Daniel ERICKSON, 
MARCELLIN, Jeff 
MYERS, Prabhjot 
PARMAR, Joel PILON, 
Caitlin PRESTON, Cydney 
RUSCH, JPemmannel SAN 
LUIS, Manpreet UPPAL, 
Natasha WAKARUK, Jor- 
dan WALL, Joanna WAR. 
CUP 
Grade 9 
Outstanding Achievement: 
Angela AMES, Emily 
ARNDT, Shyla BAKER, 
Sandeep BASANTI, 
Danielle BILLEY, Trina 
BOTELHO, Jennifer 
BROWN, Daniel CHAP- 
MAN, Tamara CHECK- 
LEY, Alissa GERVAIS, 
Cody HAINES, Adrian 
HOUGHTON, Anna 
JOHNSON, Meena 
KANDOLA, Candace 
KLEIN, Matthew LLOYD, 
Kimberly MacDONALD, 
Leah MALe, Tyler 
NOBLE, Matthew NOR- 
DIN, Katrina O'BYRNE, 
Shauna PALAHICKY, 
Kimberly ReeKER, Kevin 
SHANNON, Graham 
WARNER, Kory 
YAMASHITA 
Grade 9 
Meritorious Achievement: 
Grant COMMINS, Phillip 
DURAND, Sean DUSDAL, 
Gillian GOOK, Ryan 
Brandon MANKE, Daniel 
MATI'HEWS, Allan 
SCAFE, Brad SOUSA, 
Nicole WILCOX, Jasmine 
WILLIAMS 
Grade 9 
Honourable Mention: 
Kyrissa BADER, Baljhtder 
GILL, Matthew 
GURNSEY, Sabrena HAR- 
VEY, Steven HAWKE, 
Kari HYSTAD, Nicole 
L1NDSAY, Amy MASON, 
Marina MERRISON, Karisa 
PETHO, Lynsey 
RANDRUP, Kelsey ROY, 
Michael SCAREOROUGH, 
Robby STACH, Kelly 
STEEL, Cole STEPHENS, 
Brenna STERNER, Tyler 
STERNER, Tom VU, Tim 
WALL, Mitch WARNER 
Grade 10 
Outstaztding Achievement: 
Sarbjeet AUJLA, Darren 
BOHLE, Tristan BROWN, 
Jennie BUTLER, Claire 
DESIERTO, Kaya 
DOWNS, Steven ELKIW, 
Shawn FAGAN, Brad 
GUNNLAUGSON, Kelly 
HAUGLAND, Robert 
HAUGLAND, Jessica 
HOVANES, Huy HUYNH, 
Joanna KEATING, Sandeep 
MORE, Timothy NORDIN, 
Katie O'NEILL, Harwinder 
PARMAR, Kevin PERRAS, 
Joey PREVOST, Crystal 
RAPOSO, Catherine 
Grade 10 Touch  
Meritorious Achievement: ~+~.+~5 Wood 
Charanl,reet BASANTI, ~::'S~i=' ~ ~' / ] /  
Steven BIAGIONI, ~i" ,  f '  / / / / "  ' 1999 NORTHERN 
Nicholas BOLINGBROKE, I~ . ; | : . ! . / : :~ /+¢: .~.  ~ WOOD FORUm 
Miche.e FRANCIS, Tim ~:iI~\~ | ~i~i~  April 22-24, I gg9 
HARGREAVES, I~.aliopi . ' "V  '~ ~ Houston,  B.C .  
KOLLIAS, Neil MACMIL- 
LAN, Javinder MANHAS 
Kyle NARZT, Sbeena 
REIDY, Amy 
ROSENTRETER, Katherine 
SFIKAS, Harmony STEEL 
Grade 10 
Honourable Mention: 
Forrest ARONSON, Ashley 
BAXTER, Matthew BED: 
DIE, Kara BIRDSELL, 
Amy DUDEK, Jean Marc 
GAGNON, Jason KLEIN, 
Annadelle KURTZ, Tysen 
LEBLOND, Wayland 
MARDIROS, Michael 
MEIJER, Ryan NIX.N, 
Judy STEVENSON 
THE OUTDOOR FABRIC STORE 
1443 Kingsway, Vancouver, BC, VSN 2R6 
Polartec ® 100. 200, 300 Fleece. I 
Thermal Stretch, Power Stretch, 
J Wlndbloc, Berber, Waterproof RIpstop Nylon, Ultrex, Hydroflex, Oxford, Commander, Melton, Sunbralla, Mesh. Reflective Tapes, Trims, Buckles, etc. 
Retail • Mail Order • Wholesale 
Tel: 1.877.708,4949 Fax:604,708,4939 
E-Mail: cruz_fob@dowco,eom 
JOil l  US...  
in Houston, the "1999 Forest Capital of B.C,", for 
this important hree-day event highlighting the value- 
added forest products industry in B.C. 
Va lue-Added Conference  
Top rated speakers lead conference delegates through 
a variety of sessions and workshops in an exploration 
of the conference theme, "Room to Grow," 
Informative tours of local value-added facilities are 
also part of the conference program. 
Register N0wl Early bird deadline Iqarch 2Rh, 
Gallery_ and Exhib i t  
This world-class industry exhibition features a cross- 
section of wood fibre users and suppliers, from 
regional artisans to major wood processors. 
" Exhibition viewing is free to the public. 
Want More Inf.? 
Call the Houston and District ChamberbfCommerce 
(250) 845-7640 
Get more info on-line at www.hiway 16.com/woed~ 
¢i.Ull a t .mr  m* I  ~ ,~. .~ j  JmmtkM 
c& 
Mi I~ 0111~II 
~ s i m d  
Tomtt~ 
I i~iii I Human Resources 
Development Canada C~- northmood~ 
Poisons 
act fast 
CHILDREN ACt fast, and 
so do poisons. 
The time it takes to ans- 
wer a phone in another 
room, is enough time for a 
toddler to climb onto a chair 
and:drink a brightly colored ...... 
cleaning solution or swal- 
low pills left on the table. 
Poison prevention week is 
being held throughout North 
America March 21-27 to 
help prevent scenarios like 
this from happening. 
In 1998, 28,000 poison- 
ings were reported inB.C. 
Children under the age of 
five are constantly exploring 
their environment. The 
types of poisons involved 
are the ones that are acces- 
s~le to them. These include 
plants, cleaners, cosmetics, 
multiple vitamins and non- 
prescriptive analgesics. 
Unintentional poisonings 
can be prevented. Safety 
devices, like cabinet locks 
and child resistant caps, 
help keep oisons out of the 
reach of children. 
Knowing what to do if a 
poisoning occurs is also im- 
portant. 
You should not make the 
person vomit until you get 
advice from the Poison Con- 
trol Centre. Many times it is 
unnecessary to make the 
person vomit and other 
times it can be harmful. 
Vomiting can be induced 
at home by administration 
of ipecac syrup. 
Each household with a 
child under the age of five 
years old should have a 
bottle of ipecac syrup with 
instructions to phone the 
Poison Control Centre or 
physician before use. 
People should remember 
to: 
e keep the BC Poison Con- 
tol number by the phone (1- 
800.567-8911) 
• have the label ready 
when you call. The label 
provides information con- 
cerning the product's con- 
tents. 
• return potential poisons 
such as cleaning products o 
a safe storage place 
• If  the phone rings, take 
the child or the poison with 
you 
• clean up after craft 
projects 
• empty cocktail glasses 
right after a party 
e don't take medicine 
when children are watching, 
they love to imitate . 
• buy  medicine with a 
child resistant cap and close ~ ii 
the bottle after using it. 
i& 
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Local symphony 
to perform soon 
By JIM RYAN 
THE TERRACE 
Symphony Orchestra will 
become quite active this 
spring. " ........ 
Two concerts are sched- 
uled,:one in Kitimat and 
pne in Terrace; 
As well, the orchestra 
will be participating in 
the Pacific Northwest 
Music Festival. 
Since the performance 
of the Messiah, the or- 
chestra has been hard at 
work to establish a 
diverse repertoire that is 
bound to be a crowd 
pleaser. 
This concert will feature 
three soloist from within 
the orchestra: Mike Wen 
on French horn, Robin 
Willis playing flute, and 
Yvette Bos on clarinet. 
Music by Mozart, 
Beethoven, Strauss, and 
Mascagni will be present- 
ed. 
In Kitimat, the concert 
will be held in the Al- 
liance Church March 27. 
In ,Terrace, the per- 
fornlance will take place 
inKnox United Church 
April 3. These will be 
evening concerts. 
The T.S.O. will be par- 
ticipating in the Pacific 
Northwest Music Festival 
April 10 at tKe R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre. 
There is a chance that a 
trip to Smithers can take 
place. There are quite a 
few fine string players in 
that area, and it would be 
great to share a program 
with them. 
It is difficult for those 
people not connected 
with the business of 
music to grasp..t.h_e c~.sts.+ 
involved in the purchase.~ 
of music. 
For instance: the 
Nutcracker Suite costs 
$300 and Beethoven's 6th 
costs $120. 
It is probable that the 
.music for one program 
could exceed $150. For 
music alone, it's costly to 
keep an orchestra, so your 
support at these concerts 
will be greatly ap- 
preciated. 
1 
5 bdrm home with 14x16 deck 
$157,500 MLS#15698 
:~+'..~N~ ..... 
4 bdrms, 3 baths, 1138 sq.ft. 
$134,5001KLS#16298 
~ : :  ;i::~i~iii!il ~i::;iii::iiiii! i: : ;~:i::ii:.iiiiiiiiii:~:E' 
Quiet & comfortable 
$46,500 MLS#14597 
• ......l-'-..... 
2 - Single family R-I lots 
$29,900 MLS#13664 & 1396,5 
Jim Ryan 
~ i i ~  I " "  !~ ":i: I .~.+ , 
Extensively renovated, 14' wide mobile 
$34,900 MLS#15763 
Renovated 4 bdm home 
$145,900 MLS#12908 
: .~  • 
Dream kitchen & shop 
$187,500 MLS#8781 
1.1 acres of treed building 
lot in Jaekpine Flats 
$29,900 MLS#13457 
Proper ty  Management  
Are you moving from town and your 
house hasn't sold? Let me find you a 
renterandmanage it for you. 
Ca l l  S teve  Cook  at  635-0371 or  
638-7144 A f ter  hours .  
$525 (u.s.), 
Tchaikovsky s 5th ico.~ts ~ 
,+?.=+-,; ........ ~,+:+ 7,++,?++., . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . :  . , , 
+ 
SKEEHA MALL 
635-6371 
OR 1.888.549-5552 
• ~ ; : ====================== 
"';::~ : ~ " ~ .  :::::::::::::::.'. ;i~ 
I : /../:'::'i: :'~~." "~' ! .~.i : i;?:" :: 
Spacious family home 
$174,900 MLS#14561 
.~i: ~: :  • " ......... ,::: ":. ...... :::::~::.~. 
1004 sq.fl, plus full basement 
$109,000 MLS#6227 
2300 sq.fl. 4 bedroom home 
$214,500 MLS#12350 
iiii'iiiii~iiiii: ~ ; : iiiiiii:ii? ~!| ! i !~  JP:~i i : : i i : : i i i i~i ; i ; .  :.:.' ~::~":' ::: :i~i::~iii:::~i~iiiii~i 
5 bdrm, 3000+ sq.ft. 
$219,900 MLS#14016 
*Homeowners 
*Condos 
*Boat *Aircraft 
*Travel Medical 
*Bondin.cl *Tenant 
*Commercial ~Mobile Homes 
*Logging Trucks & Equipment 
Monthly Payment Plans Availabh 
"Quality Insuranc, 
That Pays!" %.%,:+'.;¸.'"%'+¸ 
I 
i 
" :  i. ::"': 
, .  , .  
A div is ion of  Terrace & Distr ict  Credi t  Un ion  
~++++++::++++:+:+++++++++++++ + ~ ~{i l i :  i ~i iii~i!!+t!!  
Affordable living, 30x24 shop 
$59,900 MLS#12888 
4bdrm, hardwood floors, custom cabinets 
$199,900 MLS#5898 
2 homes on river front acreage 
$230,000 MLS#15385 
New kitchen, flooring, bath. 
$109,500 MLS 
Commercial Property 
$240,000 MLS#14367 
:::5::. : ::~:::.:::. • . • .-- ,..:.. 
3 bdrm mobile with 3 accesses 
$27,900 MLS#15699 
4 bedroom home 
$159,900 MLS#14258 
3bdrm Chalet style log home. 
$154,900 MLS 
'*e*eC°°' '+aO°d"°+l'°eBar'°sal, K+*ne I  vS*ee'el ' 
638-7144 i 635-4950 res. 638-0033 res 638.8544 res Hicks 635.6905 res 635.3750 res 
Anytime pager 638.7319 pager  038-7321 pager 638-3084 638.1782 res  pager  638-7~fi3 pager  635o8380 
.... i++~++i++++++++++:. i Ii ..........  
4 bdrm, 1/2 acre land & jacuzzi 
$209,900 MLS#1240 
• ..i~'::: ~ :  ~" ~ 
4 bdrm, Glendale Villager mobile 
$62,900 MLS#2433 
House, 2 shops, 2 rental cabins 
$249,900 MLS#15347 
ii[m'.'i~Imt, __ 
Good starter. Newer furnace. 
$79,900 MLS 
  wet,l. 
: BAdMK~J l t  n 
. " ' " i : :  .:,-"" ",• 
I sT TERRACE REALTY 
~n independandy owned and operated 
membee of Cold+ell ~anker affiliates of Ccmada 
Expect The Best! 
~ ~ f ~  ~ Only Century 21 offers AirMiles 
travel miles to it's customers 
Wightman & Smith Realty Ltd. 
3227 Kalum Street, Terrace 
635-6361 
email: century2 lw&s@kermode.net 
Independantly Owned & Operated 
?:i ¸¸  ;i ::i !¸  i / ¸ "  
o =q HOUSE SUNDAY 
21,  1999 ! -3  PM 
:of Century 21 Wightman & Smith Realty at these open houses and see just 
some of the selection that is available. 
4629 Scott Ave, 4724 Scott Ave 
Hosted by Llano Hosted by J im 
4730 Scott Ave. 
Hosted by Corinna 
4808 Soucie Ave. 
Hosted by Ted 
4728 McConnell 
Hosted by Derick 
3307 Eby St. 
Hosted by Rusty 
OR MAKE AN APPOINTMENT TO VIEW FROM OUR 
GREAT SELECTION OF HOMES. 
A Lot Of Charm Fully Finished Family Home 
$164,500 ML8 $159,500 MLS 
~y:'========================= :g;:::" ,~]  
Custom Comfort, Cheek The Quality 
$237,000 MLS 
An Address ofDistinction 
$217,500 MLS 
....... ~.i~,~ ~ '~:!":~ ~:~ 
........ iti~i~,,,l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  . . . .  . , :  
Immaculate Condition Spacious Home, hrge L0t! Character Home on 2 Acres Quiet Area In Thoml~ll 
$148,000 EXC. $159,900 MLS $165,000 MLS $119,900 MLS 
Add Your Ovm Touch 
$105,900 MLS 
lul 
Re-Decorated Condo 
$94,500 MLS 
Neat Rancher on PaquetteAve. 
$99,900 MLS 
Horseshoe Bungalow 
$99,000 MLS 
Grand Country Home on'Acreage 
$249,900 EXC 
Move In, Feet Upl 
$139,900 MLS 
L~ 
Privacy inMobile Living 
$43,500 MLS 
~ unlity Built Rancher 165,900 MLS 
Spacious Semi.View Home 
$169,900 MLS 
Awesome Starter/Retirement Mobile 
$20,000 MLS 
Jim I ~ I/O'G~sr~d er1 ~ I~O~laI~e~r~eannl ~~o'KDe~nnCky [~ I~ 
I I 
HA PPY ST. PATRICK'S DAY/ 
I I  
H:  
Executive Luxury Home A Home To Enjoy 
MLS 
~ . +.++:,,+.+..:,.~:~. :;:~:i...++i!++i+ii++ii~i+jiliiii+~i.:+:~ ..,+ :. 
Big and Roomy Ideal Family Home Your First Home 
$147,000 MLS $110,000 MLS 
+++ 
Lots of Room 
$45,000 MLS 
J~  ~ i~ City I~ I  
$89,900 MLS 
co+a I . lm I 
O'Morhart ~ l ~  O'Ldungh I 
635-5338 ~w-  I ~  635.5754 I 
! i 
l, 
/ 
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g ?  Consider lhe con--ienc~ of 'ooking at real estate in onolher oily the very rnoment you dedde Movin  Visit us Fir,;t! to move. ¥ou can search for properfies by orea, lype, price, numberofbedroomsandba~n-r~[~l~L~ 
rooms, Once your choice is made o local REALTOR will arrange viewings for you. 
Find your new home by visiting our online Multiple Listing Service @ at hitp:/Iwww.mls.ca Mttm~ usm~ smwce ~.~];2~],~2 .EAUO, 
www= mls=ca  
Realty Z td. / Reafty Z td. 
I 
$149,500 
MLS #14013 
Wired & insulated shop. 
This 3 bedroom full basement home is the ideal family 
home in Lower Thornhill. 4 appliances included. Established 
flower beds and garden area. Shop has a woodstove, dry- 
walled with a concrete floor. This home is close to schools, 
bus route, and is a very quiet area. 
Call Toda or 
Your Private 
Appo, ntment. Vi"-'-i n . . . . .  : 
Erika Longer 
635-4773 ms 
Lynda Boyce 
638-7250 res 
• REDUCED JUST L ISTED REDUCED 1~l l t  
$149,000 MLS $92,000 MLS $105,000 MLS 
Thornhill Thornhill 
new MLS CATALOGU 
of ALL the residential Homes in the 
Terrace & Thornhill Area. 
Open Saturdays until 5 pm, and by appoinlment Sundays & Evenings 
Erika Langer Lynda Boyce II 
635-4773 res 
! 
638-7250 res 
8.4644 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1S6 
• Tel. (250)635-2404,,1:ax (250)635-2161 
8"4644 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 S6 
Tel. (250)635"2~04.Y  Fax (250)635-2161 . . . .  
638-1400 
4654 Lazelie Avenue 
www.remax-terrace.com 
~! .:"i 
John Evans . Dick Evans 
638-8882 635-7068 
12 yrs. EXP. 19 yrs. Exp. 
Shelia Love 
635-3094 
7 yrs. Exp. 
Shaunce 
Kruisselbrink 
635-5382 
9 yrs. Exp. 
Suzanne Gordon Olson 
Gleason 638-1945 
638-8198 19 yrs. Exp. 
9 yrs. Exp. 
"~d '~ i~ ~ ':~::~i~: :~"  ! i ~ ?  ::  ~@?.;~: "  
• !.~,. ' " ~i:::::~!~ 
.~ ~,~: .: .:. :.. 
The.Real Estate Leders 
Laurie Forbes Hans Stach 
638-5382 635-5739 
19 yrs. Exp. 11 yrs. Exp. 
4108 Benner Street 4928 Lazelle Avenue Private Selling Copper Mountain Great Starter Private Setting Thornldll 4 Bedrooms 
Just Listed. Excellent I_~cation Just Listed. 3 bdrms 3 bedrooms/full basement, 4 bedroom home, Immaculate home, 1,600 square foot rancher Over 2,300 sq, R. living space. 
Near Uplands School, Full basement 20'x28' wired shop, 1,500 sq,ft, wired shop. Full basement, on 5 acres 1,94 acres of privacy, 
$134,900 I~S $129,800 MLS $132,500 MLS $109,000 MLS $112,500 lglLS $189,000 MLS $174,900 MLS 
4909 Gair Avenue 
4 bedroom home close to 
Uplands School. 
$129,900 MLS 
4890 Merkley Road 
Great Potential. 66 acres. 
North of Terrace. 
$399,000 MLS 
I 
Jackpine Hats 
4 bedrooms/in.law suite, Wrap 
around eck. 4appliances 
$206,000 MLS 
Clean Park 
Good Starter. 
14' wide mobile 
$49,900 MLS 
N m~ M 
Modem Kitchen Great Starter 
Charming country cottage. Quick possession available 
Storage Shed. 3 bedrooms. 
$104,900 ]MLS $93,000 MLS 
' '~  ; " "  - : 
J 
Modern Decor 
Full basement. 
European kitchen, 
$124,500 MLS 
Suite Potential, 
Close to recreational f cilities. 
$129,000 MLS 
:iiiii  
Great Location 
Close to all amenities, 
3 bedrooms. 
$99,000 MLS 
4904 Scott Avenue 
Just Listed. 
Immaculate Condition, 
$154,900 MLS 
Terrace Aixport 
Must be moved. 
14x70 mobile, 
$29,900 MLS 
Mortgage Helper Timberland Park 
New kitchen/3 bedrooms, Cheaper than rent, 
1 bdrm suite, Will trade. 12'x68 mobile 
$144,000 M'LS $27,000 MLS 
": ,i: ~ ~ ........ 
I/2 Duplex 
Hardwood Flooring. 
Full Basement. 
$108,500 MLS 
Great Family Home Productive Farm 
Full Basement home 1,300 sq.R, home 
in the Horseshoe, on 24 acres. 
$149,900 MLS $298,000 MLS 
1,300 Square Foot Home 
Modern 2storey home 
on 9.975 acres, 
$285,000 MLS 
4016 Anderson Street 4818 Soueie Avenue 
Just Listed, Great Locution. Listed and Sold 
Full Basement. by Re~hx of Terrace 
$134,900 blLS $184,900 MLS 
Good Starter 
1,400 sq.ftJfull basement, 
4 now appliances, 
$109,000 MLS 
Part D.L 5963 
75 Acres 
Subdivision Potential 
Offers mountain views. 
Great rural acreage, 
$99,600 MLS 
Thornheights 
Great neighbourhood. 
Fully finished, 
$169,900 IMLS 
Business Opportunity 
May consider lease. 
14 x70' mabile 
$279,000 MLS 
Great Holding Property 
Investment Opportunity 
120x400 Light Industrial Lot 
ready to be developed in a con, 
vealent location, Current lira. 
ited value home is rented and ..................... ..... ~': ............ 
could assist offsetting Centrally Located 
holding costs, Immaculate condition, 
$189,900 MLS Fenced yard, 
$90,000 MLS 
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Roy Atchison and his wife Ardythe had a daughter, is very proud of. 
Christina. Now he has a grandson, Jonathon, who he 
Atchison turns. 83years old 
vent. and Eby (3402 Eby St.) race. 
After the war, when Roy They bought their home Ardythe, Christina and 
received h~ disch.arge, he from Minnie and John Loen. Jonathon often visit Roy in 
remmea m u.t~. ano worxed They had a large flower Prince Rupert. They say he 
in the, logging industry, garden and planted fruit is well cared for and doing 
Roy was a certified yard- trees; some of their plum very well. 
ing engineer, or as they and cherry trees are still Roy had managed to look 
YVONNE MOEN , 
I THOUGHT a lot of people 
would be interested in 
knowing how Roy Atchison 
was doing. 
Roy is now making his 
home at the Acropolis 
Manor in Prince Rupert. 
Apparently, he is doing 
very well: In fact, on Friday, 
March 12, Roy will be 83. 
: Roy was born March 12, 
11916 in Newton, B.C., 
which is ,now Surrey. . . . . . .  
Roy came from a family 
of eight children: Roy, 
Leonard, Victor, Jean, Lil- 
]Jan, Mabel, Rose and Mary. 
i All of the children were 
born in Newton. 
. Jean and Leonard still live 
• 'in Surrey and Liilian lives in 
Delta. 
Roy was the only one 
iwho ventured this far North. 
'. Their father, George 
Atchison, was a saw filer 
~and originally came from 
Ontario. Their mother, 
Christina, was a cook by 
trade. 
During the Second World 
War, Roy joined the army 
and went overseas. He 
served In Germany, France, 
Holland and Belgium. 
Roy is a very kind and 
ithoughtful man. 
When he was in an armY 
camp overseas, instead of 
eating his meals, sometimes 
he would sneak over to a 
:convent near by the camp 
:and secretly pass over food 
land blankets to a slstcr in  
icharge of the children living 
there. 
For his kindness, he was 
given a cross blessed by the 
Mother Snperior of the con- 
called it, a donkey puncher, there. 
Roy eventually moved to Roy's first wife Irene 
KJtimat for a few years, then passed away in Terrace and 
came to Terrace to live. they had no children. 
He worked for Columbia Later, Roy married Ar- 
Cell as a failer until his dythe and had a daughter, 
retirement in1981. Christina, who is nanmd 
Roy and his wife Irene after Roy'smother. 
came to Terrace from Roy is very proud because 
Kitimat and bought their he now has a grandson, 
home at the corner ofWalsh Jonathon, who lives in Ter- 
after himself kept his wood 
stove stoked. I'm sure many 
people have seen Roy out 
chopping wood. 
Unfortunately, his home 
0402 Eby St.) had to be 
demolished because of its 
poor condition. 
I wish Roy a very happy 
birthday. 
Amsterdam 
Depart @r 17; Return Apr 25 *549 
Dusseldorf 
Depart Apr 20; Return Apr 28 *549 
Glasgow* 
Dopa.M,,,; eru,oMay   *569 
Hamburg 
Depart Apt 19; Return Apr 27 s549 
Keflavik* 
D{part Jun 29; Return Ju116 s869 
London (G~twid,)* 
Depart Apr 11, 18; Return Apt 29 $609 
Manchester 
l~part Apr 1 & 23; Re,urn Apt 24, May I *569 
Munich 
Dop,  R,ru,. '599 
Stuttgart 
Depart May 16, 23; Return May 31. Jun 6 $599 
*CLUB CLASS SEATING .AN' ADDITIONAL 
$400 PER PERSON ROUNDTRIPl 
*Club S~ts available on London, Gatwlck (Jun 26 • Sop 24), 
Glasgow (May I - Sop 26) ~c ~t'hvik (]un 24 - S~p 23) 
"L'pmurm/rerurns Earn Vancouver. 
SENIOR, YOUTH AND CHILDREN 
AIRFARES ALSO A~AILABLEI 
Prk:es are per person r~ndlrip from Vonceuwr, available at press time and apply to new tx~kings.All paces she/m are subject o availal~U- 
ty at time of heeling and ref~cl I~0 MAD MONEY all.cent. Transportation taxes and related fees ere additional, F-~ full terms and c~ndl- 
tlons and insurance deecril~mS, please refer to t~e cogent Sunquest West brochures. Nle one ways ponnlll~d, Details subject o ~a~e 
~'nct i ce .  ~M licensed trademarks of U~IGLO8E Travel {lntemalional). Inc. INDEPENDENTLY OWNED means bailer personal su~vlce. 
Regllbsti~1112868-§ 
" "  " ~  " "  7ogS'TnqTeTwTM's UTanTETro;bTIvITcG1"799"Tn7" 
q l  ll'mm~l~ L-.-. receive $100 off per couple (*501person) for all departures 
~ J ~ , ~  ~-zm('-> between April I and October 31199. 
~ I [ I~ I I ]~ ,LU(  London (Gatwlck),  Dusseldorf • Manchester • Hamburg 
~)~1- -~.~ ~-" Glasgow. Munich-Amsterdam. Stuttgart. Keflavik 
• g..,V-~e,~ ~ (  - ~ rno~_l.be sent In with final payment Io ~ eligible for mrs ~unL  P~lo~o~ of I~  c~pen are 
t /  "~f " a~oRa~e. O~¢ount ~p l~ b ~ult rm~ o~ly. 
I, lllr amR , 
! 
I 
Callyour UNIGLOBE (ruts.specialist Ioday. UNIGLOBE Courtesy Travel I 
4718A tazelle Avenue, Terrace 638"8522 & 800-668-0828 I 
I- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ..! 
It's amazing what we use to build our homes. 
At Ndson before we build your home, we build a relationship, We're not about getting the "quick sale" or making filse promises. 
For over S0 years we've been working to deliver dream homes to our customers along with the peace of mind that goes with it. 
It's time to realize yopr dream.We'll se.d you our incredible 'Ndmn He les Delivers Dreams" catalogue (ata cost ofo,dy $10). 
Featuring our wide selection of quality Iiomes it's the first step to the house of your dreamsl Call 1-800.S70,6002 today. 
w.,m,elson.hOmes,cm. ::i :. ~#so. llo,.'J Dda,en l~r,a,.s 
sTCHANGE 
IN W/~AK E A BIG c,m~ 
cAN 
In just over a year more than iwo million people have 
Iosl weight on the 1.2.3 Success plan: , .8  
1. It's our easiesl plan ever 
2. There's no complicated counting 
3. You can eat the foods you crave 
"/HAVE YOU BEEN TO WEIGHT WATCHERS? "t 
-Sarah Duchess of York ,'::,'~ 
... .  /:i < "'~, 
Join now and payS28. °° 
Call 1-800-682=8011 for more information, 
Knox United Church (Terrace) 
4907 Lazel e ' 
Tuesday 7:00 pm 
7 
Valid at participating locations for a limited time only. Subsequent weekly lees apply. 
©1998 Weigh,t Watchers International. Inc. Owner of the WEIGHTWATCHERS trademark.A11 rights reserved. 
- -£ ;O .  J;( I ,GD. J . . ;~ Jh  .J~i - , , ; J . . ,~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
You BE THE JUDGE 
But my default isn't my fault7  BYCLAIREBERNSTEIN 
"Oh, Mother, I can't handle my nursing . . a.~ 4 ~ ~  
studies. It was bad enough last year, when 
rhy little daughters were sexually assaulted. BASED ON 
But now, with Daddy's passing away last ACTUAL COURT 
week, I've fallen apart..." CASES 
Lori couldn't stop sobbing. 
"1 can barely take care of the girls, let 
alone study. May I come back home with the 
girls?" 
LoWs mother wanted to reach out over 
the telephone wire and hold her daughter 
close. 
"Of course you can, my darllng. We all 
need each other right now." 
Lori had another difficult question to ask. 
"Mother, you're not disappointed that I'm 
quitting my nursing studies, are you? I know 
how much you and Daddy wanted me to have 
a profession so I wouldn't have to struggle 
to support myself and the girls." 
Lorl's mother was firm. 
"Lori, you must heal your heart now. 
Next year you can fill your mlnd. And you'll go 
to a university close to home." , 
Lori let out an enormous slgh of relief. 
The university gave her a compassionate 
leave from her studies. There was no mark 
of failure on her record. 
The bank manager was equally helpful. 
"Lorl, normally you'd have to start repay- 
Ing your student loans In a few months 
because you are no longer at university. But 
we will give you an extension, When you 
resume your studies In yourlhome town you 
will be eligible for further student loans." 
But that's not how things worked out. 
When Lorl applied the next year at the 
university In her home town, her application 
for student loans was refused. 
,Lori, you're In default. You never paid 
your old loans. The bank kept writing you 
but you never answered. The government 
wants Its money." 
Lorl was in a state of shock. 
"But the bank gave me an extension. 
They must've sent those letters to my old 
address, because I never got them. I never 
thought that I had to leave a forwarding 
address." 
The government took Lori to court. 
The Government shewed the loan con- 
tract agreement. "Your Honour, Lori her. 
rowed money to go to university. We lend 
this money because university education is 
Important. Lori only had to follow a few slm, 
pie rules to avoid default. These rules were 
written on the loan form in bold print. She 
Ignored them. We have the right to Immedi- 
ate repayment." 
Lori was In a panic. "Your Honour, I 
explained everything to the bank manager'. 
No one said that Ihad to give the bank my 
new address. I can't pay back the loan 
because I didn't finish my degree and I 
can't finish the degree without he moneyt 
Make the government ake away my default 
status, so I can finish my eduoatlonl" 
Should the government get immediate 
repayment on the loan? Youl Be The Judge, 
Then look below for the decision. 
SPONSORED BY  
%; LAWYERS 
"Helping People Cope with the Legal System" 
#2 4623 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Grant Lindsey Holly Grue! 
Criminal DefenD, Law General Law 
Phone 638-1764 
]er Marshall Matias 
Family Law 
Fax 638-7249 
YOU BE THE JUDGE - DECISION 
"S~rty Lorl, you're In default,* the Judge decided. "You should're read the rules on the loan agreement. 
you would're Informed the bank of your new address and avoided this situation," . . . .  , 
¥0UI BE THE JUDGE Is based on aotusl court cases, Today's decision Is based on the facts of the case and the l~  
the province of Newfoundland. If you have a similar problem, please consult Llndsey & Grueget, Olslre eernsteitl Is a 
Montreal lav,,'yer end nationally ayndloated columnist, Col~'laht 1997 Halks Enterprises. 814-3 :: .... 
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CHRISTIANA WIENS PORTS 638-7283 
L 
ROB BROWN 
ast August and September the De- 
partment of Fisheries and Oceans un- 
dertook a program at the Moricetown 
fishway designed to estimate the 
number of coho returning to the 
3ulkley River. The program involved the capture 
md marking of returning fish. 
Using dip nets, the crews scooped coho from 
he river, tagged them, then punched holes in the 
,,ill plate of each fish. The opcreulum perforation 
s a secondary mark. In programs uch as this 
]sheries scientists estimate that approximately 
ire per cent of the coho tagged will lose their 
ags. The secondary mark helps recovery teams 
letermine tag loss and helps them distinguish be- 
7,'een tagged and untagged fish. 
Part of the summer steelhead run bound for the 
tpper Buildey and Morice Riven passes through 
~e Morlcetown Canyon at the same time as the 
privet coho. Since some of the steelhead are 
imilar in size to the .target coho, the tagging crew 
aptured a significant number of steelhead in- 
identally. The steelhead could have been 
•.turned to the river unmarked, but the overseers 
f the project chose to place tags in them too on 
ne off chance that upstream recapture by anglers 
tight provide some useful information on steel- 
ead migration. No secondary mark was made. 
Some members of the Bulkley Valley Branch of 
Le Steelhead Society of B.C. thought a large 
,tuber of tagged steelhead in thi; Bulkley might 
t'ford them the opportunity to combine fishing 
atings with a little science. To this end they ob- 
ined $30,000 from Fisheries Renewal B.C. and 
3plied to the Ministry of the Environment, Lands 
Id Parks for a collection permit. Permit in pock- 
:, Mr. Gordon Wadley, the project leader, has 
arshaled more than 50 fLshers who have formed 
to squads and have been angling Bulkley steel- 
.'ad in the hopes of getting apopulation estimate. 
Angling with bait in areas normally closed to 
igling for vulnerable ripe steelhead that have 
'.en sitting in a river for many months is ethical- 
and ecologically reprehensible. Fisheries per- 
~nnel in the Ministry of the Environment employ 
is technique, but only with small crews of 
;filed personnel executing carefully designed 
ograms that involve meticulous record keeping. 
ioreover, it appears the Bulkley Valley Branch 
'oject is seriously flawed. 
Barry Finnegan, the sdentist who oversaw the 
oricetown eoho tagging program for the De- 
mnent of Fisheries and Oceans, has stated 
early in memoranda, nd in conversation with 
e, that he believes no aceurate estimate of steel- 
ad populations is passaic using the program 
sign put together by Mr. Wadley et al. 
;'or projects ueh as this it is vital that he mark- 
; and the recapture of the fish population being 
npled has to be random to ensure the collection 
meaningful data later. Because of the size of 
' dipnets used at Moricetown a preponderance 
smaller fish were tagged. To understand the 
portanee of randomness in such a study consid- 
what would happen if you tried to estimate the 
mber of tourists traveling Highway 16 this year 
counting only sedans with out of state licenses. 
?o be statistically valid every precaution must 
taken to ensure marked fish suffer the same 
rural mortality as unmarked fish. According to 
,. Finnegan there were problems associated 
th the capture of steelhcad that resulted in some 
~rtality. Any estimate of that mortality has no 
kpirical basis, and lost tags due to mortality 
ald, he says, produce overestimates of un- 
0wn magnitude. 
~ou wouldn't ry to determine tourist raffic in 
~rthem B.C. by counting the campers rolling off 
Ferry in Rupert in October. Similarly, no ac- 
,ate population of upper Bulkley steelhead will 
obtained by tagging, then later recapturing, 
marked uring a six-week period in the fall. 
megan was quick to point out that he steelhead 
I was continuing and the number of steelhead 
s increasing when the tagging stopped. Space 
,n't permit me to list Mr. Finnegan's other con-, 
~s, but his bottom line is simply that no ac- 
• ate population estimate can be made of Bulk- 
Steelhead. 
Iere we have a case of amateurs using tax dol- 
to inflict stress on spawning fish in a program 
ieh has no validity according to a federal, 
entlst and, not surprisingly, to his provincial 
mterparts as well, 
o how is it that the Ministry of the Environ- 
nt in Smithers issued a permit o the Bulkley 
inch of the Steelhead Society even though I
k f'md nobody in MELP Smithers there who 
ces with the program? To me this suggests 
y were  told to issue a permit by someone - - a 
:eaucrat or politician - -  higher up in the chain 
command. This is perhaps the most impoztant 
,eet of what appears to be a much larger i ssue,  
;that goes directly to integrity and standards 
hin g o v e r n m e n t . . . i  i 
Shake,.,..ratt   and  raft 
By CHRISTIANA WIENS 
PAMELA Hoekstra shakes her hips and girates to 
the tune of exotic Middle Eastern music in a 
small muted corner of Uplands Elementary 
School. 
She is here to teach a roomful of local 
women the hip rolls and pelvic tilts 
of belly dancing. Her classroom . ,~  
overflows with lilting Indian 
tunes. 
Bells from the costumes of her 
bare-bellied female students tinkle 
as they swivel their hips and float 
their arms above their heads. 
It's not what most people would 
associate with getting into shape. 
But Hoekstra says belly dancing offers 
women a total-body workout while they cre- 
ate their own undulating moves. The art is so 
individual, she says, it's almost impossible to 
feel uncoordinated. 
Her students agree. I 
"There's no right or wrong way to do it," says 
Laury Coburn, who says dancing is good for the 
soul. "Everybody's way is beautiful."In fact, the 
overall mood seems o serene, the only way to tell ] 
it's hard work is by the way the women reach for 
their water bottles after a particularly long song. 
!::!i ?"My legs are starting to bum," said one woman. ~/ 
You bet they are. Belly dancing is fast becoming ~i¢ 
known as a low-impact way to tone thighs, tighten .~ 
butt muscles, lift under-the-arm flab and slim 
waistlines. 
The shape-sculpting movements have even worked 
their way into some Vancouver ballet schools and 
Toronto YWCA workouts. 
Skeptics might say the fad is just another way to get out 
of the house to try something new and exotic. And they 
might be right. 
But that's not all the women in Hoekstra'a class are 
doing. 
They're getting into a culture and music they might not 
have tried before. They're socializing, having fun and 
losing weight . . . .  
Take Carrie McCallum who gave birth just four 
months ago. She started belly dancing in January as 
i ~ ii:i! ~I !i i ~!:i : 
: ! :" : i" ~i!ii?:!;! '"  
,4:,';i :~' i i 
Beginner's, Bullets 
split playoff game 
they defeated Oasis 3-0. 
The semi-finals are scheduled for Tues- 
day, Mar. 23 with Flower Power taking on 
Back Eddy at 7 p.m. The only other un- 
defeated playoff team so far, Braid Insur- 
ance play the Blessings at 8 p.m. 
The consolation final follows on Mar. 25 
at 7 p.m. and the championship game starts 
Tuesday, Mar. 30 at 7 p.m. All games are at 
Cassie Hall Elementary Sehool and spec- 
tators are welcome. 
Goals race 
Name Goals Team 
Julie Elwood 19 Oasis Sports 
Diana Wood 18 Beginners Luck 
Heidi Siebring 16 Back Eddy Bullets 
Sue Alger 16 Oasis Sports 
Pat.Kozak 15 Flower Power 
Sheila Denomme 13 Oasis Sports 
Lori Kasperski 12 Back Eddy Bullets 
Trena Graham 11 Braid Insuran~ 
Michelin Wuerch 11 Purple Panthers 
Pare Kawinsky 11 Oasis Sports 
By NAOMI THIBODEAU 
LADIES SOCCER playoffs continued last 
week with Beginner's Luck taking on the 
Back Eddy Bullets. 
Both teams gave 100 per cent in this do- 
or-die match. Diana Wood started things 
off for the Beginner's with a nice goal from 
the top of the crease. The lucky ladies 
wouldn't hold the lead for long as the Bul- 
lets responded when Patty Tackema scored 
from the center line. 
The 1-1 draw held until Tracy Faith capi- 
talized on a great pass from teammate Heidi 
Siebring to put the Back Eddy Bullets 
ahead. Beginner's Luck continued to play 
strong and were determined not to go home 
defeated. They were rewarded with 
Candace Matthewson's goal on a penalty 
shot late in the game to end the match 2-2. 
Other action last week saw Flower Power 
finish their pool undefeated with a 4-1 win 
over Oasis. Back Eddy beat out Artistic 
Hair 3-1 and the Purple Panthers played to 
their first win in round robin play when 
LOCAL PARTICIPANTS of the K]a-How-Ya Interclub SkalJng Competition in 
Prince Rupert Mar. 5-7. 
Skaters win silver in Rup  =rt 
THE TERRACE Skating bronze duet with Kelsey 
dub rome in Second overall Minhinnick and the junior 
behind Prince Rupert at the artistic award, which is 
season's final competition, given to one junior skater 
In all 10 northwest teams • out of 150 for her presenta- 
competed Mar. 5-7 at the 
Kla-How-Ya meet. 
'Amy Mattern, Erln Amdt 
and Sandra Whittington 
won two gold medals each 
to f'mn up Terrace's ilver 
medal performance. 
Mattern won the 
preliminary ladies showcase 
group one event, the pre- 
Patricia Davis won the jun- 
ior bronze science duet, first 
in the intermediate ladies 
freeskste and third in the 
pre-bronze artistic event. 
Other medal winners in- 
dude Kaley Merritt, Jen- 
nifer Roy, Nlcole Lindsay 
(2), Lee-Anna Huisman, 
Danielle Richey (2), Carol 
Kozler, Kasta Lamb, Jamle 
Penner, Ashley Rauschen. 
berger, Shelby Stach, Janet 
Lewis, Allison Young (2), 
and Patrtcia Davis (2). 
tlon and artistic skill, 
"Her showmanship and 
artistic ability are just 
phenomenal," said Cynthia 
Hummel the team's coach. 
Erin Arndt also won the 
senior bronze dance solo 
with a much younger Mat- 
tent coming in third, 
Sandrs ,Whittington and 
part of her back-in-shape exercise program. 
:::~! far, she's lost 20 pounds. "It builds muscle where 
you need it," she said pointing to her lower abdo- 
men. "And the arm movements really help 
tighten your arms." 
' Her younger sister Mary McCallum says 
that the exercise helps her deal with 
daily frustrations. 
"I'm doing better in school," she 
~ said. "It really helps my concen- 
tration."Unlike other exercise 
classes the women have been 
involved in, the McCallum sisters 
said the class has a fun and social 
atmosphere. 
' "You don't have to worry about 
what you look llke," said Carrie 
McCallum. 
Some of the women follow Hoekstra's 
lead and wear hand-sewn skirts and elabo- 
rate costumes. Others don whatever's com- 
fortable - sweat pants or a sarong. 
Nancy Lamming even manages to bring north- 
west influence into belly dancing by making a 
necklace out of fishing tackle. 
Kelly Yasenchuk says the exercise is so infectious 
she's teaching moves to her teenage daughter. 
"I feel better and move better," she said. Yasenchuk 
added she has more energy and gets a better workout 
dancing than she did at the local gym. 
She's even been known to slip in a move or two without 
realizing it. "I do it at home, I do it to rock music, I even 
found myself doing in a Safeway aisle," she said. 
Hoekstra learned the craft from her morn, who taught 
belly dancing on the Queen Charlotte Islands. 
She decided to get back into it here for fun, exer- 
cise, and female companionship. She never 
thought she so many women would be inter- 
ested. But they are. 
Her classes have grown so popular, 
Hoekstra has already has waiting list 
for next year. 
She plans on teaching belly danc- 
ing for teens and veil dancing, a
form of eastern dancing, later this 
ml t  year. 
Sports Scope 
Bordercross. 
HANG ON boardercross fans, the first-ever ace at 
Shames Mountain has been rescheduled to Sunday, 
March 28. 
The motorcross-style event where 'boarders race in 
heats through gates, banked turns and rollers. The 
event is sponsored by Ruins Board Shop and the Ter- 
race Snowboard Association. 
Catch more action before Shames closes April 5. The 
hill's open every day during spring break until March 
21. Other upcoming events at the hill in March include: 
the McDonald's Kids' Camp March 18-20, Hospitality 
Day March 24 and the passholder appreciation party 
March 31. 
Skiing 
THE WORD'S out, Mathieu Leelere has qualified for 
two of Western Canada's top ski races. 
Leclerc would like to attend both the Western Cana- 
dian Juvenile Championships in Jasper, Alberta and the 
Air Canada Whistler Cup April 9-11. 
The races typically draw some of the best racers top 
athletes from across Western Canada and the United 
States but arc expensive to attend. 
Leelere is one of Shames ki club's top racers this 
season and has collected quite a few gold medals and is 
considered competitive against older skiers. At 15, 
Leclerc did not qualify for the national meet (for 13 
and 14-year-old skiers). If you, or your business would 
consider sponsoring Leclerc for either the Jasper or 
Whistler aces, call him before March 25 at 635-3968. 
Snowmoblllng 
THE HILL'S closed but the sledding has just begun. 
Shames Mountain ski resort welcomes area snow- 
mobilers April 10-11 for the Sleddcr's'Jamborce. 
The trails will be open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m for your 
sledding pleasure. Enjoy the recreational, snowmobile 
trade show and there will be hot beverages and lunch at 
the lodge. Call Shames taff at 635-3773 for more in- 
formation. 
Hockey 
GO SEE Terrace compete in the All Star hockey finals 
March 27-28 at the Prince Rupert recreation centre. 
The Terrace All Stars and the Prince Rupert Chiefs 
will battle for the Pacific Northwest Cup m a north. 
west tradition that has been all but forgotten in recent 
years. So forgotten organizers couldn't find the original 
cup and had to go out and buy a new one! 
Players and fans that are interested in reviving the 
league and watching reat hockey can check out the 
games at 7:15 p.m. Saturday and 2:30 p.m, Sunday. 
i 
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THE TERRACE INLAND KENWORTH BANTAM 
REP TEAM at the end of their season. The boys 
t'avelled to Quesnel, Williams Lake, Vanderhoof this 
year.  A l though ~ey weren ' t  named zone  f inals ,  the 
boys wi l l  go to Abbots ford  March  17-20 for  a 14-team 
tournament .  
. . . . . .  - : " ERIDAY • SATuRob, ;UNDAY : MONDAY : TOESDAY ".WEDNESDAY .THURSDAY - . 
Parents: tynda & Ben Gagnon 
know•..I talked about sugar last column but this topic is worthy 
of much more discussion. You see...peaple are becamlng 
diabetic and coming down with a myriad of other serious !!i:: 
ailments.all of which are directly related to over consumption of 
i 
sugar. Food manufacturers use sugar to sell products and make i 
$$$$. The have no investment in your health whatsoever. You 
will either wake up to this fact and take charge of your own and Karolane Renee 6alnon Jole0e Nl~01eA~Ue ' 
your family's health or you willioin the growing numbers of lYale & Time of Bbrll~: 
casualties fillin,.,q, our hospitals and cemeteries with ailments and February 28, 1999 at 2:17 p.m. 
atttidions thai are 1 00% preventable. Weight: 7 Ibs 5 oz. Sex: Female 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Match 4,1999 m6:44 p.m. 
.- Weight: 8 lbs Sex: Female 
]~zents: Alma & Roberl ^ yotte 
# 
Babys Name: 
Robert James McKinnon 
Date &Time of Bird: 
rebruar/9, 1999 m 6:53 p.m. 
Welghl: 7 Ibs 8 oz Sex: Male 
Parents: Meen & Faser McKinnon 
Baby's Name: 
Samamha Ann 
Dp, te& Time of Birth: 
February28, 1999 at l:54a.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs 5 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Uanne Cross & Glen Joynt 
REFINED SUGAR IS AN ANTI-NUTRIENT THAT ROBS THE BODY 
OF CALCIUM, CHROMIUM, MANGANESE, COBALT, COPPER, 
ZINC, MAGNESIUM AND MANY OTHER NUTRIENTS DURING 
THE PROCESS OF DIGESTION AND METABOUSM. 
Many people in Ihe nutritian field have not coma to the 
understanding that as long as sugar is eaten, nutrients will be 
unavailable to Ihe Ixx:ly. Sugar so upsets the body chemistry that 
it doesn't matter what else you put in your mouth; neither 
heallhf~l kxx:l nor junk food will digest properly. 
Much af Ihe money that goes for research an food and disease 
comes from the food industry or the pharmaceutical industry. The 
food induslry is not interested in supporting research an Ihe 
effect af sugar on the body, because it relies an sugar for the 
manufacture af processed foods. The pharmaceutical industry, on 
lhe olher hand, doesn't participate in non-drug-oriented 
research. In fact, sugar research would be harmful to the drug 
industry, because if people stopped eating sugar they wouldn t 
need as many drugs. 
Skeena Valley Golf & Country Club 
Annual Wine Cheese 
Registration N 
Guests Welcome 
March  27  - 7:30 pm 
at the c lubhouse 
II I 
2 lucky members will receive 1/2 their dues ba( 
An exciting year of golf is just around the corn~ 
Everyone is welcome 
635-2542 
To l l  F ree :  1-800-770-25 
• Fax :  635-4800 
Box  865 'Ter race ,  B.C 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
MARiH 1999 PA LA C E MARCH 1999 
6 Cam~ P-~ r0r 
Fm~.Tma~ Ct~p~ 
K~eFdendsh 
S~V 
Te~ace ~Ing C~ub 
12 c==,= 13 ~,== 4=~ 15==M==' 
|Paraplegic/L~ocifon| SluebzkSwimdub G~01ISO~/ I H°slitalll~/ 
I larl~west I Sh~mesM0unt~ • t 
l eutkle//Skeela I ~lirJ.h TerraceS~Jmonid l ~  
I Region I . . . .  E~e~ I T=.~ 
3Te~S~&I m~ueSo~ I 
Te~ace S~ing Clu~ J
Te~ace Big 
[ &SistmofTerr~e 
. Terrace Minor / K~'aT~C,~ 
~ofloal ~socia~ I Ter~ kal 
T hornbill Jr 
Second~ 
School Parent 
Auxliay 
I 
1 Terrace 
Minor 
Hockey 
Association 
18T'--I +S+ .,o'r... Minor a~= v et~ti~ 
Baseball ~tsu~k,~= Mu~- 
Association I aulkley/Skee~ kum.olSistert~xl~nd 
| Region BdemSodely 
r 15Terrace Minor Hockey Association 14 Benevolent Protec~ve Order of Elks #426 87~,~ 119~,,. 120 u?~ j "~ ! . . . . .  I PX¢~t~So~ I~sga'a i f~  L;oJn¢O. 0rderof 1i Sk~aV~ R0~Pu~e I ~cel0~ Is~o~ssod~o, I 
2~ ~_~ ""='= 127 I 
tC~'~Tr~Councl. 
Tepee L0~ 
21 
Skeena Junior 
SecondaP/School Hockey 
ParentPuxtia~y Association 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Nathan Christopher Archer 
Date & Tune of Birth: 
March 1, 1999 at 11:17 a.m. 
Weight: 6 Ibs I oz. Sex: Male 
l'aren=s: Duncan & Nancy Archer 
Baby's Nmne: 
Evan Joel Veldman 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Match 1, 1999 at 4:58 p.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs 15 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Edgar & Elaine Veldman 
I ~ ' "  +:" +:: +:"+++:+++:'++++++~+'++•• ................ "  ................................... F reeGet  A
I I 4 e a by  Gift. 
H c, . , .+.  (Simple, huh?) 
A Regional District of 
K i t imat -St ik tne 
NOTICE 
THORNHILL LA JDFILL 
The Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine wishes to remind the public that 
scavenging activities are regulated by Landfill Tipping Fee and Regulation 
Bylaw No. 410, 1996. 
Scavenging in the active landfilling area is strictly prohibited for health and 
safely, liability, cost and privacy reasons. 
Salvaging activities are only allowed in a controlled manner in the following 
disposal areas: 
• Derelict vehicles 
• Appliances 
• Scrap Metals ., 
• Wood/Lumber Products 
• Re-Use Area- Bicycles, Lawnmowers, Miscellaneous Items. 
These measures are the result of risk management decisions required of the 
Regional District and the need to meet Ministry of Environment guidelines. 
The Regional District appreciates the public's support and cooperation 
shown with these initiatives and the advantages of providing controlled 
salvaging opportunities. 
In additiov to promoting reuse through controlled salvaging, The Regional 
District also encourages the reduction of wastes by: 
2Terrace 
Minor 
16co+ 17 ',=, 
ParaplegicAssodalon| 8wimQub 
Northwest | Benevolent 
'8ulkley/Skeela I I • Region I ProtecfveOrder 
gf EIk~ #4~6 
Kne~aubof 
Tenace 
23C..+.n 124 ~,  
Pa~legio I (:~mr,:~n Club 
Associalon No,west | -' . . . .  
Bulkley/Skeena | Po~Cala:i~ 
Region I I.egim #13 
28 129 1300o,= 131 , '~[  
Thomhildunior I Terrace Minor I Paraplegic | S~mClub 
SecondarySch~ | Basebal IAss°ciationN°~w~l TenaceRpes& 
ParentAt=iliay I Associaton I Bulk/ey/Skeena I Dil.qls.qrvi=~ 
Coun~l I I ,~n I - - '  
Sat. Afternoon Games Doom 11:30 a.m. Games 1:O0 p.m. 
Evening Games Doom 4:30 p.m. Games 6:15 p.m, 
Wed.Thurs., Fri., Sat, LateNight G.ames• :Dgor~ 9~3..0p.mk :Games 9:45 p.m.. 
Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon 
T.V. MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESil01~ 
4410 Legion, Terrace 635,2411 
¢i llAit NImlIION 
. , . . . •  • . . .  . . . . 
, 4545B Lazeli~'Avei: : . . ~,.%. :~'., . . . . .  . .. 
. . . .  6:35.4])30 :. 
.. . . . . . . :1  : . . . . . . . , :  : . ,  / : . ' , .  
Physical and psychological ~ 
benefits of exercise. F_.=FFECTI V£ 
-Join activities that you know you will enjoy. 
-exercise dates instead of coffee dates, r ' I T I I IESS  
-Make family night a night to do 
activities out of the home. Instead of 
renting movies, try the pool, indoor play- 
grounds or even the hot springs. Fond 
memories and chances for 
bonding will develop. ~ - .- -_- - [ 
IOIIT LIYYOI 
UV NO S mHSS 
~- O Highway 37 Lakelse Lake 
Co/, 
798-2214 
• Utilizing Canadian Wastes commercial cardboard and paper 
products recycling program. 
• Contributing to Canadian Wastes residential program - drop off bins 
For cardboard located at the Thornhill landfill. 
I' Backyard composting of yard and garden wastes. 
• Returning waste oil, vehicles balteries and tires, and used beverage 
containers to retailers or depots. 
• Returning residual paints, solvents, pesticides and other flammables 
to the Terrace Bottle Depot. 
• Handing down used clothing and other items to friends, relatives and 
non-profit organizations. 
Small contributions build long-term rewardsl 
: - + 
:~ HELP MINIMIZE WASTE 
~ • , REDUCE AND REUSE 
. . . . . .  RECYCLE WHEN POSSIBLE 
Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine 
300- 4545 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4E1 
Phone: 250-615"6100, Fax: 635-9222 
Golden  Pr ide  
In ternat iona l  
Independent Distributors 
JOHN & MILENA RANDAll .  
Directors / Team Leaders 
(250] 632-5593 , FAX (250] 632-3665 
Y 158 Rainbow Bk.d. • Kifimat, B.C. V8C 2K6 
World Class Products From g loba l  Ingredienl~ 
QUICK NUTRIT IOUS SNACKS:  
-Grain products such as bagels, muffins, gr 
cereals, rice and pastas. 
-Vegetables and fruit are high in fibre. 
-Milk products contain vitamin A & D and 
Calcium. 
-Meats & alternatives such as peanut butter, 
chicken, fish, beans, nuts and seeds. 
VtVA C£gNgC @ 
Recover your health in a 
natural integrated way 
LIFE ENERGY ASSESSMENT 
Environmental & Food Allergy Testing 
Arornatherapy Deep-Tissue Massage 
Reflexology, Reiki, Herbology, Ear Candling 
Frances Birdsell By Appointment 635-2194 
Natural Health Practitioner St, MaSew's Cen~,4506 Lakelse Ave. Ten'ace 
~0 a ~  
'°'n'an'°" 
158 Rainbow Blvd. • 
Kitimat, B.C. V8C 2K6 
"We care 
about the Phone: (250) 632-5593 
Fax: (250) 632-3665 
Water Email: jrandall@sno.net 
you drink" 
Im i 
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TERRACE STANDARD 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P.M. 
DisPlaYs Word  Classified and Classified DisplaY 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
Thursday at 4 o.m. for all dis ole v and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads  MUST BE 
by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When 
phoning in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready. 
WORD ADS RUN IN Terrace Standard & Weekend Advertiser 
*Additional words (over 20) 20¢ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAYADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
(BIRTHDAY~ANNIVERSARY~CARD OF THANKS/OBITUARIES / 
IN MEMORIUM/CHURCHES/NON PROFIT GROUPS) $7.42 c.in 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ $13.72 per column Inch 
For regional coverage place your display ad in the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
10, REAL ESTATE. . • • . ' 
1300 SQ.FT. 3 bdr 1 1/2 bath 
split level on 1/2 acre in Thorn- 
hill. Lower ground level finished. 
Lots of shelving, wood fireplace, 
oak cupboards and floor. Large 
greenhouse and garden, fruit 
trees, berry bushes, large 
20'x30' finished heated shop for 
your home business or garage. 
Zoned commercial residential. 
A must. $199,500. No agents. 
635-9899. 
160 ACRES, large 6 bedroom 
house, outbuildings, generator 
power, fenced garden & yard, 
beautiful view. Appraised 
$269,000, asking $225,000 
obo. Phone 846-9132. 
lg00SQ.FT. LIVING Space, 4 
bdrms, lots of new reno's, w/d, 
f/s, on .61 acres, 1433 Coa- 
Imine Rd; Asking $124,000. 
846-9773. 
2 BDR house in town. New 
roof, fenced yard. F/S, W/D. 
N/G furnace. $54,000. Will con- 
sider rentinq. 635-2963. 
2 RENTAL trailem on 2 84x180 
ft lots in Thornhill. Zoned com- 
mercial/residential. Take both 
for $149,500. No agents. 635- 
9899. 
3 BDR' ~o~.~(~/4632 Weber 
.~.ve. Fully renovated with new 
roof, s!ding, windows, doors, 
closets, hot water ~tank'and 
much more. Close to hospital, 
schools and downtown. Asking 
$109,000. 638-0050. 
3 BDR remodeled rancher on 
large lot in Thornhill. $102,000. 
3 bdr 12x68 mob!le home on 
large lot in central Thornhill. 
$66,000. 635-9530. 
3 BEDROOM home with unfin- 
ished basement, wood/oil heat. 
Carport, drilled well. In small 
friendly community of Topley. 
Relocation due to health care 
needs. TLC needed, $74,900. 
1-250-692-3484 or 1-250-696- 
3622. 
3 BR home, full basement, ga- 
rage, fenced, 6.3 acres. Close 
to school. Decker Lake area. 
Outbuildings, drilled well. 
40'x80' cement skating rink. 
Danskin area. 110 acres. 4 br 
home & rental cabin. Small 
lake. Timber. $139,000. 1-250- 
698-7660. (Separate proper- 
ties). 
4 BEDROOM home near 
school, two fireplaces; two bath- 
rooms; RV parking, hot house, 
tool shed, seperate garage and 
large deck. Call 1-250-845- 
2731 (Houston) 
5 BDR house. Horseshoe. N/G. 
2 f.p,, rec room, paved drive, 
workshop, fruit trees, sundeck. 
Large backyard. 638-0252. 
FOR SALE by owner: 3 bdrms, 
2 bath, living room, den as well 
as family room. Lg green 
house, sundeck, yard is beauti- 
fully landscaped. 4518 Olsen. 
$92,000. 635-3735. 
HOME ON BENCH. 3 bdr 2 
bath. Close to Uplands School. 
Newly renovated. 2 N/G f.p. 
with garage & carport. Private 
large fenced backyard. 
$149,000. Please call for appt. 
635-3578. 
LEAVING THE country late 
March. Must sell 2 yr old condo. 
Comes with hardwood floors, 
radiant floor heat, loft, 17ft ceil- 
ings, 5 eppL 635-1754. 
$119,000. 
5 BEDROOM house on .9 acr- 
es in city limits, approx. 1250 
sq.ft, over a full finished base- 
ment. 1 1/2 baths, 2 fireplaces, 
w/fridge, stove & built in dish- 
washer. $150,000. Call Jan at 
635-1132 or 250-962-6221. 
CAPITAL DIRECT Lending 
Corp. Start saving $100's todayt 
Easy phone approvals. 1st, 2nd 
or 3rd mortgage money avail- 
able now. Rates starting at 
Prime. Equity counts. We don't 
rely on credit, income or age.  
Specializing in the Cariboo. Call 
1-800-625-7747 anytime. Bmk- 
er and lender fees may apply. 
MORTGAGE HELPER, 3 bdrm 
home to live in, enclosed ga- 
rage, private basement, suite 
for renters to pay your mort- 
gage, it works. Call Theresa 
635-5081. 
MUST SEE! Don't miss out on 
this immaculate, bright, spa- 
cious 4-bedroom home, 
1040sq.ft., 2 baths, large, pri- 
vate backyard, attached ga- 
rage, new carpet, hardwood 
floorings. $159,500. (250)847- 
3464. www.hiwayl 6.com/home- 
female Smithers-IDsml 1. 
: :  'P.RiC.E-" I~J~bUCED. Handyman 
special. 1972 trailer on fenced 
1/3 of an acre. Natural gas' 
heat. Thornhill water. New skirt- 
ing and outside doom. Close to 
school. Dirve by 3836 I~rkaldy 
St. $48,500. 635-3826 or 604- 
434-1897. 
, PRICED TO sell in this econo- 
my. 4 bdr home in good location 
in homeshoe. $144,500. 638- 
6931 days or 635-6947 eve. 
Great Horseshoe 
Location 
4731 Tuck Ave. 
3 to 5 ~r., 2 baths, full 
basement. New LR. carpet 
and kitchen flooring, new 
interior paint, very clean and 
bright. Large landscaped lot 
with paved driveway. 
$129,900.00. 
Phone 635-5402. 
HOUSE FOR SALE 
3 ½ year old home, 2 level 1680 
sq. foot. 3 bedrooms, 2 ½ baths, 
living rm, family rm with N.G. fire- 
place, kitchen wilh built in micro- 
wave, dishwasher, fridge, oven, 
lots of counter space, walk In pan- 
try, pocket doors, pet lighting, 
crown molding up and down, full 
crawlspace, garage w/door 
opener, wired for security system. 
Wired for Sound System, 8 
Cable/Tel jacks. Electrclux built in 
vacuum system. 2person soak tub 
in a stylish onsuite. Features: 
Large private fenced yard, within 
that is a large chain link dog area 
or child play area. Wood deck rein. 
forced to hold Mure hot tub, out- 
lets on deck for Speakers & N/G 
for BBQ. Driveway has lots of 
room to park rec, vehicles. 
Asking $179,500. 
View by appointment only: 
4912 Graham 638-1809. 
she.a--Ii 635-3004 
R~/~ of Terrace 
Free Market Evaluation 
.!!!i.~ ! ! i  i::;: ............... , 
JACKPINE FLAT8 
Three bedroom mobile with 
partial basement, new vinyl 
ei ng, trussed roof, and a 
2, 19'ehop. 
CiTY UGHT8 & S ~  Y[EW 
2,500 square toot rancher with two 
natural ~aa fireplaces, three 
bedrooms,'three baths, and wall to 
wall windows. 
2 
$~[NGLEHURST FOREST - ACREAGES 
to 8 acres parceis lb mmu.tes from town, Each parcel 
offers a view, streams, nicely treed, and all bacE onto 
crown land, 
$4o,ooo. $59,000 MLS 
TION D 
Over 30 Classifications! 
10. Real Estate 
20 Mobile Homes 
30 For Rent 
40 Commercial Space For Rent 
45 Vacation Spots 
50 Wanted to Rent 
60 For Rent Mlao 
70 For Sale Misc 
71 Electronics 
72 Furniture & Appliances 
80 Wanted Misc 
90 Cars For Sale 
100 Trucks For Sale 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o classify ads under appropriate h adings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
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The Terrace Standard reserves the right o revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers dlreeted to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" Instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing Instructions am received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents o avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement aspublished 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one Incorrect Insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the Incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that them shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
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PRICED TO sell. Burns Lake 
5.4 acres, 2 houses, workshop, 
shed, greenhouse, southern ex- 
posure, lakeview and more. 
$105,900, 1-250-692-3011. 
SKI OUT your door to Four 
Seasons, park land. 3300 sq.ft. 
executive home, minutes from 
schools, full ensuite, large bed- 
room, new throughout, fenced, 
deck and double garage, paved 
driveway. Call: 1-250-845-2181. 
TEXAS PROPERTIES! As- 
sume $100.00 monthly pay- 
ments on 20 acres in West 
Texas. Balance of $8,995. Call 
toll free 1-800-875-6568. 
VILLA FRONTERRA - carefree 
riverside living in beautiful 
downtown Ashcroftl One level 
townhouses from $79,900. No 
maintenance, a/c 5 year new 
home warranty. Call 250-453- 
2035. 
WANTED: 20-300 acres with 
home and outbuildings on 
agreement for sale only. Cash 
.Down payment. Will pay fair 
price. Must have privacy and 
seclusion. 604-519-4527. 
WATERFRONT LAC La 
Hahce. 3.8 acres 3 bdrm 2 br 
cedar home, 4 appl, N/G, hot 
tub, sauna, garden, fruit trees, 
creek, 1914 log studio, cedar 
guest cabin, shop, dock.. 
$275,000. 1250)396-4315. 
WORLD CLASS Lakefront 
property, specious 5-bedroom 
home, 3.5 baths, cottage, 8&B, 
incredible setting, nothing com- 
paresl Serious, qualified inqui- 
ries only. Call (250)847-5925. ' 
i 
APARTMENT FOR SALE 
ONE BEDROOM 
$64,500 
Great investment opportunily 
at a reasonable price within 
easy walking distance to 
downtown 
FIREPLACE, BALCONY & 
THREE APPUANCES 
Vendor willing to carry 2nd 
mortgage. For appoin~ent 
to view please call 
615-9116 
~Sherry Anderson ~ 
Nota~ Public 
:. ~i~;ta~7 : ,.~ ......... ~;!. 
Conveyandng ' '  
Wills, • 
Mobile Home 
Transfers 
Dec arafions, 
Mortgage 
Documentation, 
Notarizations Member 
4921 Gair Avenue 
'Terrace, B.C., V8G 2K1 
Tel: (250) 635-5988 
~,= Fax: (250) 635-5926 
1981 14X70 trailer witi; addition 
and 2 sheds. Located in Pine 
Park, Asking $48,500 obo. 635- 
7576. 
14X70 1983 mobile home. 3 
bdr. W/D, air cond. Resided, & 
new vinyl windows. Asking 
$45,000. Thornhill Trailer Park. 
635-0994 or 638-1619. 
1981 MANCHESTER 14x70 2 
bdrm, 3 appl., open design. 
Must be moved, $20,000 obo, 
635-4442. 
BEAUTIFUL 1997 SRI 14x70 2 
bdr. Fully furnished, 5 new 
appl., large laundry room. Must 
be seen to be appreciated. $57 
. Boulerwood. $74,500. 635- 
3634. 
FACTORY DIRECT Chapparal 
modulars - all the features of a. 
conventional homel Your plan 
or ouml Sheldon Custom 
Homes, 3075 Sexsmith, Kelow- 
na. Toll free 1-888-765-8992. 
DL10146. 
MOVING. MUST sell. 12x48 
mobile with 12x48 addition. 
Totally renovated, sheds, play-' 
house. No reasonable offer re- 
fused. 635-1740. 
PADS AVAILABLE at Bouldei- 
wood MHP, limited time offer. 
$1,000discount on.a new home 
~.! purchasei or~on theilrnoving~ ex-~ 
pease of your existing .~ home; 
Call Gordon 638-1182. 
REPOSSESSION FOR sale, 
1992 Shelter, 2 bdrm, addition, 
F/S, good condition. Great loca- 
tion, super buy. Call Gordon to 
arran.qe viewing. 638-1182. 
WANTED: 2 or 3-bedroom 14 
foot wide mobile home in good 
condition, suitable to move. 
Phone 847-2787. 
$560 = A new 2 bdr., clean & 
spacious suite located 5 min. 
from town on 6 country acres. 
ALL utilities incl, plus laundry 
room, 1 pet and children wel- 
come. Satellite available 638- 
0989. 
4 bdrm units on Southside. NG 
heat & hot water included. Up- 
per duplex: $850/mo. Ref & dep 
required. Ph. 798-9554. 
1 AND 2 bdr apts avail immed. 
On site management. 635-3594 
or 635-5136 or 635-6428. 
1 BDR ground floor in house. 
F/S. 5 min walk to downtown. 
No pets. N/G heat. $395 m plus 
D.D. 638-0790 or 615-7455. 
1 BDR unit $465. Bacheloi" unit 
$325. Both furnished, utilities & 
cable incl. Avail. immd. Near 
swimmin.q pool. 638-117:1. 
1 BDR, 2 bdr and a 3 bdr. All in 
Thornhill. From $390 to $600 m. 
635-9530 plus D.D. 
1 BDRM duplex, f/s, new paint, 
Queensway Dr. Terrace. 
$325/month. 632-2540. Avail- 
able immediately. 
1 BDRM suite in Horseshoe, 
heat & hydro incl., no smoker, 
suitable for individual persons, 
sorry no pets, wild creatures 
frequent property, 635-5087. 
1 BEDROOM basement suite in 
Jack Pine Flats. No smokers, 
outside pets welcome. Refer- 
ences . required. $420/month, 
qverytfiin.q' ncluded 638-8129. 
1 BEDROOM suite, near 
schools and hospital $500. 
month damage deposit re- 
quired, all utilities inc. No pets, 
non smoker, non drinker, ref re- 
quired. Available April 1, 635- 
7470. 
1 BEDROOM ~uite, suitable for 
a non-smoking, working, single 
person. Utilities and cable in- 
cluded. Available immediately, 
$450 + DD $200. Phone 638- 
2044. 
1, 2, 3, bdr apt. Avail immd. On 
site management. Ref reqd. 
635-6428, 635-2424 or 638- 
7737. 
2 BDR duplex upper Thornhill. 
Utility incl. W/D, S/F, DW. Car- 
port, shed. 635-3756. 
2 BDR apt. 4820 Lazelle. "RS, 
W/D, blinds, patio. Close to 
town. Security entrance. 638- 
0046. 
2 Bedroom Aparlment 
-newly renovated 
-$500/mcnth 
-free hotwater 
-close.to .hospital & schools 
~all coiled 632-4308 
or cell# 639-4069 
i 
FOR RENT 
2 bedroom apartment, 
in town. 
$600.00 per month, 
includes heat & hot 
water. References 
required. Adult oriented. 
Phone 635-3475 
CUNTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING 
APPUCATIONS FOR A 
BACHELOR SUITE 
!420.00 month. 
No Pets, 
references required. 
Phone 635-3475 
Would you like a landlord who 
treats you as a valued customer 
If so, Iry usl 
Available immediately. 
Beautiful 2.Bedroom Suite. 
Bright, newly renovated suite. 
Wasfier/Dryer. Nice fenced yard• 
Close to schools and downtown. 
$62.5/month (utilities ind.) 
Call 638-1797 
• 
SUNDECK O 
I . . . . .  ~ ~. o', ,~.0" II _ _  
'~gJ#." '1 ~u.l~ ~,:c,!~.Jlff:l D,N~NG ROOM EEl MASTER SUITE 
NOTE:THISDESIGNINCLUDES L ~ J I  ~ ik-~_~ r . . . .  ;r'='tl~ 10'.0"=1~,3" ~ 13;0"x13',o" /,1~----=~'~ 
. . . .  AN UNFINISHEDBASEMENT ~ g =o,=, 
• ( . O T S . O W . ) V  . . . . .  
i 
1394 SQ.FT. 029.5 M ) 
WlOT.  • ,4:. s" Oe,~ M) ~ 
DEPTH - 32'- 4" 19.9 M) 
TOTAL t394 SQ, FT. 1129.5 M :=1 
House Plans Available Through 
 emce ] lde  
~ .  terrace.builders@osg.net 41t i  
1-800-470 DO IT IrlMT~,~ " 
3207 Munroe, Terrace 635-6273 
For more 
information about 
advertising 
in this 
directory 
Please call 
Tabatha at 
638-7283 
SMALL BUT MIGHTY!  
BUSINESS BUILDING ADVERTISING 
Terrace Standard 
Home Improvement $,e~rl~OO 
Business Directories My per week**  
plus GST 
"Based on 13 week contract 
ST --DARD 
3210 Clinton St., 
Terrace 638-7283 
Fax: 638-8432 
B10- The Terrace Standarc 
CHRYSLER 
'97 Jeep TJ Sport 
6 cyl, 5 speed, hardtop 
$23,995 Now $21,995 
'97 Dodge Ram Club Cab 
4x4, V-8, 5 speed 
$25,995 NOW #23,995 
'97 Plymouth Breeze 
Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Cassette 
$17,595 
'95 Chrysler 
Town & Country, Fully Loaded 
$31,995 
Chrysler Intrepid 
6 Cylinder, Auto,, Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo &more 
I;16,995 Now $15,995 
6~~(p~ ~ ~t0 
~1"6,g~5 
'94 Chrysler Intrepid 
6 cyl, Auto, Tilt, Cruise, Power 
Locks & Windows, Air 
$10,995 
'93 Dodoe ~k~lub  
v 
~16,995 
'90 Jeep YJ 
6Cyl, Hardtop 
$9,995 
FORD 
'96 Ford Windstar 
Vt, Auto, Dual Air, 
Captains Seats 
$19,995 Now $17,995 
'95 Ford Mustang 
V6, Auto, Air, Tilt, Cruise, 
& more 
$14,995 
'95 Ford Aerostar 
Ext, AWD, Fully Loaded 
$17,995 Now $15,995 
'92 Ford F150 
4x4, 5 speed 
$11,995 
'87 Ford Thunderbird 
$5,555 
70. FOR SALE :; 
' i :  (M ISC: ) I  
100. TRUCKSFORI 
• .... SALE  ~! i i: 
GM 
'98 Chev Cavalier 
4 cyI, Auto, 0nly 11,339 kms 
$15,995 
'96 Pontiac Firebird 
Wednesday, March 17, 1999 
2 BDR 1000 sq. ft. basement 
suite. Bright & clean. New floor- 
ing. Separate entrance. On 
quiet street. Avail April 1. $600 
m, utilities incl. 638-0369 eve. 
2 BDR house. F/S, N/G, Quiet 
rural setting, N/S, NIP. $475 m. 
$200 D.D, Avail ApT 1. 635- 
3657, 
2 BDR mobile in Thomhill, N/G 
3 BDRM house ino f/s. N/G 
heat, 1/2 basement, No pets, 
non smokers, close to down. 
town, Available April 1/99. Call 
635-7911, 
3 BDRM house, c/w f/s, Refer- 
ences required. Call 638-1967 
or 638.8544, 
3 BDRM house, fenced back 
yard, garage, located in a cul- 
heat. W/D, F, N/G stove. N/G de.sac, close to Parkslde 
f.p., whirlpool bathtub. Large School. Non smoking & n/g. call 
shop, private fenced lot. No in- 635-6940. 
door pets; $675 m plus D,D~ 3 BDRM suite. Wall to wall car- 
635-0797. pet. F/S Incl. Laundry room. 
2 BDR suite. N/G f.p., F/S. DW, 635.3827. Avail immed. Near 
W/D, cable incl. Fenced yard, Uplands School. 
sundeck, overlooks Skeena 3 BDRM trailer Jack Pin Flats, 
River, N/S. Avail April 1/99. $500 + utilities. References re- 
$650 m. 638-8093. ,.~qulred. Available April 15/99. 
2 BDR town house. F.S suitable Call 635-7378. 
for professional couple. Ref. 
reqd. No pets, 635-3796. 
2 BDR trailer with shop on 
Simpson Crescent. N/G heat. 
Fenced back yard. Avail immd. 
$525 + D.D. 635-2224. 
2 BDR unit in town house. F/S, 
W/D hookup. No pets please, 
635-5213. 
2 BDRM apt in Terrace. Walk- 
ing distance to town, free hot 
water. Call 632-4308. 
2 BEDROOM duplex for rent 
April 1, in Thomhill, large back- 
yard, garden area, pets al- 
lowed. Newly renovated, $550 
plus dama.qe. Phone 635-5678, 
2 BEDROOM house for rent 
April 1. In Thornh]ll, gas heat, 
fenced backyard, garage, pets 
allowed, garden area. $650 plus 
dama~le. Phone 635-5678. 
3 - 2 bdrm apt's, utilities incl. 
Available April 1/99 $600/month 
+ damaqe deposit, 635-5992. 
3 bdr apt. downtown, F/S, W/D, 
dishwasher .N/P, Sec. Dep & 
ref. reqd. $725/month 635- 
5954.Available March 1. 
3 BDR BASEMENT suite. 
Close to hospital & schools. 
Appl. incl. Utilities incl. N/S, 
N/P. $750 m. plus D.D. 638- 
0315. Avail. April 1. 
3 BDR house, 2 bath. Avail Mar 
1. $750 month. Also 2 bdr base- 
ment suite $500 m. Avail April 
1. N/P,N/S. 633-8837. 
3 BDR house. F/S, window cov- 
erings. N/G f.p. Close to 
schools & hospital. Large 
fenced yard. No pets. Ref reqd. 
635-3796. 
3 BDR suite for rent in Thorn- 
hill. Close to schools. $575 plus 
D.D. 638-7290. 
3 BDR trailers. $600. 2 bdr treil- 
ere $450-$550. Small trailer. 
$400. 635-4315. 
3 BDRM duplex. Available May 
1. N/G heat & water. 1.1/2 bath- 
rooms. $750/mo + D.D. $375. 
Ref req'd. Phone after 5pm. 
638-1394. 
,,.-,.,oo q ..... HUNTINGTON 
'96 GMC 2500 
Extra Cab 4x4 APARTMENTS 
ve, Auto, a/c, cruise, tilt power Taking Applications 
windows & locks & more Now 
$29,995 for 1 & 2 
'96 Gee Me~o Bedroom suites 
5 speed, cassette, • Clean, quiet renovated suites " 
only 29,000 kms • Ample parking 
$10,995 • Laundry fadlities on each floor 
• Close to schools & downtown 
'95 GMC 2500 4x4 • On bus mute 
V8, Auto, Air, Tilt, - • Secu~ entrance 
Cruise, Cassette • On site management 
$18,995 • No pets ': 
• References required 
'95 Chevrolet Monte Carlo To view coil 
V-B Anto, Fu,ly,oaded 638"  1 748  
$16,995 
'93 Chev 4x4 Extra Cab 
$17,995 
'92 Chev Xtra Cab 4x4 
V8,Aut0,A/C,.fllt, Cruise & M0m 
$16,995 
i IMPORTSII 
'97 Toyota 4 Runner 
Air Conditioning, Running 
Boards 
$25,995 Now $23,995 
'97 Toyota RAV4 
4 door, 4x4, 5 speed 
$23,995 
'96 Subaru Legacy 
Outback 
All Wheel Drive, A/C, Cruise, 
"flit, Power Windows & Locks 
And More 
$25,995 
'95 Toyota 4RuRner 
V-6, 5 speed, running boards 
$26,995 
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
V-6, Auto, Power windows 
& locks, Crulse,.fllt 
$25,995 
'93 Mazda 323 
4 cyl, Auto 
$7,995 
'93 Toyota Camry 
, Auto, Air, Tilt, Cruise, Power 
Locks & Windows & More 
$17,995 
NEW LARGE 2 bdr town 
house. F/S, D.W., W/D. H.U. 
fenced yard. Ceramic tile, oak 
cabinets. Loads of storage. 
$750 m. Close to hospital. 638- 
0661. 
NEWLY RENOVATED one 
bedroom bungalow in Thornhill. 
$415/mo. Phone 635-2319. 
Avail April 1. 
'91 Honda Civic 
4 door, 5 speed 
$9,998 Now $8,995 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom 
Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets  
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Close to 8chocls & 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
, Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
Ask for Monlca Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
4 BDR house :on : acreage, 
Large kitchen, f.p., garage, ride 
on lawn mower, satellite dish. 
Pets welcome. N/S. $800. Also 
2 bdr 4-plex unit. F/S DW, W/D. 
Cable and utilities Incl. $825. 
N/S. No do.qs. Ref. 638-8753. 
TER " E 
4916 Hwy. 16 West 655-7187 
1-800-513-7187 DLIL 5958 
www.terraceautomall.com 
4 BDR upper suite in home. 
Close to schools. Utilities incl. 
$800 month. D.D. req'd. Leave 
mess at 638-7290. 
4 BDRM house 3 bath. F/S w, 
carport, near town & schools, 
garden shed & sundeck. 
$1000/month, Available April 
1/99. 635-7939. 
4 BEDROOM house, N/G heat- 
ing, fridge & stove. Close to 
school and hospital, Ref. re- 
quired, Available April 1/99. 
$850 a month. Call 635-3528. 
APARTMENT FOR rent, bright, 
sunny 2 bdrm apartment, new 
kitchen cabinets and dishwash- 
er, $600/month. Call 635-3333 
days, 635-1417 even nqs 
ONE BEDROOM furnished 
apartment in Thornhill. Single 
occupancy only. Sorry, no pets. 
References required. $360 + 
$180 security deposit. Phone 
635-2065. 
OR RENT one and two bed- 
room apartment. $550 and 
$650 per month. Includes w/d, 
f/s, blinds, gas fireplace and se- 
cured entrance. Great location 
and immaculate condition. Call 
635-1622 /635-2250. N/S or 
pets pleasel 
QUIET, CLEAN 2 bdr apt. close 
to school and town. Security en- 
trance. Laundry facility. Ref 
recld. 635-5653. 
COMFORTABLE 1 bedroom 
apartment. Ground level 
entrance. Walking distance to 
town. References. Available 
April 1, 99. $500." 635-5338 
after 6pro. 
FOR RENT 3 bdrm house, no 
pets, security deposit required, 
$775/month. Small family pre- 
ferred. Apt for rent $575, securi- 
ty deposit req. Available imme- 
diately, 635-6824. 
FOR RENT 3 bedroom base- 
ment suite close to school and 
hospital. Utilities included. Pre- 
fer N/S, No parties. 635-5992. 
$650 per me. 
FOR RENT. Basement suite. 
Available immediately. For 
more information please call 
638-8783. If no answer please 
leave a messaqe, 
RENOVATED 2 bdrm apt avail- 
able immediately. No pets. C/W 
F/S, laundry facilities, referenc- 
es required, 635-1126 or 635- 
6991. 
ROOM FOR rent, furnished, 
working male, shared facilities, 
no parties. 638-8944. 
ROOMMATE WANTED for 4 
bdr house in Kitimat. $300 m. 
includes all utilities. 632-2097 
ask for Gsorqe. Avail. immd. 
SINGLE ROOM bachelor suite 
close to downtown. No pets. In- 
Icudes utilities. Deposit & refer- 
ences required. Call 635-9059. 
TRAILER FOR rent in Thornhill. 
2 br duplex in Thornhill. 3 br 
apart in town. Avail, April 1. 
635-4894. 
TRAILER FOR rent. 3 bdr. 
Good sunny location in Wood- 
land Heights Trailer Court. $685 
m, plus D.D. 615-9116. 
TWO BEDROOM apartment for 
rent. Near new, quiet, on site 
manager. Five appliances, gas 
fireplace, mini storage. No pets. 
References required. 
$750/month. Call 635-4954. 
WANTED ROOMMATE to 
share 2 bdr apt. 635-7176. 
40i COMMERC!AL 
SPACEFOR RENT 
~i • • • i ,  ; 
AUTOMOTIVE SHOP for rent 
for Do It Yourself mechanics. 
Hydraulic hoist, compressed air 
shop, crane. Hourly, daily, 
weekly. 635-5B59. 
FOR SALE or rent with option AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
to purchase a 2 bedroom me- 1300 sq. ft. of office space east 
bile home. Phone 635-2319. end of Lakelse Ave Terrace. 
FURNISHED 1BDRM apart, in Phone 635-1166. 
Thomhill. $380/mo plus utilities EXCELLENT RETAIL space 
& deposit, No pets. References. available in Brookfield Centre. 
635-6851. 
Either 1500 or 3000 sq.ft. 
T.FURNISHED - LOFTED- studios ~- Phone- - (604)948-8682- or- ..fax 
downtown Vancouver, steps. ~:(604)948,8689 for information.' 
away from Eatons, Extended FOR RENT or lease. Office-re- 
stays and monthly. Sleeps 2-4. 
Includes tv, microwave, w/d, se- 
cured u/g parking. Contact An- 
nette @ 1-888-933-6334. 
www.vip-homes.com., Email: 
roehliq@whistler.net 
FURNISHED ROOM FOR rent, 
Available immediately to a 
mature working person or 
student (female preferred), non 
smoker, no pets, utilities inc. 
Kitchen plus all the comfort of 
home for $375/month. Leave 
.massaqe 638-7841. 
LARGE 1 1/2 year old 1 bed 
above ground suite w&d, fridge 
& stove, gas fireplace, util in- 
clude. Available April 1. $675 a 
month. Call 635-9403 or 635- 
0341 for appt to view. 
LARGE BACHELOR suites. 
Reasonable rates. We supply 
the heat. Right downtown. Se- 
cured building, perfect for work- 
ing couple or single person. Ref 
reqd. 635-7585. 
LARGE THREE bedroom du- 
plex Thornheights, large deck, 
hard wood throughout. Appl. In- 
cluded. Ref reqd. $750/mo. 
Plus utilities. Avail April 1. 635- 
9157. 
ONE BEDROOM apartment on 
site management, no pets, ref's 
required. Call 635-7429. 
APARTMENT FOR RENT I 
ONE SEDROOM I 
GOOD CENTRAL LC)C.ATION | 
FIREPLACE & BALCONY I 
NO SMOKING & NO PETS I 
$545/MONTH I 
For oppolnh~en, Io view pleam coil I 
615-9116 l I 
tail space. Up to 9,000 sq.ft. 
4546 Park Ave. Up to 800 sq.ft. 
4603 Park Ave. 1250 sq.ft. 
4557 Lazelle Ave. ground floor. 
Up to 7,500 sq.ft. 3228 Kalum 
St. Most office space parti- 
tioned, ready for occupancy, 
computer controlled HVAC, lots 
of parking, covered parking, first 
class office accomodation. Trl- 
go Enterprises Ltd. 1-250-635- 
6713. 
WAREHOUSE HEATED 18' x 
80' warehouse, loading dock, 
can access from both ends, for 
details phone 635-1166. 
i RETAIL 0R 0FFICE LEASE SR~(;~ 
Almdln Buildbg 
" 3219EbySt.. 
1,000 ~l.fu01,S00 s~.fi. 0$a~ 2d FI~ 
P :6u'Tm i 
COMMERCIAL 
SPACES AVAILABLE 
- Retail or Office 
space, 1740 sq. ft. 
corner location. 
downtown 
$1,000/monlh. 
-Two bay shop, down- 
town, next to •"Minute 
Muffler" 
$850/monlh. 
-Storage space 1113 
sq. ft. downtown, 
$350/monlh. 
635-7707 , 
RED WILLOW Guest Ranch. 
Family oriented, horsebackrid- 
Ing, hiking, youth camp, fishing 
nearby, hunting, retreats. Amer- 
ican plan, B & B, group rates, 
South Caribo.o, Hwy 97/24. 1- 
800-696-0576, 
CABIN - Interior region (North. 
western B.C.) with lake fron- 
tage. Must be comfortable and 
clean, with shower facilities. 
Wanted between July 10 and 
25. References available. Ph. 
with more Info. 250-632-3055. 
E-mail: dbruins@sno.net or 
Ph,/Fax 250-632.3053. (fin) 
LOOKING FOR a rent to own 
mobile home. Please call 638- 
1379 ask for Joan. 
NEED FURNISHED 1 bdr. 
Clean, quiet, off hwy with cook- 
ing facilities & phone jack for 
computer for Mar 20 - ApT 20 
only. 615-3947 daytime. 
VERY QUIET, clean, mature, 
employed N/S, N/D, N/P, single 
female needs 1 bdr suite. Very 
good tenant. Will also house sit. 
Ref. avail. Reply to File #137 
c/o Terrace Standard 3210 Clin- 
ton, Terrace BC, VtG 5R2. 
WANTED. 3 bdrm house to rent 
for May 1, in bench area or 
horseshoe area. Professional 
couple. Call collect 627-7459 or 
962-5880. 
ACCESSIBLE WORKSHOP for 
rent, approx. 25"x50", heatd 
and bright, work benches and 
storage areas, ideal for vehicle 
storage and repair, hobbies, 
etc. $150/month (utilites inc.) 
Call 638-1797. 
CANADIAN DOLLARS at Par 
Blackbird Lodge. Leavenworths 
Best View Hotel Spa. Compli- 
mentary breakfast. Balcony 
Rooms. When staying Sunday 
to Thursday, some limitations 
apply. 1-800-446-0240. 
1990 32' All-Craft jet boat, 454 
turbo 650 horse, new raytheon 
radars, Hamilton jet, spotlight, 
tapedeck, kerosene heater, 
beautiful boat, like new, 250 
hrs. 15 hp. Evinrude kicker, 
$55,000. Ranger 8 welder, one 
yr old. 100 hrs. $3500, 1990 
GMC crewcab with service box, 
low kms, $10,000. 5 T GMC 
fie,deck, $1500, 5T, GMC truck 
with hlab, $4000. 1955 Willy's 
Jeep stn. wgn, $1500. 1966 
Pontiac Parislenne convertible 
with-1966 4dr Pontiac Pari- 
sienne $4000.,!..'rravel trailer, 
good shape $2000. O.B.e. on 
all. 1-250-692-7292 or 1-250- 
692-7225. 
4 WOOD kitchen chairs. 635- 
3657. 
7MM STW Custom bbilt. 700 
BBL c/w 3.5xlOx50 Vertex 3 Lu- 
pold, Harris biped, reloading 
dies, and 200 brass, some re- 
loaded. Phone 635-0164, 
Prince RuL~rt's Crest 
Hotel has 
Kitchen Equipment 
For Sale 
Double sink, Single Glass 
Door Fridge, Double 
Sliding Glass I~or Frid~]e, 
H~t Lamps (3), Conved,on 
Oven, Walk In Cooler, Ice 
Cream Station, Kitchen 
Work Bench, Counter with 
Stainless Sled Top & Sinflh 
Sink, Electric Steam Table, 
Stainless Steel Plate 
Warmer, Charbroihr, 
Electric Salamander, 5' 
Grill with Oven, Double 
Bun Warmer, Assorted 
Tables (20), 2 Burner Gas, 
24" Grill & Salamander, 4 
Burner Grill with 
Salamander, Sandwich 
Frid.qe (3 drawer) with 
Plastic Cuffing Board, 
Sandwich Fridge (2 door), 
Electric Steam Table with 
Plastic Work top, 5" Electric 
Steam Table, Assorted 
Shelving, Domestic Single 
Dogr F ridge, Assort~:l 
Col'feb Shop Tables , 1 
Lar~e Workbench with 
Sta,~less Steel & Plastic 
Worktap. 
Call Willy Beaudry at 
(250) 624-6771 
local 438 
Downtown Retail Space 1050 sq.fi. $660 per 
month plus utilities. Avail. Immed. 
$449 Per Month: 2 bdrm apartments, hot water 
included, cable available, 
,]1 I ql Call TERRACE Steve Cook REALTY J 
! :  ! ,; I [] FOR PROPERTY MANAGEMENT 
638-0371 (638-7144 After h0urs) 
I~'t leave tow, v~h0ut us_managing your Real Estate Inveslmenlslll 
,,,,,- . o0  ss,v  VE..U. S = 
I Phone: 635-7459 
FOR LEASE 
4818 .ltlgllwm/16 West G[etg Avenue-Central lemtlu 
warehouse spo(e 880 ~l.[t 2 relaiVo~e sp~e , 
~reho~ w/o$(e 7,450 ~. ft. ],700 o~ 900 sq. ft. 
2709 Ka/um Street 5002 P@Me Avenue 
dwS,200 ~. ft, commerdol b~ld~ 2 =rloining 
~orefro.t, v~rebm & conqmnd of~/m~/011 door 
951.5 sq. ft. uch 
CALL US UOUT OTHER LOOfflONS 
five locations five great . 
:. weeKeno 
getaways* 
• Victoria . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $ 5 9 
Burnab~ . . . . . . . . . . .  $69 
Kelowna . . . . . . . . . . . .  $ '59  
Kamtoops . . . . . . . . . . .  $59  
Vancouver Airport .... $79 
J 
call t011 f,ee for reservations 
 -8oo-663-o298 
"Includes o~ night accommodation, si gle 
or double occupancy and 
continental breakfast for two. 
Subject to !axes and.availability 
Valid FrL, Sat,, Sun. OcL 30/98 to Mar. 28/99 
BIN I l l  
v' ,  
93 FORD crew cab, bush box, 
dry box $12,500. 87 GMC Sub- 
urban 4x4 $8,000. 85 GMC 
Suburban 4x4 $2,000. 87 Ford 
Tempo $1,500. 72 Ford Van 
$500. 600L, 20OL Tidy tanks. 
96 ATV Yamaha Big Bear. 19' 
aluminum boat $3,200. 635- 
2190. 
BIRCH FLOORING T&G 2 
1/2"x3/4" square end trim kllm 
dried random length $2.75 ft. 
Cedar 1"x4" v-joint T&G Deck & 
Railing Components. 1 1/2" 
spindle stock, 2x4 rails & deck- 
ing, 4x4 posts, prices by re- 
quest. Swls Wood Products. 
250-842-6929. 
BUY, SELL or Trade Beanie 
Babies, Beanie Buddies, Spe- 
cial Edition dolls and collectl- 
bles. Contact: Myrna Larson at 
250-372-8646 from 9am - 5pro 
or emait at mlarson@kdw.com. 
CLOSING OUT sale. Norma 
May's Coliectibles, Topley. 50% 
off everything in store. Open 
Tues-Sat. lO-6pm. Closed 12- 
lpm. Phone 696-3675. 
DOUBLE BED, mattress, box 
spring and frame. Good condi- 
tion. $75. 635-5278. 
DRY SPRUCE/PINE lumber, 
decking, cants, etc, custom or- 
ders, big or small no problem, 
produced locally. Competitive 
prices, can be delivered to you, 
or you pickup. Lots of bundled 
firewood too. P!ease call John 
at Green Loggers Holdings 
(250) 692-3837. 
FOR SALE - Fixtures, shelving, 
bunks, 4-way stands, 2-way 
stands, round stands. All excel- 
lent condition. Moving must sell, 
Call Workwear World 847-4344, 
Hitachi compact disc stereo 
system with double cassette, 
$200. 638-0640. 
LOG BUILDINGS - select win- 
tercut logs, top quality work. 
Distributor for natural wood fin- 
ishes. Sunstream Log Work, 
(250)847-0774. Free estimatesl 
RESTAURANT EQUIPMENT, 
table warmer, natural gas broil- 
er, 2 fry basket, C.R.S.I. 30 
wok, deep fry table. Call 635- 
3739 
SHEET METAL equipment, 
used Tennsmith 4x16 ga. hand 
brake $1500.00 Pittsburg Roll. 
former Model #24 c/w flanger 
$4650.00. Phone 638-f884. 
"NEW" DINING room table with 
4 chairs, $425.00, 4.7 C.F. 
upright deep freezer, 33.5" high, 
$275.00, 2 door' cabinet, good 
for garage or shed, $45.00 All 
O.B.e. 638-1325. 
i1" 
Skeena 
~ Dl~vmg- 
V ' -Schoo l  " 
y 
Gift Certificates[ 
Looking for that hard 
to fred gift for 
Christmas, Birthdays 
or Graduation 
• Assessments  
• Evaluation3 
• . Ter race ,  K i t imat ,  
P r ince  Ruper t  
To l l  F ree  1 -800-66~7998 
Ph /Fa= 635-7532. 
I 
PENTIUM 133, 16 meg RAM, 
2.0 GB hard drive, 12X CD- 
ROM drive, 33.6 data/fax/voice 
modem, 16 bit sound card, 
Windows '95, MS Office 97, 
$1150.00. Sony 200 disc CD 
Player with remote, never used; 
$395.00 plus GeT & PeT. 
Phone 845-2739 daytime or 
845-7679 evenings. 
We Buy, 
Sell 
& Trade 
MUSICAL 
INSTRUMENTS 
r Phone635.5333 [ 
CANOES, WANTED to buy. 
Looking to buy 2 canoes suit- 
able for family use. Would also 
consider a solo canoe. Call 1- 
250-845-2464. "E'MalL Forks 
@Mall. Bulkley.Net 
SCRAP METAL Call: Global 
Industrial Recycling. 1-250.845- 
0222 (Houston). 
WANTED: FREEZER burned 
meat for sled dogs. Will pick up. 
635-3772, 
"WANTED, LARGE acreage 
parcel" 10,000- 5,000 a~res, 
significant natural amenities, 
portable water, year round ac- 
cess. Canreal Management 
(604) 688-8851, fax (604) 664- 
8228. 
1983 TOYOTA Corolla, au- 
tomatic, 4dr, new tires, stereo, 
has very little rust. Excellent 
second vehicle, Asking $2400. 
638-1984. 
1987 TOYOTA Landcruiser 
Station wagon. Diesel. 365,000 
km. 5 spd. Some rust. Asking 
$8300. 1-250-699-8900. 
1990 CHEVROLET Cavalier. 
Auto. Cassette. 2 door, 121,000 
kin. Reliable, clean, a must see. 
Metallic blue. $3795. 635-7852. 
1990 EURO Lumlna 4-door se. 
dan in excellent condition, new 
brakes, tires, battery, no rust, . 
120,000 km. $5700 obo. Call 
638-1292. 
1991 NISSAN Stanza XE, 4 dr 
Sedan, standard, 2,4L engine, 
low kin., 88,000 excellent condi- 
tion, $6500.00 OBO. 635-1454. 
INFINm Q43, 1991,4 door, EFI 
V8, leather, power everything, 
sun roof, heated mirrors, power 
seats, traction control, CD, in- 
spection certificate, 113K, 
$18,700. 635-9121. 
MUST SELLll Ex. condition, 
1995 blue Neon, air con. 
60,000kin. $9,000. 1991 GMC 
Safari van, air con. 149,000km. 
$10,000 obo. 638-7602. 
WIFE NEEDS automatic. Will 
exchange 1989 GMC 4x4 S-15. 
Valued $5500 for vehicle of 
similar value. 635-2582. 
1986 FULL size 3/4 ton Chev 
Passenger van. Seats 5, loads 
of cargo space. $1500 or any 
reasonable offer. Will trade for 
tent trailer or W.H.Y. 635-0113. 
1992 DODGE Dakota LE 4x4 
club cab, V6, 5 speed, NC, ca- 
nopy, $12,500. 635-4456. 
1993 FORD F150 4x4, auto, 
air/tilt/cruise, pw/pl, boxliner, 
mags, headache rack. 3/4 T 
rear springs. 178,000 kin. 
$11,500 obo. 1-250-697-2451 
or 250-845-5203. 
1995 CHEV Silverado 4x4 ex- 
tended cab, fully loaded, astro 
start. Large canopy with box lin- 
er. Running boards, towing pkg. 
Good tires $23,850 OBO 638- 
1701 or 635-1504(w). 
1995 F-150. Well maintained, i 
Great shape. 5L, V8, 5 sp. f trans; deluxe ~ 2-tone ~: pa nt. 
148,000 kms. 95%' hwyi NC; i 
C/C, am/fro case. R/B, lined 8' j 
box new tires. Incl set mounted 
winters. Driving lights, custom 
built alum cargo box. $15,000. 
638-1727 mess. 
1995 FORD Ranger Excel Su- 
percab P.U. with brand new ca- 
nopy & box liner. E/C. Very low 
mileacle. $12,000. 638-1723. 
1995GMC Sonoma, V6,4wd, 
85,000km.$12,500 obo. 1~25~ 
694-3572. 
84 FORD Ranger V6 4x4. GRC. 
Some work needed. Canopy 
box liner. All season tires 80%. 
Auto ttan. Also blue/white ca- 
nopy. Older G.C. fits Chev $15 
Ion.q box. $200. 638-1253. 
RARE 1986 VW WestfalJa 4x4 
Synchro vanagon. Body work 
and paint 1998. Excellent condi- 
tion. Extra removable bench for 
6 passenger. The ultimate geta- 
way vehicle, $10,500 obo. 846- 
5722, 
SIX FOOT canopy fits small 
pick-up. Asking $50. Phone 
Steve eveninfls at 638-8088. 
TERRACE FURNITURE Mart 
delivery truck, 14ft. 1989 Ford 
Cube van, new paint. Job, 
converted to NG, $2000 spent 
on motor, reduced to $8995, 
Call 638-0555. 
WWW.AUTOMAX.NET SHOP 
on line. Automobiles - pickups - 
vans - recreational vehicles - 
motorcycles . boats. Register 
on line to win. Automax.net. 
9O GMC 
1 Ton Cube Van. 
6.2L Diesel 
AutoTrans. 
C_.-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-~ ~ Condition 
$8000 
635-451 i
or 
635-5485 
1976 GLENDALE 19ft. tandem 
travel trailer, bathroom, stove, 3 
way frldge, cassette stereo, 
$3200 obo. Call James 635- 
7537. 
1994 VW Jeta GL Auto. New 
tires. New muffler, Stereo cos. 
sette, A/C, cruise. 71,000 kms. 
Exc. cond, $13,000 obo, 638. 
8033 anytime. 
1995 CHRYSLER Cirrus IX, 
2,5L V6, auto air, cruise, tilt, 
remote locks, PW, PL, 
50,000kin. Excellent condition. 
$13~900 obo. 847-8702. 
87 CADILLAC lime, Fully load. 
ed. White, Seats 8 plus driver, 
Call 638-0106 ask for Paul, 
..Al, so Umo Uc, 
1989 C-Class 22' motor home. 
Excellent mint condition. Sleeps 
8. $17,000. Very low mileage, 
638-1723. 
1993 CORSAIR 28' 5th wheel, 
exc. condition. Bathroom 
w/shower, skylights, NC, mi- 
crowave, f/e, electric or propane 
heat, $18,000 obo, 635-1753. 
1994 23' Tray-L-Mate 5tll 
wheel, Used 3 times. Wlth 1989 
4x4 Ford 250 P,U. Low mile- 
age, many' extras and bOth in 
FJC, $25~000 obo, 635-4804, 
! 90.; LIVESTOC'K 
2901 BUSINESS ~: 
OPPORTUNITIES 
CLEAN '84 Vanguard 5th 
wheel 35', 4 pc bath, A/C, ster- 
eo, dual furnaces, witnter pack- 
ages, skirt, awning, Hook up for 
w/d, TV, telephone. $12,500. 
(250) 994-3396 (Wells). 
MIKE ROSMAN R,V, "Help" we 
need campers, trailers, 5th, mo. 
torhomes. Buy/consign, fenced 
compound, seperate used sales 
staff, Interiors largest dealer. 
Call Peter 1-800-811.8733. 
558-8635. 
WANTED TO buy: Good used 
travel trailer. Under 3500 Ibs. 
Sleep 4. 635-1877. 
KEN'S 
MARINE 
NEW YAMAHA 
1999 Outboards Are 
Here! 
All Yamaha 
Snowmobile Clothing 
1997 Yamaha 
1998 Enticer 410CC 
1998 Yamaha MSRX 700 J 
1993 Yamaha J 
MARl 
4946 Greig Ave 
• Ph: 635-2909 
MOTORCYcLEs/  
1977 FX Shovelhead. Nice and 
clean, $10,250. Call Mark or 
Steve 847-5473. 
150, BOATS AND 
/ .  MARINE: : :: 
18FT. ARGO welded aluminum 
boat. Lock up cabin• 470 Merc. 
l/O; with trailer. Asking $21,000 
obo. Also a new 17.6 clipper ca- 
noe. $1,000 firm. Call Houston 
t -250-845-2835. 
318 TWIN Chrysler Marine V-8 
Inboards, with V-drives. Needs 
rebilt. $1200 abe. 624-4931. 
BOATrOPS AND frames, boat- 
top repairs. Recovering of boat 
seats. Satellite Vinyl & Fabrics. 
4220 Johns Road, Terrace. 
635-4348 or 615-9924. 10% off 
before April 1/99. 
i 80. PETS 
FREE TO a good home, one 
pure white deaf cat. Needs to 
be spayed and cared for. 
Please call 635-7831. 
HYBRID WOLF pups. Excellent 
companions, gentle and friend- 
ly. Own a touch of the Wild. 
$350. Call Larry at 847-6039. 28o.::Bus.,Ess 
: SERVICES 
. .  ,~  , , .  . .  " : .  . ) 
SIBERIAN HUSKIES pups. 
Planned litter expected May, 
1999, These pups are only 
available to approved owners. 
For any information and an in- 
formation package call: 1-250- 
845-3409 (Houston, B.C.) 
HORSE & tack auction. Sunday 
March 21. 11:30 am, McLean 
Road, Quesnel. Book your 
horses & tack early. Phone BC 
Auctions (250)992-9325. 
HORSE FOR lease. Icelandic 
gelding, On the bench, English 
style pleasure. Looking for ad- 
vanced beginner, or interme- 
diate rider and devoted home 
lover, 635-1753. 
LONE FIR - Hereford bulls. 
Good selection of quality polled 
bulls. Looking is free. View sire, 
dam & sibs. Priced for the com- 
mercial cattlemen (250) 690- 
7527 Ft. Fraser. 
LONE FIR ranch herefords. 
Good selection of thick and 
beefy reg. 2 yr. old bulls. Also 
com. and reg, Bred hereford 
heifers in Fall 99 Tel. #250- 
690-7627 Fort Fraser. 
STANDING AT 'Warm Colors 
Ranch: Flashy 3/4 t.b. bay & 
white tobiano paint stallion by 
Tah Wauk Wi II (16, 1 1/2 hh 
b/w paint & CSH) and out of a 
16hh racing t.b, mare. This ath- 
letic young stallion will add 
height and speed to your West- 
ern mares, as well as jump and 
color to your English mares. 
From proven jumper lines, his 
half brothers and sisters are 
competing successfully all over 
Canada and the U.S. =Decorat- 
ed Walk" will stand in 99 to six 
outside mares. Introductory fee 
of $600. 846-5433. 
THE TACK Store has moved to 
Hwy 16 in Telkwa. Now open 
Tuesday-Saturday, 10-6 p.m. 
Call 1-888-686-1566 or 846- 
9863. 
URBAN ACRES feed store. All 
your grain needs, cat & dog 
food. Also Dr. reeds Minerals, 
3382 Old Lakelse Lake Road 
t0:00 - 5:00, 635-3055. Drop, in 
& see us. 
WEANER PIGS 
 40.00 each 
PORK BY THE SIDE 
$1.00u  
NASS CAI"ll.E CO. LTD. 
Box 92 Nass Camp, B.C. VOJ 3JO 
(250) 633-2603 
2 YR old Semintal proven com- 
mercial bull. $2500. (3) reg, 
black Angus yearling bulls. 
$1500 each. Black Angus first 
calf heifer. (Feb. 11 steer col0 
(Sam) $1200. Limosin first call 
heifer, Feb. 23 heifer calf (sem) 
$1200. 1-250-698-7321. To 
view or pickup. Backacher's 
Ranch. 
CAGEN CONTRACTING LTD. 
HAY AND GRAIN SALES. 
Glen 638-0254. 
FOR SALE- Limousin bulls, 2- 
~year~ old-,and,-yeerling.~ Perfor- 
"m'~-n~ ~ t~sf6d: Kdrr's" Limousin. 
Phone (250)846-5392. 
GALLOWAY BULLS dun 
yearling and proven two-year- 
old black. Purebred. Smaller 
from, easier calving. (250)846- 
5138. 
LOST SILVER-linked watch. 
Citizen brand. Lost on Feb 26. 
632-5154 or 638-2311. 
LOST, BLACK wallet at phone 
booth at Hanky's. I.D. is need- 
ed. Please call 633-2247. Re- 
ward offered. 
BC'S LARGEST Chatlinel Over 
4000 men and women call a 
day. Connect live or just listen. 
Call locally 310-chat. 18+ 
D.W.M. 48. 6'-  2651b., secure, 
employed, homeowner, into 
gardening, woodworking, cook- 
ing & dining out, seeks relation- 
ship with kindhearted lady 35- 
45. Please reply to: File 45-R 
c/o Box 899, Houston, B.C. V0J 
lZ0. 
IF ALCOHOL is the problem, 
many have found help with 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. 
Phone 635-6533. 
J Psalm 13q:15 When my bones were being 
farmed, carefully put together 
in my mother's womb - you 
kenw that I was there. You 
saw me before I was loom. 
Terrace Pro-fife Box 852, 
Terrace r BC V8G 4R1 
.PSYCHIC 
ANSWERS 
MVE • H~OiUl, 
IuIUrlED #1 IN (ANADA 
IEVANILY RAYS 'fALl( , 
UVII I ON I 
J= I ] t- oo-4s t.,moss I 
Looking for an exciting ride? Try a new Marathon powered by 
the 175hp. Mercury Sport Jet and experience the future in jet- 
boating today. Marathon delivers all lhe thrills of personal 
watercraft, but also provides powerful towing ability and lets 
you share the adventure with yourpassengers. Single or twin 
engines, 17 to 22it., these units will get you there In class and 
• style. Call for free v l d e o . ~  
,hone 8.7-.0.4 
• .... : ~ ' Fax 847-9026 
GRAD DRESSES, One of a 
kind custom fit. Guaranteed. 
Call An¢lle 638-7966. 
MALE ORGAN enhancement. 
FDA approved. Medical vacuum 
pumps or surgical enlargement. 
Gain 1-2". Permanent and safe. 
Resolve impotence. Free 
brochure. Call Dr. Joel Kaplan. 
312-409-5557. Insurance reim- 
bursement. Visit website 
www.ddoelkaplan.com. 
XXX LIVE 24hr 18+. 1-888-9t3- 
8122 cc. billing. 1-900-870- 
2740 ph. billing. 
ARE YOU SAFE? 
TERRACE ~UU~ISmON HOUSE 
offers 24 hour sah shelter to 
women with or without children 
You can call. Even just o lalk. 
Baltering is not o.k.? 
It is not o.k. far someone 
to hit you 
or push you 
or yell at you 
You can be safe. 
There are safe places. 
TERRACE TRANSITION 
HOUSE: 
635-6447 
24 HOURS A DAY 
It's OK  things 
wi l l  c lear  up 
,zre ~£r~ed'~o 
Sophia Dominique. 
8£0 w~rs dorn in 
Hazelton on 
Feb. 10, 1999 
Weighing 6 Ibs., 12 oz. 
Sophia has two very 
oroud big sisters Spenser 
and Sasha. Overjoyed 
grandparenls are 
Edna Sheridan and 
Doug & Doreen Halfyard. 
Yves Marrineau passed 
away offer a courageous bat- 
tle with cancer on Sunday, 
March 7. Yves was also 
known as "Frenchle, the 
Fisherman." 
He leaves to moum his wife, 
Johanne Langlois, son Mattieu 
Martlneau and many friends 
and relatives. 
Thanks to Dr. Van Hark and 
nurses and especially Kiti 
K'shan School Staff, Home 
Support Sen, ices, Neighbours 
and many Friends too numer- 
ous to mention, for all their 
kindness and generousily 
throughout this difficult time. 
A memorial service will be 
held in Quebec on March 20, 
1999. 
CAPITAL DIRECT Lending 
Corp. Start saving $10O's todayl 
Easy phone approvals. 1st, 2nd 
or 3rd mortgage money avilable 
now. Rates starting at 4.75%, 
equity counts, We don't rely on 
credit, income or age. Specializ- 
Ing In the Cariboo. Call 
1/800/625-7747 anytime. Brok- 
er and lender fees may apply. 
CONSOLIDATE YOUR pay- 
ments, one easy payment. No 
more stress, no equity-security. 
Good or Bad Credit, Immediate 
Approval, Immediate Relief. Na- 
tional Credit Counsellors of Ca- 
nada. For nearest office 1-888- 
777-0747. Licensed & Bonded. 
CONSOLIDATE YOUR pay- 
meats, One easy payment. No 
more stress, no equity-security, 
good or bad credit, Immediate 
approval, Immediate relief. Na- 
tional Credit Counsellors of Ca- 
nada. For nearest office, 1-888- 
777-0747. Licensed & Bonded, 
ROD'S WELDING ltd, Toll Free 
1.877-746-5455, 2 '3/8" plpe 
$1.65 per foot delivered by the 
truckload. 
for the attention and care paid to Mr, Kapeor Singh Dee during 
his last hospital stay. The care that you hove provided is incom- 
parable to anything that we can thlnk el:. My family as well as 
the entire Sikh Community would like-to thank you from the bot- 
tom o[ our hearts and hope that you will continue to serv ce the 
community as you serviced us. 
We would like to extend our special thanks to Dr. Kenyon, Dr. 
Redpath, Dr. Appleton, and the staff oF Mills Memorial. 
The Deol Family. 
_ _  ,= ,m . _ J , '~  
Z 
< / 
p. 
Under the umbrella of Ksan House Society, the Terrace Transition 
House Staff would like to extend a very Heartfelt Thank You to the 
following businesses who have generously contributed to our pro. 
gram. It makes a difference to the women and children we serve. 
A&W Restaurant, Beta Sigma Phi Preceplor Gamma 0micron, 
Canadian "fire, Church of Latter Day Saints, City of Tenace (Aquatic 
Centre), Cookie Jar Bakery, Eberle from Story Vine-Terrace Public 
Library, Ebony's, H.0.G. (Harley Davidson Owner Group), Home 
Hardware, Hospital Auxiliary Thrift Shop, I~lnette'e Club, Kitwanga 
Quilters, Knox United Church, McDonald's Restaurant, Phil Russell, 
Seventh DayAdvenlist, Terry's Lock and Key, "Rllicum Twin Theaties, 
"tim Horton's Tony Roome. 
If there is anyone we missed please accept our apologies and our 
sincere thanks. 
fo~ 
. ,  • : 
I 
Melvin Robert Hughes 
May 23, 1933 - March 4, 1999 
Melvin Robert Henrik Hughes passed away at his home on 
March 4, 1999 after a lengthy illness. He is predeceased by his 
wife Henrietta who passed away in July of '98 and his son 
Kevin who died in '83 in a swimming accident. He leaves 
behind 6 surviving children; Sylvia Douglas (Grandy). John 
(Laura), Don (Cindy), Mike (Roberto), Maderm Morgan (Bruce), 
Denise (Ken Roggeman) and 8 grandchildren. Nicole Sacco. 
Tara Hughes, Kim, Jenny, Kelsey and Mikey Hughes, Crystol 
and Jamie Morgan as well as his 2 friends Lady and Chlcky. 
Melvin was born on May 23, 1933 in Vancouver to Bob and 
Sylvia Hughes. When he was 11 years old the family moved to 
Vhitehorse. During his teenage years he raced Husky dogs 
and won many trophies and races. As a teenager he worked 
on the steamboats until he went to Tech. School in Vancouver. 
The family moved to Terrace in 1951 and he met and married 
his wife Henrietta deKergommeaux in 1953. He worked far 
many years for Columbia Cellulose in the Nass Valley. In 1972 
Mel & Henrielte decided that they'd had enough of the snow 
country and moved to the Comox Volley ,where they bought the 
old England Homestead on Marsden Road and have been ever 
since. 
Melvin was a master storyteller and loved nothing be~r than 
a captive audience. He loved his garden and his dogs and 
being the king oF his kingdoml Food and drink were his great 
pleasures. We re really going to miss you Dadl 
The funeral service will beheld at St. John the 8aplist Catholic 
Church (Comox), 2182 Comox Ave., Comox, B.C. Saturday, 
March 13 at 1:00 p.m. with Falher Ken Olsen officiating; fal- 
lowed by a gathering of friends and family at the family home, 
2530 England Road, Courtenay. Donations in Melvln's memory 
to the charily, of one's choice appreciated with thanks. 
Comox Valley Funeral Home and Cremation Services, 1101 
Ryan Road, Courtenay, B.C., VgN 3R6 250-334-0707 
I enlrusted with arrangements. 
I 
NEED YOUR fine furniture m- 
stored? Blue Hills Upholstery 
Studio. Antiques, Heirlooms, 
Classics, Draperies, Fabrics. 
For appointment call Shirley at 
635-9349. 
'BASKET oF Flowers' Special- 
ty Cakes. Scratch cakes, tasty 
icing, basket-weave designs, 
custom flowers, wedding acces- 
sories-consultation. Phone Mar- 
ie - 635-9349. 
$ EXClTINGI NEW TO CANA- 
DA $ internet related, full or part 
time $450 down & guaranteed 
financing. Earn cash/cars/com- 
puters (604) 852-4369. 
$ FINANCIAL FREEDOM $ 
Serious-minded self-starters 
only. Looking for six figure re- 
suits + lifestyle working from 
home, 100% support & training. 
Not MLM. 2 Min meg./24 Hrs. 
(604) 415-3006, 
$$ GOVERNMENT PRO- 
GRAMS Information Govern- 
ment assistance programs, In- 
formation to assist the start or 
expansion of your business and 
farm. Call 1-800-505-8868. 
For Sale By Owner 
2 locations, excellent investment opportunity. 
Be a part of the world's largest sub and 
salad chain. For more information call 
250-632-2109 OR 2~0.635-1913 
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LADIES RETAIL shop. Turn- 
key set-up, excellent location & 
lease, downtown Smithem. Nice 
work & business opportunity. 
Minimal start-up costs. 847- 
4853 eves. 
MAKE SERIOUS moneyl Your 
own business with unlimited in- 
come. Free 24hr message. 1- 
888-575-4674. 
PANAGOPOULOS- Western 
Canada's favourite pizza mak- 
er, has an excellent business 
opportunity now available in 
Smithers. Serious enquiries 
only. Reply to: P.O. Box 4387, 
Smithers, BC V0J 2N0. 
ROD DAYS for sale. In Skeena 
Region 6, Serious inquiries 
only. 635-3463. 
$89 COULD net you up to 
$175K. Don't miss this oppor. 
tunttyl For free info call Larry at 
638-8289. 
EARN A steady income. Part 
time or full time. Simple and 
easy. No experience required, 
we help train and support. Call 
for appointment. Decker Lake. 
1-250-698-7319. 
HAIR SALON for sale due to ill- 
ness. 18 years in business, 
great location, very good return 
on Investment, Steady, reliable 
staff. 3-years on equitable 
lease. Serious Inquiries only. 
Phone (250)847-2542. 
IDEAL HOME business. Quiet, 
private, honest. No selling or 
experience needed. Unlimited 
earning potential. Call 1-800- 
811-2141 now. Ask for code 
#80035 or call 1-415-273-6020 
from your fax for information 
package. 
WESTERN STAR TRUCKS 
PARTS & SERVICE DEALER 
NADINA W 
TRUCK 
SERVICE ~.ro '~ 
845-2212 • 2235 Nadina Ave.,  Houston B.C 
I the] HELP-LINEI 
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Give Your Back A Break... 
Swedish Massane 
z Ho.r 
/ )/f~_.~--4L~~ lP. hour 
$40.00 
$2o.oo 
Cat~rine Hart, Masseuse 
At the Head Shed 638-8880 
4611 Lakelse Ave 638-8355 
i J  i I 
• - . . . . . . . . .  . .  t . . . .  
I I 
P IONEER UPHOLSTERY 
s ince  1973 
FOR ALL YOUR UPHOLSTERY NEEDS 
i . 
::,: ~ii~: !iiiii~,~i ........... 3901 Dobbie St., Terrace, B.C. 
Claudette Sandecki 635-9434 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD.' 
AND EXPRESS SERVICE I PASSENGER 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to I 
Terrace and return, and all points ;n between. Pick- I 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and J 
courier service. ., 
p.o. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636.2633 
Terrace Depok 635-7676 
SMALL BUT MIGHTY!  
BUSINESS BUILDING ADVERTISING 
Terrace Standard 
Home ,mprovement $3OOpeOr week,  * 
Business D;rectories 
plus GST 
Ask for Tabalha "~1 on 13 we~k contra~t 
ST ARD 
3210 Clinton St., 
Terrace 638-7283 
Fax: 638.8432 
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Harry Hesselbach 
Certified Bavarian Craftsman 
Masonry Heater Construction 
Custom Built Masonry Heaters 
Efficient/Safe ven heat 
Environmentally positive 
One of a kind design 
Radiates heat for 12.24 hours after Iirin 
Phone (250) 847-8747 
fax (250) 847-0085 
~NESTCOAST WASTEWATER, 
distributorships for sale, earn 
$70,000 p.a. average with an 
exclusive area for proven and 
approved Norweco Treatmenl 
Plants, Call for details 1-88- 
782-2111, 
WESTCOAST WASTEWATER, 
distributorships for sale, earn 
$70,000 p.a. average with an 
exclusive area for proven and 
approved Norweco Treatment 
Plants. Call for details 1-888- 
782-2111 
HAVE YOU ever thought of 
learning a new language, meat- 
ing some new people and hav- 
ing some fun. Canadian Par- 
ents For French is offering Adult 
Conversational Lessons, Thurs- 
days 7-9 p.m. If itnerested call 
Eric 635-5721 or Debbie at 635- 
9390. 
'm '  PRECISELY RIGHT ~ / 
( ]  ~ • Acrasstownorthecountry i i |  ~ .  Year2000 ~ 
~ °  Wi#RaeSaSsisotn°arb//°affatf°ersY°U ; : |  A_uZ]~ca~sO%~'°u~. r_~ ' - 
~:2 J~ i i :~  L ~ P h :  250-638-0763 
[ ST T OU OWN 
i / 
!. BUSINESS TODAY PROFESSIONAL PET GROOMING 
FO~ UNDER $100 PHONE: (250) 635-7856 
L CALL (250) 635-1955 FAX: (250} 638-1880 
Tired, busy, stuck at home. 
Let me bring the pampering to you/ 
• Manicures - Pedicures • Sculptured Nails 
'MY HOME OR YOURS" 
Appointments not always necessary 
~x 638-2092 
Nicely Done J?,lectrolgsis 
-llllJI- Marian Raposo R.E.C.C.E. 
Safe, Pemnanent Hair Removal 
Thermolysis, J~lend & Galvanic 
Complimentary Consultation 
Sterile, Disposable Filaments 
250-615-0200 
I 
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Northern Hearing 
& Safety Training 
A PRIVATE POST SECONDARY TRAINING INSTITUTION 
wee OFA LEVEL ~L $75 
March 20 8 am - 4 pm 
Apr 12 &17 
wce OFA TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEMENT $75 
Mar21 8am - 4 pm 
Apr15 
WeB OFA LEVEL 3 $595 
Apt lg.30 (2 Weeks) 
May 25.June 7 8 am - 4 pm 
WHMIS 
April 8 8 am - 12 pm .......... .wv  
TRANSPORTATION OF DAN6EROUS 600D$ ...... 
Mar. sam- p,, $100 
Apr29 
TRAFFIC CONTROL 
Mar 26& 27 8 am - 4 pr~ 
Apre & 710 
FALLING & BUCKING 
Mar. lg - 20 
FIRE SUPPRESSION 
Apr 17& 18 COURSESHELDAT: 
$150 
$200 
$1oo 
CUTTING CORNER is looking 
far a p/t or full-time hairdresser, 
rain. of 5 years experience. This 
position starts immediately. 
Must be able to work in an en- 
ergetic team atmosphere. Clien- 
tele is established and we pro- 
vide on-going courses. Call 
847-3084 or 847-2542, fax 847- 
6650. 
ANGLICAM CAMP Caledonia 
(on Tyhee Lake near Smithers) 
is recruiting for this summer 
camping season. We need paid 
staff from July 1-Aug. 7, 1999, 
and volunteers for individual 
canlps. We are accepting appli- 
cations for: assistant director, 
waterfront director, sports direc- 
tor, kitchen director, female and 
male counselors, craft directors, 
nurses, chaplains, kitchen staff 
and maintenance directors. 
Resumes can be sent to: Box 
911, Burns Lake, BCVOJ 1E0. 
Thornhill Motors Ltd. 
has an immediate opening for a 
The successful candidate must be able to deal 
effectively with the public, have a positive attitude, be self 
motivated. Previous parts & service experience is an asset. 
Apply in.person with a resume to: 
grent De Jane 
3026 Highwa/ l  6 
Terrace, B.C. 
Slikine Regional Community Health Council 
is seeking a: 
REGISTERED NURSE 
This position will be of interest te an emergency nurse with out 
post experience and a solid understanding o4 and vision for 
health care in a remote location. Strong clinical skills are a must. 
Experience in a pharmacy and experience working with First 
Nations Peoples are a definite asset. 
DUTIES include: 
Clinical and emergency services, pcd'ient care planning, develop- 
ment of day clinics, dispensing medications fl:om the community 
pharmacy. 
We offer a very competitive salary and benefits package. 
Please forward your resume, before March 26,1999 to: 
.~enllon: Execul~ Director 
Stildne Regional Communily Heallh Ceah,e 
P.O. Box 386, 
Dease Lake, BC, 
VOC 1LO - : 
Fex: 250-771-3911 
E-malh lhomas.w~ghl@srchs.hnet, l x (~ : 
Wanted 
must have own truck and tools. Part time only, over- 
age 40 hrs a month. Great opportunity for retired 
person. Please apply at office with resume 
4430 Keith or call 635-9091. 
Fax 635-9531. 
¢ 
• Northern Photo " 
is looking for a 
Part Time Employee ,  
we are seeking a mature, responsible person. 
• Resumes are to' be given to Trena or Lorie, 
in person, cover letter and resume required. 
No phone calls please. Closing date, March 31/99. , 
The Terrace & District Chamber of 
Commerce 
requires a IL:x=rt-lime 
Receptionist/Assistant 
for approximately 25 hours weekly. Applicants must 
be organized, neat, creative, and enjoy working 
with the public. 
Must have knowledge of databases and word 
processing (Microsoft Works) and a second lan- 
guage would be an asset. Must be a self-starter 
who works independently but can also work as a 
team player. Please send resume with handwritten 
cover letter to: B. PhillipS, Manager, 4511 Keith 
Ave., Terrace, B.C. V8G 1K1. 
Deadline is March 29, 1999. 
A 
Skeena 
SKEENA CELLULOSE INC. 
Consists of woodland and sawmill operations in Smithers, 
Hazelton and Terrace and a two-line pu pmi in Prince Rupert, 
B,C. 
Our Carnaby Operation has openings for the following positions: 
Head Saw Filer/Malntenance Supervisor, Circular Saw Filer and 
a Quality Control Supervisor. 
THE CANDIDATES 
HEAD SAW FILER/MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR (Staff Position): 
Will be a Certified Journeyman with 10 years or more experience 
and training abilities. You must be a team player with good com- 
munication skills. Strong mechanical and problem solving abilities 
are prerequisites. 
In addition to overseeing the Filing Department, you will be direct- 
ing all sawmill maintenance. 
QUALITY CONTROL SUPERVISOR (Staff Position): 
The basic function of this position is to e6sure quality standards 
are met from the long'log yard through the production process 
and shipping. The Quality Control Supervisor will work with all 
departments to improve plantwide quality and recoverias. 
Candidates with previous Quality Control experience, a valid 
Grading ticket and dedication to continuous improvement man- 
agement will be considered. 
CERTIFIED CIRCULAR SAW FILER: 
Candidates should possess 10 or more years lechnical training 
experience to aid and complement he Head Filer. (C.F:.P. rates 
and benefits apply to this position.). 
The sawmill currently operates on a one shift basis and is located 
near the Hazelton communities, which has a population of about 
5,000. The area possesses excellent fishing, hunting and other 
outdoor opportunities. 
Interested candidates should send resume, with references, in con- 
fidence by March 31, 1999 . . . .  i • 
Hank Randrup 
Sawmill Manager 
Skeana Cellulose Inc., Camaby Lumber Operations 
#10 N. Boundary Road 
Soulfl Hazellon, B.C, VOJ 2R0 
Fax: 250-842-5123 
i 
CAREER OPPORTUNITY. Do 
you enjoy working with people? 
Would you like the challenge of 
studying through the Opening 
Learning Agency? Have you 
considered being a Certified 
Dental Assistant? For more in- 
formation or to apply to the pro- 
gram, send your resume to: 
Donna Graf, 200-4619 Park 
Ave., Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V5. 
635-7611. 
j FIRS'Ir fllD/SECURIIY I 
Part time first aid/security person J
must h01d 63T 1 and 2 and Level 3 | 
occupational first aid. I 
Send resume to Box 1108 I 
Prince Rupert, B.C. VSJ 3H4. I 
Required immediately 
PART TIME EVENING 
WAITER/WAITRESS 
wilh Serving It Right cerfifi- 
cote. Must be oF legal age. 
& 
PART TIME RELIEF 
DESK CLERK 
prior experience preferred. 
Please apply in person with 
resume, or applications 
available on site. 
Bear Country Inn 
4702 Lakelse Ave, 
Terrace. 
O • 
Requires a: 
Journeyman Heavy-duty Mechanic 
Apply to: Peterbilt Trucks Pacific Inc. 
102-5221 Keith Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 11.2 
i i 
Slikine Regional Community Health Council 
is seeking a team leader for the following postion: 
DIRECTOR OF CUNICAL SERVICES 
This position will be or interest o a highly motivated professional, 
with a solid understanding of, and vision for health care in a 
remote location. We are looking for a results oriented team 
player, with ,5 plus years experience in emergency health care in 
a rural/remote nvironment. Strong clinical skills are a must and 
administrative management skills a definite asset. 
DUTIES include: 
Clinical Services Management, Human Resource management in 
a unionized environment, Budget control, Policy development, 
Pharmacy supervision, Shared call, Hands on nursing service. 
We offer a very competitive salary and benefits package. 
Please forward your resume, with a hand written lelter before 
March 26, 1999 to: 
Altendon: Chairperson 
Stikine Regional Community Health Council 
P.O. Box 386, 
Dease Lake, B.C, 
VOC 1LO 
Fax: 250-771-3911 
E-mail: thomas.wright@ srchc.hnetJx.ca 
DENNY'S IS LOOKING FOR YOU 
We are actively recruiting Managers with the drive to advance at our 
NORTHERN BC RESTAURANTS 
(Prince George, Williams Lake, Quesnel and Terrace) 
We are the employer of today and tomorrow! This is an exciting time to 
join Denny's as we embark on a progressive expansion program which 
will open new doors for those who have the drive and ambition to excel, 
We offer an excellent benefits package; Payroll Savings Plan, Profit 
Sharing and Promotion Opportunity. If this is you, mail or drop off 
resume to: 
Denny's Restaurant 
1650 Cenlral Slreet 
Prince George, BC 
V2M 3C2 
i 
S' CANDARD 
has an opening for an 
AD .  SSISTANT 
i -  I . . . .  f , 
The qualified person will be responsible for working with 
sales representatives in the design and production of ads for 
publication. Previous experience in the Macintosh environ- 
ment is essential, as is the ability to be creative, to work with 
other people and to work to deadlines. This position is full 
time and pays a base rate, plus commission. 
The Terrace Standard has a comprehensive benefits plan. 
Please send resumes to: Sales Manager, The Terrace 
Standard, 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2. 
We're Looking For Wmers. 
We're looking for people with a winning attitude. If you 
have it, we have an excellent retail and convenience store 
opportunity available in Northern B.C. 
You'll be part of the #1 retail gasoline network in 
British Columbia. Your outstanding leadership qualities, 
exceptional people skills, and proven business experience 
will ensure success on our team. 
Your investment will vary from $35,000 - $55,000 
depending on the size of the facility. 
Don't let this opportunity race by you. For an applica- 
"t tion or more information, contact j:~ he Chevron Marketing 
Department at 1-800-663-1914. ~ Please ask for 
Nancy Ma or Audey K0rpus. (~ 
winner's circle! t ~ S e e  
you in the 
omTowo ~ 
A TWO room, K-12 Independ- 
ent School In a rural, ranch en- 
vironment with 16 students re- 
quires a certified, experienced 
Language Arts teacher. Experi- 
ence In rural, small school mul- 
tigrado situations would be an 
asset. Salary commensurate 
with experience and qualifica- 
tions. Accomodation provided. 
Please apple by mail, fax or e- 
mail: Mrs, Sam Gardner, Doug- 
las Lake Educational Society, 
Douglas Lake, BC VOE 180. 
Fax: (250)350-3336, E-mail: joe 
_gardner@douglaslake.com, 
No phone calls please. Do not 
apple In person or without the 
above qualifications, 
http://www.douqlaslake.com. 
ACCREDITED (CERTIFIED) 
Silviculture Surveryor, min. 2 
years experience Jn the ICH 
Zone and planting/brushing ex- 
perience, Send resume with let- 
ters of reference to tha Terrace 
Standard, File #138 3210 Clin- • 
ton St,, Terrace BC, V8G 5R2, 
COOPER CREEK Cedar re- 
quires experienced shingle 
sawyers & packers. Cubermen 
& shake packers. Fax resume 
to 250-625-9263 or mail to 
RR#t, $14 C20 Nelson BC V1L 
5P4. 
EARN $200, $300, $500 or 
more per week, assembling 
products in the comfort of your 
own home, send a self ad- 
dressed stamped envelope to: 
O.P.H, 6-2400 Dundas St, West 
Suite 541 Ref 683 Mississauga, 
Ont. L5K 2R8. 
JOICO INTERNATIONAL, a 
premier hair care company is 
currently recruiting people for its 
upcoming perm show. If you are 
a model, or have always want- 
ed to be one, and are looking 
for a new style, perm or updo, 
then please come to our cast- 
ing. March 20, 1999, 9:00 a,m., 
4652 Lazelle Ave. "::340: LEGAL ::: 
NOTICES JOURNEYMAN BODY- 
MAN/PAINTER reqd for mud- 
ern northwest bodyshop, We 
are an ICBC accredited repair 
facility offering competitive wag- 
es and fringe benefits. Please 
apply to 4630 Keith Ava, Ter- 
race BC, V8G 4K1, Phone 
(250) 635-3929. 
MORICE COMMUNITY Skills 
Centre is offering 'Entry Level 
Mining Training.' The course 
will include classroom instruc- 
tion and job shadowing and will 
start March 29, 1999. Sponsor- 
ship may be available, if you 
are collecting income assis- 
tance or employment insurance 
benefits, To register or for more 
information please call Shirley 
Higgins at 845-5933 or 1-877- 
277-2288. . . .  
SPRING INTO AVON. •Your. 
business. Excellent earning po- 
tential. Recognition; rewards. 
'Join now and receive a Free 
• Cosmetic Bag. Call Sharon at 
638-7609. 
WANTED. Experienced person 
to prune my fruit trees, 635- 
1753. 
WESTNET IS offering Certified 
Training in MicroStation and 
ArcViaw/Avenue and Introduc- 
tion to Photogrammetry. GIS 
Mapping opportunities exist in 
beth resource and government 
sectors. For more information 
call (250) 248-7258. 
WOULD YOU LIKE to train at 
home? On-linel Become a MI- 
crosoft Certified Systems En- 
gineer or Cedified Novell En- 
gineer, Also available Word, Ex- 
cel, Access, Power Point 97. 
Contact the Morice Community 
Skills Centre. 845-5931 or 1- 
877-277-2288. 
FRENCH TUTOR - Qualified, 
experienced teacher. All ages, 
all levels, Call 638-8604. : 340 . :  LEGAL :!:! :
NOTICES 
HOUSE CLEANING Men. - Fri., 
638-89O4. 
IN HOME care for loved ones. 
Have license. Call 638-8904. 
MOVING? TRUCK and 28' trail- 
er enclosed, will protect your 
goods across .town or across 
country, Will assist, or load for 
you. Reasonable rates. Call 
635-2126. 
PAINTER 15 years exper, ience, 
Interior/exteri0r, Low rates for 
seniors. Free estimate. We do it 
right once. Call 635-3783 
SPRING CLEANING, flexible 
hours. Phone 638-8904. 
THORNTON CONSTRUCTION 
-Experienced carpenter 
available for construction reno- 
vations, or repairs. Call Richard 
Thornton, 638-8526. 
TUTORIflG AVAILABLEI I am 
available to tutor grades 1-8 in 
a variety of classes and have 4 
years experience. Don't delay, 
get your child the help they 
need nowl Early detection is the 
key to successfully helping a 
struggling child, Call Kelly at 
635-9032 evenin.qs. 
I WILL provide child care 
"Days" in my home, for toddler 
pre-schooler, Men to Fri, Please 
Phone Lynn at 635-1531. 
Looking for 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Refenal has inf0rmaUon on 
child care options and on 
ch0oslng child care, 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave, 
or call 638-1113, 
Sk~ena CCRR b a program of t~ 
Terrace t~oman's Resource Cen1~ 
~ aid Is funded by the Minlsln/for 
Children and Families,. j ,  
~ Terrace & Area Health Council [~ 
INVITES TENDERS 
for the 
Grounds Maintenance at Mills Memorial Hospital. 
Contract period is April 1, 1999 to November 30, 1999 
Contract specifications available upon request. Signed and 
sealed tenders to be received by 12:00 noon h~arch 26, 1999 
addressed to: 
Bruce Nicholls 
Chief Engineer, Mills Memorial Hospital 
4720 Haugland Ave., Terrace, B.C. VSG 2W7 
I 638-4012 1 
ThornhiU Motors Ltd. 
has an immediate opening for a 
The successful candidate must be able to deal 
effectively with the public, have a positive attitude, be self 
motivated. Previous sales experience is an asset. 
Apply in person with a resume to: 
Brent DeJong 
3026 Highway 16 
- Terrace, B.C. 
  WlLP WlLX_O'OSKWHL NISG_A'A 
POSITION POSTING: • 
UNIVERSITY-COLLEGE BURSAR 
The Wilp Wittlo'osl~hl Nisga'a 0NWN) is an aboriginal post secondary iaslJlute in 
New AJyansh, BC. 
The successful candidate ~411 possess a prof0ss[onal ccounting designation with 
experience inpost secondary finandal management, The Burner, as Chlef 
Fifi~dal Otficer, will be responsible to the Board of Directors and the Chief 
Oflcer for providing overall fin~ciaJ direction i cluding budgeting, financial 
repollieg, funding rant proposals and facilities, 
Knowledge of Ni..~a'8 language and culture is an asseL 
S'rART: Apdl 6,1999 
Please provide Cun~cufum Vitae, suppo~ng d0cumentatJon a d at least wo recent 
references to: Deans LE. Nyce 
Cheif ExeculJve Officer 
CLOSING DATE FOR APPIJCATION: March 19,1999. 
MOTHER •OF 3 school age 
children. Non smoker, non 
drinker wanting to babysit in my 
home in Upper Thornhill area. 
638-8532 anytime. 
SOCIAL CREDIT Party 8keena 
Constituency Annual General 
Meeting Sat. March 27, 1999 
2:00 p.m. at 4915 Lazella Ave. 
Terrace. Information, Kitimat 
call 632-4136, Terrace 615- 
4236. Authorized and paid for 
by Skeena Social Credit Consti- 
tuency Association. 
"MCGEEAND ME AND YOU" 
VacalibffBible-SChOol Terrace 
Pentecostal Assembly, 3511 
Eby, Mar 15-19. Reg begins da- 
ily 1:30. Activities 2:00-4:00. 
Terrific videos, spectacular 
games, great songs & snacks, 
6-12 years, Special "McGee & 
Me & You" Sunday School ses- 
sion Mar 21 9:15am followed by 
Community Family BBQ aat 
5:00 and windup rally 6:30pro. 
! / /~  fllRVANA METAPHYSIC 
' ~ & HEAL!NG CENTRE 
~omatherapy Massage 
Healing scents with Barb Whiting, Ellen 
Black: Aromatherepists 
Reflexology 
I-lealing from thn so e 
~ ^ . . ~  . . . .  
Chr ist  Lutheran  
Church  
3229 Sparks St. 
.... : - Sundays  - '~ 
Sunday  Sc lmo l  10 am 
Worsh ip  11 am 
- Thursdays -  . 
E~,ening Prayer 7 pm 
The little church in the 
heart of the horseshoe 
Pastor Terry S imonson 
635-5520 
Terrace & District Credit Union is looking for inter- 
ested parties to serve on our Board of Directors. This 
year there are three positions up for election, all for 
three year terms. Interested parties should pick up a 
nomination package at the Credit Union, 4650 
Lazelle Avenue or call 635-7282 for more informa- 
tbn and ask to speak to Val Gauvin. Votingwill take 
place at the AGM, March 30, 1999 7pm, Terrace 
Elks Lodge. 
LUMBIA LAYOUT AND DESIGN ~=,,,,a 
CONTRACT E00-01-9694 
Sealed Tenders for the Branch H-105 Road Layout and Design Contract No, E00-0t- 
9694, under the Small Buslnoas Forest Enterprise Program, will be received by the 
Dletdct Manager, MlnisfP/of Forests, Kalum Forest District, 200.5220 Keith Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C,, VSG 1L1, until 8:30 a.m. on March 3t, 1999, This contract will roqulre 
the layout end design of approximately lS km, more or loss, 
A review of the contrast conditions will be held at 9:00 a,m, on the 24th dsy of March, 
1999. Attendance ismandatory. All inquires hould be dirantod to Christopher B, Lind, 
Contract Coordinator, at the above address. Phone (280) 636-5100. Contract 
particulars package can be obtained at the office prasonistion. 
Contractors must submit a statement ofqusliltcetions end experience demonstrating 
they have sucaassfolfy carded out contracts of thts size and nature. Crow Supendsor 
will have a minimum of three years expottence inroad location and timber sate layout. 
Compassmon must have one year oad location and timber eale layout experience. 
No tender wiit be considered having any quatifying clsuses whefsoever, ond the Iow- 
ast or any tender will not necasesdly be occepfed. 
ConVanl eward io subject o funding being available at the time. 
~ ~RI~H LUMBIA CALUNG FOR TENDERS r=. =-m~¢ 
Sealed Tsndoas for the fotiowlng Chemical Brushing & Weeding contract (bsck.pack 
application of Vision) will be received by the DJolrint Manager, Mirdotry of Forests, 
Kef~m Forest District, 200-5220 Katth Avenue, Terrace, Bntlsh Catumbta on the date 
shown below: 
Contract: BR00DIGI.0010 Located: Brown Bear area oe approximately 200.8 hectares. 
Antlclpstnd start dale: August 1, 1999 Compteflon dete: September 18, 1999 
Deadline for receipt of tandem Is 2:30 p.m., on June 30, 1999, al which time all fen- 
d~ will be opened. 
A mandatory on:site viewing for the above contracts will be held In mid-June, 
Attending the echaduted viewing pdor to submitting a bid ts mandatory, 
Eligibility to bid: 
1. Contractor must have eucaasetulfy completed a Sllvtcuflure contract In the Katum 
Forest District in the past 2 years, 
2. Contractor must have successfully completed e SiMcuflure Chemical Brushing & 
Weeding Contrast (back.pack application) of 300 he and be in good slandlng 
with the Minis W of Forests, 
3, Upon request- provide asmes of references, 
4. Contractor must have ceditlcetions and resources capable of successfully com- 
pteliog the contract within the opeclflnd ales. 
S. Corltmctor must pre-regleter for the v~lwing: 
s) to confirm eltglbltify tobid, end 
b) to sonflan the vk~Hng daiss and times. _ 
To pro-register, contact Mike Watts at 6.38-5100, Monday •Friday, 0800.1600 pdor to 
March 31, 1999, Contractors who fall 1o pre.reglster and COnfirm eJigtbility by h s 
r date will not be aliglble Io bid, 
Tenders must be submitted on the forms and In the envelope supplied which, with 
the perticulanl, may be obtained at the time of the vtswlng from the Forest Officer 
conducing the vtewing trip. Tenders will not be considered having any quetlfylng 
clauses whatsoever and the lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepled, 
The work will be edmlnlsfored by the British Columl01a MInisW d Foreste. 
Cordmcl award te sub}ed to funding hethg ~isble ef Sle t~me. 
This K~idteflon la8ub~ to Chapter 5d Ihe Agreement m Internal Trade, 
i i 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
IN THE MATrER OF THE ESTAI~ OF 
MARGNRET DELORES 
VAN HERD 
01so Imwm as 
Morga~ Dolor~ Van Herd 
0~ Terence, erlillh Cdumblo 
Creditors and others I~aving claims 
against the above estate are 
required to send full particulars of 
such claims ta Warn0r Bandsh'a 
Brown, #200 . 4630 Lazelle 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1S6, 
on or be[ore the 12th da~. of May, 
1999, after whkh date the assets 
oF ~ne said 0state will be diCrib. 
uled havinn re~ard only to the 
clalms that have'been received. 
RODNEY COX, Executar 
c/o WARNER BANDSTRA BROWN 
, Sollnilors for the Estate 
I I ~  5k l ln l  -,¢=111= 
lllP.J~ rr'at'~ Illll= I.~ 
APPLICATION 
FOR 
PESTICIDE 
USE PERMIT 
Skesne 8awmllle a Division of 
West Fraser MlUs Ltd., Re. Box 
10, Tonics, B.C., VSG 4A3, has 
applied for a Pesticide Use Permit 
(Appl~.al[on No. 276-183-99/O1) to 
apply Vision (Glyphosate)to 12 set- 
tings covering approximate/./ 445 
hectares on FLA16882, 
The purpose of the treatment Is to 
reduce competition to young cont- 
fern from vegetation. 
Vision ~itl be applied using 
ground based backpack epreyem 
(with or without the use or cones). 
The application te for a three year 
Pesticide Use Permit commencing 
July 01, 1099 and ending Sept. 30, 
2001. 
A co W of the 'application and 
maps of the proposed treatment 
areas may be viewed between 8:30 
AM end 4:30 PM el: 
Skeena Sawmills 
5330 Highway 16 West 
Tenace, B.C, 
V8G 4A3 
Telephone: (250) 635.6336 
Anyone wlahing to contribute 
information ebo~t these sites for the 
evaluation of this applicetion must 
do so in writing to beth the applicant 
end the Regional Manager of the 
Pesticide Management Program, 
MinisW of the Envlrenr~ent, Skeins 
Region, Box 5000, Smithere, B,a. 
V0J 2NO within 30 days of publica- 
tion or this notice. 
As part of this program, this 
advertisernent atso serves notice 
that Silvilcuituro Fn~%'fiptlons - major 
amendments have been completed 
on settings: 
FL A16882 
BLOCK 
305 001 
4OO OO3 
401 00~ 
401 002 
401 OO3 
5O2 0el 
502 003 
5O3 002 
5O3 OO3 
5O4 OO4 
505 001 
505 002 I 
!to Include~l~fl~lde'~isd il~' o'n'li el' She ~ I 
brushing;muthodu; Coptes of Ibe,J 
amendments are available for review | 
upon roqcest st the address outlined | 
above. I 
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btlnglmmedlalereturna, auppod. Umltedavalleb[ll. aealslnnce, 18yeareof $298,00, rogularprloe . . . . . . .  TRUCKS- . . . . . .  : 
Contect Bugel Pobllshlng ly. Minimum tnveelment euccoesl For $cge,oo, Supplies limited o-"'OOWN " "'O:A'.C 
~_.m.(604) §7.1.5311...:___ $7,e00. 1.800.Tgti-ggt0. Infor~rochure 681.a458/I. order loll free 1.8Be.S49. Guerlnteed orodlt ep. 
DISTRIBUTORS WANT- ~'!Pl" .c~.~ . . . . . . . . .  8oo.6e5.e33g, RMTI. ' 2737, "" , ....... provile, Truoke. 4x4'a, COUNSELLOR TRAIN- PAYTELEPHaNE crew cabs, dleaale aport EO FOR "Pet Polling CUSTOM ENGRAVING ING Inatitula of Canada 
SlaUo~', s symbol f Non- courses end equlpmenl, offers on.caxnpua C d car . . . . .  SERV. ul[lltiel. Rape'e, broken 
Confidence. Earn money Engrave in wood, metal rospondance 0urees to- CANADIANPs~/C-HIC"g "~ leases, heavy duty equip. 
llld gain eagofection from glass, eggs, letter. 2.day ward a Diploma In Unoover ilecrsl! ef your ment. Take over pay. 
pal[noel Incompetence. basle er 1-3 day od- Counselling Practice to fulurs, Know whal the mente. Free datively. Cell 
For Information write to venced courses. Classlo begls April 30/89. Free year will bring. Accurate The Untouchables now. 1. 
P.O. Box 4189, Smithers, Paregraphlca, Lundbrock, catalogue, cell 24hra 1- end Affordable 1.909.451. 800.993.a873, Vencouvax 
B.O. V0J 2N0. AB, 403.e29.2010, 800-685-1044, 7010 $2,B0/mln 18+, 327.7792. 
Skeena 
Request for Tenders 
SKEENA CELLULOSE INC., 
Camaby Lumber Operations 
invites tenders for the 1999 
Drilling and Blasting 
Program. 
Tender packages are 
available at the Camaby 
Woodlands Office, #10 
North Boundary Road, South 
Hazel:on, B.C., V0J 2R0 from 
07:00 to 17:00, weekdays. 
The tender closing date is 
April 9, 1999. To obtain a 
tender package or further 
information concerning the 
• 1999 Drilling and Blasting 
Program, please contact Cam 
Penfold at 842-5399. 
BAILIFF SALE 
Assets oF a alarm monitoring business including a Silent Night 
9000 Digital Alarm/receiver printer, shredder, filing cabinets, 
chairs, computers with monitors and printers, smoke alarms, 
sirens, sensors, office supplies, Aqua water cooler, fax machine, 
desk and much more. Inventory list available upon request. 
ALSO 
Electrical contractors inventory such as ladders, cables, swikb 
plates, receptacle plates, lamps, conduit, machine screws, nuts, 
bolls, tool boxes with lools and much more. 
For appoinlment o view and for further information please contact 
the undersigned. Bids will be accepled until the hour of 12:00 noon 
Wednesday, March 24, 1999. The highest offer not necessarily 
accepted. 
For further information please contact the undersigned. 
Caledonia Bailiff Services 
#3..4554 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1S2 
(250) 635-7649, R. Smith 
cBRITL~H APPUCATION FOR TEMPORARY 
OLUMBiA CUSTODY ORDER I~AINI~IIY 
C'HIIDI[N & FAMIUES 
Hector Humid: This is your official notice that at 9:30 
a.m. on March 18, 1999, at the Prince George Court 
House located at 250 George Street, Prince George, 
B.C., fhe Director of Child Family & Community Serv ces 
will make an application for a Temporary Custody Order 
pursuant to Section 41(1)(c) of the Child Family & 
Community Service Act in connection with your child, 
Chades Randy Abraham, born November 24, 1992. 
You have the right to be present and to be represented by 
legal counsel. 
Hector Harold, or anyone knowing his present 
whereabouls, please contact Pam Morrison, 
social worker, Minislry for Children & Families, 
2809 Ferry Avenue, Prince George, B.C. V2N ! 1.3, 
telephone (250) 565-4301. 
LAND ACT 
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO APPLY FOR A 
DISPOSITION OF CROWN LAND 
Take notice that Her Majesty Tha Queen in Right of Canada 
c/o RCMP, intends to make application for a transfer of admini- 
slrafion and control of land generally situated in Telegraph 
Creek, B.C. and more specifically described in [b) below: 
(b) commencing at a post planted at the southeast corner of 
Lot 1, IR #12 thence :t:57 metres @ 62~00'; thence ±122,6 
metres @ 322125'; thence -+57 Metres @ 242800'; thence 
• +122,6 Metres @ 142925'; and containing -+0,7 ha more or less. 
Tha purpose for which the land is required Is construction of 
RCMP married quarters, 
Comments concerning this application may be made to the 
Senior Land Officer, Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks, 
• Land Division, P.O. 5000, Smithers, B.C, V0J 2N0 Telephone: 
(250) 847-7331 
File No: 6406660 
Doted: March 9. 1099 
Be advised sny reEponse to this advertise- We'/he McLoughJln 
men.!will.be . . . . . .  considered., . . . . . . . . .  part of the public ~'~,.,,~c~.,,,,~.,,~,,c.,,~,. 
PLEASE 
TAKE NOTICE 
That in accordance with the 
WAREHOUSEMAN'S 
DEN ACT 
there will be sold by public 
auclion by Morris 
Campbell/Yvonne Danroth of 
RR3, Site 17, Camp. A6, 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 4R6 
at 5412 Highway 16 West, 
Tenrace, B.C. on the 3rd day 
of April, 1999 
and on subsequent sales 
:heralDer until sold, 
the following lois of used 
mining equipment belonging 
to the following 508514 BC 
I.~. (l"urcon). 
Under 
Warehouse 
LIEN ACT 
1979 GMC Pickup 
VIN TCL249Z521372 
belonging to Lawrence 
Hewitt will be sold to 
recover $1213.00. 
The sale will take place 
at 2:00 p.m. 
Thursday, March 18, 
1999 
at the Highways Yard 
Box 417, Cedarvale, 
B.C. V0J 2.A0. 
CONSTRUC'I'ION 
7'., ;L.I ::;£:'0NTRACTS-,-:L i 
1. Kalum lake Drive Watormain InstolJallon 
2. Park Avenue/Alwood Street Recanslruction 
Tender Documents and Offer Forms are available commencing 
March 18, 1999, and may be picked up for a non-refundable 
fee of $25.00 each, at the Public Works Once, 5003 Graham 
Avenue, Terrace, weekdays between 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. 
Tenders to close at 2:00 p.m. on Wednesday, April 7, 1999, 
aRd Thursday, April 8, 1999 respectively. 
PLEASE TAKE 
NOTICE 
That in accordance with the Warehousemen's Lien 
Act there will be sold by Bandstra Transportation 
Systems Ltd. 3111 Blakeburn Street, Terrace, B,C. 
V8G 3J1 to cover the accrued costs of the Following 
storage lots belonging to: Water Bar:as, Jack 
Guillot & Yvelte Gerin. 
BAILIFF SALE 
1974 GMC Bus Van with contents, propane tonE, G.E. mini-sto 
rea, buttery chor9er , handtools and mi$c, items° Inventory list 
available upon request. 
For appoinknent o view and for further informalion please contact 
the undersigned. Bids will be accepted until the hours of 12:00 
noon Monday, March 22, 1999. The highest offer not necessarily 
accepted. 
For further informalion please contact the undersigned. 
Caledonia Bailiff Services 
#3-4554 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VSG 1 $2 
1250) 635-7649, R. Smith 
~ ~BI~'BH INVITATION TO TENDER ~'~ ~ I 
LOLUMBP~ for Silviculture SurvByB ~Jg  
Mtnisln/of Farcsla, Kiapiox Forest Disldct nviles eaind ondem'lo be submitted for he follow. 
Ing Silviculture Survey contracts: 
Contract No. Approx. Sial Estimafed MIn. No, Plots 
18940-50/SU00DKI,GG0 472 ha 502 
18S40.50/SUOO3KJ.E02 463 ha 492 
Tender packages wJ[I be avaitablo slarling 8:30 s.m, Wedriesday, March 18. 1999, from the 
Ktsplox Forest Distdct office. 
Tendonl must be moge ubjsot to the conditions oflender snti submitted on the form end In the 
envelope provided. No Isndars hall be considered having say qualifying clanso= whatsoever 
and Ihe iowoot or any lender will not necessarily be accepled. Contract sward Is subject to 
funding avaitabll~y, 
For Contract Number 18940-50/SU00CKI.6O3 the aucoesaful lenderet maybe local as defined 
below and must hsvo at le=t one (1) yea," experience asa etMIcuiture suPra/or. 
"Local" Is daflnnd as the following: 
(t) A propdstor who may operate ss o non-roglsternd company hsvthg santillng eddresw 
and resfde In the gsogrsphlc area; or 
(2) A registered company under the B.C, Companies Act hiving m rlglltemd business 
office end address in the gaogrephlo area. 
*Geographlo Aria" Is defined ne Ihs ares from tatkwl Io Terrace, Including emlthem, 
Modcethwn, Harelton, Klapfox Valisy, latasguanio , KJtwangl, Codlrvlle sad Kltwen~nt. 
For Confront Number 18940.50/SUOODKI.602 the eu¢ces=fut tendarer must provide proof of 
satistactoPf completion fprevious work of like kind and size In the Pro'Anca within the lasl two 
(2) years. Each crew engaged in the work must have at leasf one (1) Accredited eilvk:ulture 
Surveyor. 
Sealed Isndem will he recok, ed until 10:30 g,m,, Monday, April lS, 1999, by the District 
Manager, KIsplox Foresl District, Hazetton. B,C,, at the following eddrese~: 
Mail Address Hand bellvar~Couder Drop off Addr~ 
Klspiox For~f Distdct I~plox Fomet Distdct 
Bag 5000 2210 Highway 62 Weal 
8mlthars, B.C, V0J 2N0 Hazattoo, B C, V0J IYO 
PJI tendora will be opened at t0;45 a.m,, Monday, Apdl g, 11~1. Please be informed thal the 
tender opening IS non.pubtic, 
General Inquiries may be directed fo Stacay Andar6oo r areg Folkl, I~piox Forea101atrial, 
(250) 842.7600. 
l 
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AND THE WINNERS ARE: This wild group of winners represent some of the best 
snowmobile racers in B.C. 
Racers call hillclimb 
one of B.C.'s best 
MORE THAN 40 racers 
from across B.C. turned up 
at the snowmobile hillclimb 
Mar. 6-7 to rev their engines 
and compete in the fourth 
mogul blaster at Shames 
mountain. 
It was, however, the 
Skeena Valley Snowmobile 
Association's first B.C. 
Snowmobile Federation 
(B.C.S.F.) racing division 
sanctioned hillclimb. And as 
such, it had to be scheduled 
during Shames regular ski 
season. "It had to be that 
way to get on the B.C.S.F. 
racing circuit," said local 
racer Brent Dejong. 
Racers earned trophies, 
cash prizes and B.C.S.F. 
points which could qualify 
them for April's World 
Championships in Jackson 
Hole, Wyoming. 
Circuit racers rated the 
climb as one of the best 
organized races in the pro- 
vince. B.C. points champion 
Vincent Clark from 
Valemont said the ciimb as 
"excellent practice for Jack- 
son Hole.'  
Coaches 
needed 
INTERESTED in coach- 
ing soccer this summer? 
The Terrace Youth 
Soccer Association re- 
quires coaches for all 
ages and divisions. 
The summer soccer 
season lasts from May to 
September. Coaching 
courses run in April. 
Call Bev at 635-3719 if 
interested. 
Race  resu l t s  
Stock Class (first and second piece), with hometown 
Kevin McCray Pdnce George 
Vincent Clark Valemont 
Mark Sarich Terrace 
John Bodnar Houston 
Rob Sanford Valernont 
Vincent Clark Vabment 
Rob Sanford Valernont 
Darren Lennox Williams lake 
Hank Grunewald Valornont 
David Craig Williams Lake 
Improved stock class 
800cc 
700cc 
600cc 
600ce SE 
500cc 
lO00cc Trevor Gibson Tenace 
M~ Sarich Tenace 
800cc Norm Hebert Campbell River 
Brent Mosdell Pdnce George 
700ec Norm Hebert Campbell River 
Brent DeJong Terrace 
600cc Bdan Henderson Williams Lake 
Nolan Miller Bums Lake i 
• " Modified class 
Open Mike Irmen Salmon Arm 
Kevin McCray Prince George 
80Occ Mike Irmen Salmon Arm 
Trevor Gibson Terrace 
700cc Mike Irmen Salmon Arn~ 
Trevor Gibson Terrace 
600cc Mike Irmen Salmon Azm 
Joy Beedle Terrace 
Specialty Classes 
Stock and Improved Stock King 
Norm HebeR, Pob, dS. 
Modified King Norm Chapdelalne, Polaris 
Juniors Kyle McCann, Polaris 
Gregory Conrad, Yamaha 
Chris Schlenker, Yamaha 
Amateur 600cc and under Mede I~teassey 
Best Crash John Bodnar, Polaris 
Fastest'lime Mike Irmen (37.371 seo.) 
Skeena Grade 8 
girls take zone title 
THE SKEENA Grade 8 
girls defeated Prince Rupert 
Senior Secondary 39-31 in 
the final game of the zone 
championships at Thomhili 
Junior on Feb. 26. 
Tournament MV'P Alison 
Smith lead Skeena in points 
with a 13-point total and 
Ashley Taylor totalled nine 
points. 
Skeena made their way to 
the final by defeating 
g'.ispiox 57-4 and Chandler Smithers came in third 
Park 44-31. after beating Chandler Park 
Ashley Taylor and Allison 60-42. 
Smith contr~uted eight Sashia Leung of Chandler 
points each hi the game Park, Charlene Barendreght 
against Chandler Park. of Smithers, Carley Dyer, 
Prince Rupert Senior Megan Williams from 
Secondary advanced to the Prince Rupert and Skeena's 
final game by beating Ashley Taylor made the 
Mount Elizabeth firom tournament all-star list 
Kitimat 59-19 and Bulkley The girls win gives 
Valley Christian School Skeena their third zone 
from Smithers 5%53. championship title this year, 
l~ves£-oxs 
MANAGING YOUR MONEY ~.~lGroUp 
WHY IT PAYS TO BEAT THE TAX RUSH INVESTORS GROUP FIRAtVCIAL SERVICES iNC. 
Continued from March 6 educational institutions and charitable 
Rectify underpayrnents before they organizations generally send out tax 
attract Interest charges. If you've 
accidentally underpaid, the interest metre 
starts ticking as of April 30. File early, 
and you can pay what you owe before you 
incur the interest charges. 
Avoid the penalties for being late, If 
you fail to file your tax return by the 
deadline, you will be charged 55 of the 
outstanding balance, plus an additional 
1% of the outstanding balance for each 
month (up to 12 months) thatthe return is 
not files. 
So give yourself a head start on your 
taxes this year. Financial Institutions, 
a~McChe~ey 
635.6682 
Senior Consultant 
Terrace 
receipts in late January or early February. 
Be sure to chase down missing receipts 
as soon as possible. 
Whether you fill out your own tax return, 
or have a professional do it foryou, you 
maybe able to save even more time by 
filing over the phone with Revenue 
Canada'sTelefile,orelectronicallythrough 
any designated Revenue'Canada E-file 
service provider. With these methods, 
there's no return to mail at all. (You must 
be able to produce the appropriate 
documentation upon request, however, 
so hang on to your receipts.) 
John Acres Derek Itani 
63,%4~ Representative 
Division Manager 635.O601 
1.800.764.17"/7.Te~ace Terrace 
Ray Llndwall 
Repreaentatlve CFP 
63,5.0601 
Terrace 
'l'~s cdumn, written and published by investors Oroup, 18 presented as a general source ol Infomlatfon ody and Is not Inlended U It sdl¢~lIo~ 
tO t~y or sell investment,,, nor hi It Intended to provide ~gal advice. For more Information on this topic of on an,/other Invntmmt or 
maflem, ~ea~ contact your finandal edvtsor. 
I 
Terrace Youth Soccer Association 
is offering the foiling dinks for the 1999 sewn 
, Level III Technical, April 16,17, 18, Fri, Prince George 
Contact Heather Carter: 250-564-5900 
Level II Technical, April 24, 25, Sat 9:0Oom&NWCC 
_"NL  
Level I Technical, I~ay I, 2, Kitimat ~.gdP,..~/. 
Contact:. Joe Monfer0:250.639-8448 "~ i  
REF. CLINIC NWCC "~:~ 
Class 5 (Min. Age ! 2) May 1 Sat 9:00am 
Class 4 (Min. Age 14) May 1, 2 Sat 9:OOam 
Class 3 (Min. Age 16) 
Level I Theory, May.7, 8, Fri 6:00pro, Thornhfll JSS 
Shannon Murdoch, Canine1: Carol Wall: 615-3000 
Mini coaches Clinic May 7 Sot ? Christy' Park Terry Wison 
UI4 Boys House Team Sol ? 
Development Sun ? 
If Interested in any of these dinlcs please call George: 635-3719 
The Skeena Valley Snowmobile Association extends a 
very warm Thank You to the following sponsors of the 
Shames Mountain Mogul Blaster 
Hillclimb. 
Imp 
Imp 
Imp 
Imp 
Mad 
Mod 
Trophys 
Clas___.ss Sponsor 
Stock 800co Terrace Chrysler 
Stock 700cc EZ-Care Siding 
Stock 600cc = Longs Logging 
Stock 600cc SE Neid Enterprises 
Stock 500cc Terra Bobcat 
Stock 1000cc BC Automotive 
Stock 800cc Myshrall Contracting 
Stock 700cc • Thornhill Motors 
Stock 600cc Northstar Performance 
open JNJ Enterprises 
800cc OK Tire 
Mad 700cc Jacks Excavating 
Mad 600cc IMB Holdings 
Specialty Classes 
Stock King Ken s Marine 
Imp Stock King . . . .  Janitors Warehouse 
Mad King Aqua Plumbing 
Juniors Blessing Ch drens Wear 
Amateur 600cc & under Ti m Hortons 
Best Crash Pro Paints 
Farthest Travelled Braid Insurance 
Fastest Time Terrace Equipment 
Prizes 
Sports Bag 
Tools 
Sports Bag 
Sports Bag & T-shirt 
Gift Certificate 
- B.C. Automotive & Industrial 
- Keenleyside Insurance 
- Ken's Marine 
- Neid Enterprises 
- A Touch For Health Massage 
and thank you to these additional sponsors for their 
support, and donations. 
Shames Mountain Ski Corporation & Staff 
OSG - Skeena Broadcasters - CJFW & Mix 590- Skeena Journal 
Northern Motor Inn BCSF Racing Division 
Hallmark Ford Survival on Snow 
Choko Toccom 
Terrace Standard Terrace. Search & Rescue 
B.C. Tel Nechako NorthCoast 
N/co Lady Dress & Bridal Shop Pizza Hut 
Terrace Sight & Sound White River Helicopters 
Norlhern Mountain Helicopters Canadian Helicopters 
West Point Rentals Snap-on-Tools 
Skeena Valley Fall Fair Assn. PNG 
BC Ambulance " 
The Race Commiltee lhanks: 
Ran Neisner, Earl & Bonnie Larson, Ken & Joyce Gibson, 
Carla MacDonald, Russ Shduers & transportation volun- 
teers, Rick DeJong & security volunteers, Andrew McKenna 
& hill help volunteers, First Aid attendants: Richard Stone, 
Bill Karlsen, Virginia Hystad, Annette Campbell, & Brian 
Carriero. And the Pit ci'ew. 
Terrace Little Theatre presents 
I 
I 
t NAME 
Friday, April 9th & Saturday, April iOth 
Skeena Room - Terrace Inn 
Tickets $15 each at UNIGLOBE COURTESY TRAVEL 
4718A Lazelle Ave. Terrace 
3 PAIRS TICKETS TOBE GIVEN AWAY 
Entry forms to be handed in at The Terrace Standard, 3210 Clinton St. 
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